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League game in tins city
L.osilay, May 20th. The rain,
i the games of Monday and
e grounds in
poor omlition,
An interesting anti
.ppery.
as
played, the contestants
o

-•

■

iasts and
Lewistons.
The
lead in the first inning by
and held it until the sixth

e

i.TtoT. Neither side scored
Lewistons gained 2 in the
whitewashed in the eighth,
u the ninth. Id to Id.
In the
ys got in 2 runs.
The Belfast
the players
selections
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4. Lewiston 3 home runs,
balls. In Conroy 8. by
.b\ MeBri<ie3: sti .u k out by
wr. 3, tiy Carriveau 3:2 base hit's
:•
2h. 35 in. Umpire. Cillis.
1

i.. st
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F-elfasts
scheduled to
but received word in the
Manager Toole that owing to
wen-

■

game

was

i

postponed

open date.
game was

an

is

•my the

-inlay.
Larne
at

To next

As Friday
again post-

between the lie 1 fasts and
the up-river city Monday,

booked, but only one was
riling game being declared
.!
of rain.
In the afternoon,
Lam.- was played and consideroiiditiuu of the field it was a
lu many respects it remind*
Vines, when the two cities supndeut teams and great rivalry
features "f the game, Monday,
s heady work in the box and a
Hayes, and a double play by
'ere

Ib-rmott and Reagan. The Whig
Belfast a.snappy double play was
."py. McDermott and Reagan,

played

F

a

Dermott,
mre,

J-ad

ings. .1

2

2
1

.0

II

lively

game througbwho has fought many
little to say yester-

a

3
0
3

5 (5 7 8 9
1 0 0 2 —6
0 O O O 0—3
1.
Two
base
Bangor,
bits, V* eb('ollopy, Hill. Stolen bases. MacUirst base on ball*, by Newell, WebM< Bride, Newell 2.' First base on
». 3.
Balk, McBride. Hit by pitchwell, McBride. Passed balls, Ga9struck out, by Newell, McDermott,
('ollopy. Hill; by McBride, Kearns
Double plays, Collopy, McDermott
Umpire, Gillis. Time, 2 hours, 21
4
0
0

0

m this city Tuesday between the
Belfasts w as a disastrous one
The game was quite close in the
■landing Rockland 6, Belfast 5, at
the 6th inning.
In the 7th the

md

■

in 1*

runs

did not

and

in

the 8th 5

more.

after the 6th.
d for the. Belfasts up to anti iuseventh, and was then changed
Some good My catches were
del, Kane, Webster and Mazena
bists; Dorsey and Coburn for the
The one home run of the game
Sheehan of the Rocklands.

•■-ts

score

■

15 V

12
.1 0
.2 1

1

IN.MMIS.

3
2

45678
2 0 1 9 5
0 1 1 o o

-20
o
0-5
fasts 8, Rocklands 6; two base hit.
Mm. Sheehan; base* on ball*, oil
-wn 7, Bass 4; struck out by Mul'ii 3, by lias* 4
double plays, FitzTime 2 hours, 15 minutes. I'm■c*

went to Rockland yesterday
o-d from the Belfast Livery Co.

hooked to pitch the game for
^against the Rocklands in Belafvernoon.
“hi Camden came to Belfast Mon'Uirted to play a game with a local
live innings were played on acbe condition of the
grounds. The
°d Belfast 18, Camden 7 at the close.

tors of the Athletic Association
and the reports showed the
in good condition. The feeling
members of the Association is
strengthening in tlie pitchingdeii 1, will be made at
once, Belfast
“ine to the front.

meting
■

1

w ing
games have been played by
Maine League clubs:
!llKor, May 26, Porlands 11, Bangors 2.

kiand, May 26, Augustas 16,

'’"dlaud, May 31,

Rock-

Lewiston 12, Port-

*»guflta, May 31, Augusta 4,
kangor,

s

S*'En"'
'C‘

E.

James.

gray,
Bray, George W.

Michaels Samiml'
Miller, George
Miller, Sheridan f

Brewster, Lewis.
Brier, Eben F.
Brier, Francis £,
Brown, Charles.
Brown, Joshua L.
Bucklin, Herbert L.
Bucklin, VV m. I).
Bucklin, John.
Burgess, Daniel E.
Burgess, George Y.
Burgess, Tolman Y.
Burgess, Win. Austin.
Burgin, Chessabrook.
Burd, Samuel F.

MilMkkn, J„hn

Mixer Jackson

Monr^ Naluun P.
Moody, James B
Moore, Albion, K P
Moore, Oliver G.
Mudgett,

Nickerson, Aaron

between

country and all danger.
Loyalty to one's country is loyalty to
God. Iu conclusion Father Kealy said: “It
has been a real pleasure for me to address
to-day these veterans of the Grand Army of
the Republic. I was with you at the front

to stand

Patterson,

in my capacity
wants of

as

the

a

the

Rockland

June 1, Lewiston 4, Bangor 2.

Fuller, Silas
1

Pillsbury, John M.
Piper, Charles B.
riper, James R.
Poor, Hollis M \
Pottle, William*
Pottle, William F.
Prince, Isaac.
Quimby. Albert

Quinlan',

priest, ministering to
and dying.

country. It is the country
no other country on the
face of the earth appears to me, and to us
all, so dear as America. Let us guard her
well, by fostering in her religion, morality
and education.
The services closed with the usual rnusiAmerica is my

birth, aud

of my

al exercises and benediction.
MEMORIAL DAY

Memorial Day
Post observed
the
As

SERVICES.

Reardon, Michael.
Richards, Emerv.

Richards, Sylvanus.
Rideout, William F.
Ripley, Charles,
Robbins, James,
Roberts, Daniel J.
Robinson, Arthur W

day
Day. The storm which
had prevailed the previous week, but cleared away Sunday, was on again Monday
morning, with a heavy rain, thick fog and
stead

as

Memorial

wind. As a consequence all out
demonstrations were abandoned exept the marking of the graves in the vari"iis cemeteries by the usual bouquets and
[lags. The services which would otherwise
have been held at Grove Cemetery were held
m Memorial Hail.
The Hall has been permanently decorated since the last gathering
of the veterans there by additional portraits,
ami now they have Washington, Lincoln,
Logan, Grant, Marshall and Miilikeu. The
front >»*ats in the hall were reserved for the
Grand Army Post; next in the rear the
Sons of Veterans: then the Uniform Rank,
Knights of Pythias. Members of the Relief
Corps and citizens tilled the remaining seatdors

ing

room

opened by the Commander. W H. Clifford, with the ritual address. followed by prayer by Chaplain H. W.
Trimly. The Belfast Baud then played
“Terou," and the eulogy was pronounced by
the commander.The tioral tribute was offered
by K li. Thomas, Officer of the Day, and the
“Altar of Patriotism" by the Chaplain. The
exercises

were

serenade, “Departed Days," by Louis, was
given by the Baud, and the mound to the unknown dead was decorated by the Post anti
saluted by the Sons of Veterans.
Miss Charlotte T. Sibley was in the audience, and was called upon and gave a brief
address. She said she never refused a call
from the veterans ami was liappy to he able
to respond to their wishes to-day. This is a
As we look hack on the
life we see on its banks 300,000 brave
men, who answered their country’s call
with their lives. This world grows old and
As she viewed the
its graves grows many.

day

of memories.
of

river

inaugural procession in Washingthe fourth of March, the sight that
impressed her most was not the handsome
cadets, the gaily caparisoned horses nor the
nice silken banners, but rather that old and
battle-scarred line with its tattered liags, the
Grand Army of the Republic. We believe,
members of the Graud Army, that because
you wTere heroes in time of war you are
great
ton

on

be herors in time of peace.
a time of
peace. Little Greece is facing the whole
power of Europe, banded together by t.ie
love of gold. Yet loyal people throughout

helping
But

in

us

to

other countries this is not

are praying for peace.
Miss Sibley sat down the Post and
Camp arose and saluted her as “The granddaughter of the Regiment,” a title applied to
her by the Twenty-Sixth Maine.
The Band gave another selection, “Twilight Dews,” and Miss Edith Patterson recited a patriotic poem. The Band played
America, and the services closed with the
benediction by the Chaplain.

the world
As

Fletcher all places of
during the afternoon
exercises. The mills, banks, schools, etc.,
The hall of the Sons
were closed all day.
was
ot Veterans
handsomely decorated
outside with festoons of hunting, wreaths
and Hags.

By request

business

of

were

Mayor

closed

THE EVENING SERVICES.

Belfast Opera House was well filled Monday evening during the Memorial services.
The decorations of the hall consisted of two
large Hags draped above the stage, with the
G. A. R. altar and stacks of arms at the
front. Flags were draped at the sides of the
galleries. The exercises were as follows:
Recollections of the War
Beyer
Belfast Band
Reading General Orders
Acting Adjutant A. D. Chase
Festival of the Dead
Commander W. H. Clifford
Rubenstein
Melody in F
Belfast Band
Obedience a Soldier’s Duty
Commander W. H. Clifford.
Acting Adjutant A. D. Chase read the fol-

lowing
ROLL OF HONOR.

Adams, Scott.
Allyn, Win. B.
Baker, Albert.

Maddocks, Daniel R.
Maddocks, Ephraim.
Marshall, Thomas H.

Robinson. Alonzo.

Robinson, (ieorge W
Rogers, Fred A.
Rowe, Harrison.
Rowe, William.
Sawver, John K.
Scanlan. James.
Scott. Leroy S.
Severance, F. E.
Shales, Wm T.
Shaw, Alpheus.
Shaw, Joseph.
Shaw, William.
Sheldon, Ford.
Shepherd, Albert.

Shepherd, Elbridge.
Shuman, John F
Sleeper, S. A.
Smalley, Castanus M.

M.

Gardner, Wm. H.
Garland, Mark.
Gay, Edmund.

Smart, Hollis.

Smith, Joseph B.
Speed, William E.
Spinks, Charles.
Starkey, George L
Stearns, John Y.
Stephenson. A. J.
Stevens, William Q.
Stickney, Monzo II.
Sweeney, Dennis.
Sweeney, John.
Sylvester, Eugene.
Sylvester, Geo. W.
Sylvester, William.
Tenney, L. S.
Thompson, J. B.
Thompson, Timothy.
Thorndike, Timothy.

Toothaker, John A
Tripp, Rufus.
Tufts, George F.
Yarniim, Joseph’ B.
Wadsworth, Charles.
Wales, John, Jr.

Haugh, Henry.
Hawkins, Aurelius.
Hayes. Charles W.

Sunday, the
infollowing

came on

j

j
j

J

I

J

j
j
I
j
•

;

j
I
!

Richard

Rankin, Walter B

Gilbert. Fitz W.
Giles, Charles.
Gilbreth, David.
Gilbreth, John T.
Gilbreth, Samuel G.
Gilman, Alonzo M.
Gilman, F
Gilmore, Charles T.
Glidden, Frank.
Gordon, Jason.
Gray, John.
Greer. Andrew.
(freer, Riley.
Guptill, L. H.
Haire, Roswell.
Hall. Albert L.
Hall, Augustine E.
Haney, Charles W.
Harmon, Benj. F.
Harriman, Joseph W.

wounded

Frank,

Patterson, Henrv A
Patterson, Isaac'
Patterson. John C
Patterswn, Robert O
Paul. Edgar.
Payne, Miller.

Emerson, Calvin.
Erskine, William M.
Emmons, Everett.
Farrow, Thomas J.
Forbes, Ransom.
Fowler, Willard R.

our

W

Nickerson, Edwin
O'Connell, John.
Parker, Augustus A
Patterson, Alexis g’

Ellis. Horace E.

intelligent. Hope as applied to earthly objects. and, more important, to the life beyond, was dwelt upon. We should not fear

Andrew G.

Murch, Charles A
My lick, Stephen."
Newbert, Andrew
Newell. Robert 1.

duties to our relatives and friends, and also j Doran, John.
Dorsey. Michael.
to the Nation's dead—those who laid down
Downes, Daniel.
their lives that the Ration might live. He Drinkwater. Alonzo J.
Dunbar, B. F.
then outlined our duties to the Nation in Dunbar, Wm. M.
regard to religion, morality and education. Dunnells, John B.
Dyer, Fred H.
A people iu order to be strong, and to be
Earnes, Frank P.
Israel G.
Eastman,
of
must
be
capable
governing themselves,
El bridge, R. G.
must
be
moral,
must
be
they
religious, they
Ellis, Franklin A.

s

*

lirackettf Ru fu

large

9

'iter.

■

was a

Gloria, Credo, Sauctus, Aguus Dei, Cunningham,Cornelius.
P Salutarius aud Regina Cceli Lietare, introCunningham, Henry W.
,J. W.
ducing solos aud duetts by various members. Cunningham,
Daniels, Thomas M.
The pastor, Rev. Fr. J. E. Kealy, gave an Darby, Isaac 11.
Davis, Edgar B.
interesting aud patriotic discourse. He first !j Day, (ieorge
E.
stated the position of the church in relation I Dean, James E.
Frank
W.
Dickerson,
to our duties to the dead.
We owe those i

The

1

pleasant day, the
there

south-east

M

2
0

LEWIS I ONS.

■■■■*'•
.-4
.3

was a

week, and

a

Cam, Arthur P.
( arter, Americas.
Carter. Preston J.
service.
( ates. Jediah C.
The services consisted of high mass, with
lark, Job.
Clark, Joseph E.
music by the choir of St. Vincent De Paul
Clements, C. H.
Church of Bucksport. Mrs. Allen M. God- Colburn, Eben.
Collins, Charles C.
frey was organist and leader, the other Cottrell, J. T.
Cottrell, J. W.
members of the choir being Misses Nan,
Cousins, John H
Lottie and Grace Godfrey, Misses Emery,
Cox, George.
v rosoy, ieorge.
Hall, Cullity and Buldic, Dr. Perry, the j
I Crosby, Wm. Henry.
Mattox brothers and Mr. Wass.
The music ; Cullnan, Michael.
Cullnan, William.
included

at

Set tre

:•

for

attendance at St. Francis Catholic Church
at the Memorial service of Thomas H.
Marshall Post.
The
altar was tastefully decorated with flowers, aud the Stars
and Stripes hung on the rear balcony iu
front of the organ. The National flag hung
at half mast from the flag-staff on the parsonage.
Promptly at 10 o’clock the Grand
Army Post, with 48 men iu line, arrived at
the church, escorted by the Sons of Veterans.
The church was filled to its full capacity,
many persons standing through the entire

grounds

tlie

to

intervals of
attendance was about 4do.

>KK I

one

i Doe, William D.

PAGE 6.

PAGE

Memorial Sunday
first

M^jkme^1™8
Mayo?:\etson N.-

Walker, A.
Walker, Solomon.
Warren. Napoleon B.
Waterman. Alfred P.
Waterman, Alfred T.
Waterman. Augustus.
Webber, Winslow H.

Heath. William S.
Mersey. Samuel S
Hinds, Prescott l>.
Hodsdon, Fred A.
Hollis. Robie F.
Unit, Charles W.
Howard, Adoniram J.
Huutoon, \\ C.
Hutchins, Frank.
Ingalls, Enoch.
Jackson, James E.
Johnson, Ralph.
Jones, William.
Kelley. I.. A.
Kendall, Warren.
King, William J.
Knowles, Constantine.
Lane, John K.
Larra-bee, Sifhrou H.
Lewis, George W.
Lindsey, Edwin.
Linseott, James E.
LittlelieM, Charles M.
Lotlirop, Sunnier P.
l.-ove, 1’redJ.
Lowney. Axel J.
Luce, Albert S.
Mathlocks. Alex. II.

West, Daniel J.
West, Daniel R.
West, George W.
White, George ().
White, John \.
Whitman, Isaiah J.

Whitmore, George,
Whiimure, James.
Wilson, Augustus J.

Wilson, Jesse A.
Wilson, .Tones E.
Wilson, John.
Winslow, Nathan S.
W’tham, Samuel,
Wood, Stillman.
Woods. Charles A.
Wooster, Aim»s B.
Worthing. C E.
Wyman, Frederick H.
Young, A. M.
Young, Ezra.
Young, George S.
Vouns, John.

The Baud
played
Hymn, Chaplain IT.

Kellar’s

American I

Truudy offered
prayer, and after the salute to the dead, by
the Post and Sons of Veterans, Norman
Wardwell, Esq., of Bangor, delivered the
Memorial address,

as

W.

fresh

were

in

your

memory

as

though they

the happenings of but yesterday.

The

of

those with whom you
companionship
marched shoulder to shoulder to meet the
foe, and of those who helped to cheer the
weary hours of the camp, will never be forgotten.

To-day,

in

memory you
with solemn

remembrance of those whose
cherish, you have marched
tread

to

their

final

restiug

places aud upon the sod beneath which they
lie you have spread as tokens of your love
the first flowers of the early springtime.
From the earliest times warfare has been
considered a legitimate meaus of settling
disputes between nations, and Columbia at
different periods in her existence has been
obliged to summons her sons to the field of
battle to defend the principles upon which
the cornerstone of this great republic rests.
To obey the call required courage, but the
reason that our forces have been invincible
against the assaults of the enemy lies in the
fact that the American soldier realized that
he was fighting for a country which vouchsafed to him greater privileges than any
other country upon the face of the globe has

granted

to its subjects.
The American soldier was imbued with the
spirit of freedom and justice. His soul was
inflated with liberty from the very air he
breathed. Realizing that upon these principles that colossal structure the national
government rested, and that a triumph for
his country was a triumph for his home, he
fought as though it were a personal battle,
for he loved the land of his nativity.
The wars which have been waged by the
sons of America have been of such a character as not to bring reproach upon us as a
nation, while other countries have fought to
extern! their territory upon flimsy pretexts
of territorial rights. vVhile other lauds have
been drenched in blood that some ambitious
son of royalty might wear a crown, our wars
have been waged that our country should
not degenerate from those eternal principles
which impelled our forefathers t«» sever
their connection with the mother country,
and which are embodied in that sublime
document, the Declaration of Independence.
The last struggle in which we as a nation
One section of
were engaged was unique.
the other, father
the

country pitted against
and sou, brother and brother, engaged upon
different sides of the conflict, and now that
we again exist, one country, reunited, with
the bitterness of sectional feeling we trust
forgotten, we can the better view it in the
retrospective without prejudice and without
which
passion, aud gain therefrom lessons
will be of material benefit to us in our
national life.
slavery into the
The introduction of
colonies was an act which though small in

productive of the mostthefrightful
North
The people of
not from a moral standpoint so far m
that
the
advance of their southern neighbors
institution of slavery could not be tolerated.
Old Massachusetts, siuce the coloniz ation of
the country regarded as the nucleus of
education and morality, once tolerated it
within her borders, but owing to the fact
that it proved unprofitable it gradually
ceased to exist. With the southern section
itself

wras

consequences.
were

of the country conditions were different.
Cotton was the great staple product, aud as
the agricultural portions of this section deslave labor grew more aud more

veloped

profitable.

S

i
j

follows:

\ •_ (> raus <f T/t'ihuis II. Marshall /*'»•' a ih.
<rran>i Army of thr U<public, La>U, < <»/*"'
(ji'ntlemen:
More than thirty years have elapsed since
the. ciose of the Civil War and the mutations
of the years which have passed since then
have left a vista through which the ordinary
events of human life, of so remote a period,
can lie seen but dimly, but to you who participated in that fearful struggle, the stirring scenes from sixty-one to sixty-five, are
as

i

The invention of the cotton gin gave another impetus to the production of cotton

j
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which called for more laborers in the field. home, they will need them in their work
The black man accustomed to the blazing upon their farms.” That act of kindness to
heat of the African sun could better endure a fallen foe demonstrated that Ulysses S.
the heat of the Southern cotton field than Grant, excelled by none where courage and
the white man from a more Northern clime. bravery were required, was also a man who
These conditions rendered slave labor ex- was possessed of those finer feelings which
tremely profitable, and in the course of time entered into and rounded out a character
the institution of slavery became so thor- which to-day is admired
by the whole world.
oughly engrafted in the labor system of the That act of kindness was more potent than
South that it seemed to them to be indispen- any act of oppression could have been to resable.
It was but a natural consequence store that confidence and fellow
feeling
that the Southern planter who migrated to a which were to reunite the North and South
Northern State should desire to take his by ties which we trust will never again be
slaves to assist him in the pursuits which he broken. We remember with gratitude the
there undertook.
Hence arose the question gallant services of Sherman, of Sheridan, of
of the extension of slavery, which met with Thomas, of Hancock and of Meade. All have
violent opposition in the North.
gone to their reward in the land where sorWhenever a new State was to be added to row, strife and discord are unknown.
the Union, the question of slavery was the
At this time, when every vestige of prejuparamount issue to be discussed and settled, dice and passion should be banished from
and in order that peace might he maintained our
thoughts, we feel that it would be but
for a considerable number of years, as a mat- justice to mention another; not one who
ter of policy whenever a free State was admit- wore the
blue, but that great leader of the
ted to the Union a slave State would be admit- Confederacy, Gen. Robert E. Lee. It is due
ted almost contemporaneously, in order That to him to
say that he was an upright Chrisneither faction should gain an advantage tian gentleman of noble
qualities and acover the other by reason of an increase in
knowledged ability. It the events of the
late Civil War are to furnish the criterion
membership in the National Congress.
It can easily be seen That such a condition by which we
may judge of his ability, it
of affairs could not long exist without one
might, not he assuming too much to say that
01 The other section becoming
dissatisfied as a defensive general he had no superior
with the results.
Affairs steadily drifted on upon either side of the conflict; blit as an ofuntil war seemed to be the only method of
fensive general he was not so successful, as
settling the controversy.
can he seen from the results of his two inThere were several causes which tended vasions of the North.
t‘> aggravate and intensify the
aud
jealousy
It was with such leaders as he with whom
hatred which existed, not among the least of our
generals had to xmipete. It.was with
which was The publication and circulation men of undaunted
courage with whom our
of sectional books, in which the manner of
soldiers had to measure swords. To-day. as
treatment of the slave by his master was
who
are
survivors of the struggle meet
you
grossly exaggerated and left in the North- around the campfires, your hearts are sadern mind an
impression that the Southern dened to remember that many a youth who
planter was but little if any above the brute went forth to battle for his country fell in
creation.
the heat of the conflict, and though their
Again, with the great railroads of the coun- tiual resting places are unmarked upon the
try running east ami west there was a want of sunny fields of the south, the services which
communication between the two sections of they rendered to their country in the time
the country, and for want of communication
of its peril will ever endear them to the
they were not acquainted with each other hearts of their countrymen. To the.Ameriami allowed petty
in
to
can soldier we owe a debt of gratitude th e
jealousies
creep
which ruled and dominated their feelings
magnitude of which we are likely to overlook.
which should have given way to friendship We have but to look about us at the blessand brotherly love. From the adoption of
ings which we enjoy to comprehend it in its
the constitution there had been a difference fullest significance.
They have been the
of opinion regarding its meaning. The peowinners, they have been the preservers, of
ple of the South had clung tenaciously to our free institutions. The victories won by
the doctrine of State Sovereignty, which had our soldiers upon the field have
given us a
been stoutly opposed by the Statesmen of country of which we may feel
justly proud.
the North.
They have made it possible for us to enjoy
The Southern people had always main- the liberties and
blessing which our foretained that they owed their first allegiance fathers designed that we should
enjoy; but
to The State in which they lived, aud that this
heritage which comes to us brings with
any Slate which became dissatisfied with a
it duties and responsibilities.
It comes to
law of Congress could nullify that law and
us laden with the duties of citizenship, and
if it saw tit might secede from the Union atthe question of how to make the most of our
will.
opportunities is one which addresses itself
This spirit of nullification first manifested to every thinking man and woman throughitself in eighteen hundred and thirty-two out the
length and breadth of this entire
when South Carolina declared the tariff land.
iaws null and void and resisted the governThe perpetuation of a despotic form of
ment officials who attempted to collect the
government is insured by keeping the
revenue.
masses in ignorance of the progress which
This was but cue of a series of events the people of other countries of the world
which led up to the crisis which came in are making, and of the privilegeswhich they
sixty-one. Thus we see that from certain enjoy; but in a country which recognizes
causes the two sections of the country bethe equality of all men before the law, in a
came estranged.
land where those from the humblest walks
Environment aids to a greater or less ex- uf life may be called by the will of the peoIn
tent in moulding the opinions of men.
ple to fill the most exalted stations, it bethe consideration of questions of public hooves us to lift high the beacon light of
that
we
should
it
is
hut
natural
adpolicy,
education that its rays may illumine the
here to that policy which, in our opinion, minds of all those within her borders.
will best promote the interests of the section
“America,” it has been said, “is but anin which we live.
Again, those principles other name for opportunity.” It is the
which have been instilled into our minds by duty of every American citizen to guard
those who care for us from the cradle to with
jealous eye the. opportunities and privimanhood become a part of our nature.
leges which we now enjoy that no usurpThus t was that the institution of slavery er may take away the inherent
opportuniwas looked upon by the people of the South
ties of American citizenship.
to be just ami they resisted every attempt
Our country has not yet been in existence
*o abridge what they thought to be their
long enough to demonstrate to the world
rights.
that nlie is invincible against any and all inKeelings of hatred and jealousy had fluences which may be brought to bear
grown ro such an extent that during the against her.
History records the rise and
campaign of Vo. the Southern leaders open- fall of that mighty empire beyond the sea
ly threatened secession provided they did which in the zenith of her glory bid fair to
not prevail in the nation.d election. Though
circumscribe the then knowu world within
the j.pie of the North oiild not believe it, her borders. It was then that to be a Roman
the crash came, South
'aroliua led off by was greater than to be a king, but by txpassing the ordinance oi session, and others jj travagnnee, immorality and social corrupfollowed.
A government was organized tion she was reduced to a condition in
from the seceded States and that govern- which slie fell an
easy prey to the barbament, organized tortile purpose of securing I rians.
Tiie blessings of liberty to themselves and to
Kaput increase m population, m-uv is.* in
their posterity, was divided upon that very wealth, together with their concomitant inissue.
fluences,have a tendem y to hear a people mi
We pause to meditate upon the situation. in the
rapid current of events until they are
We see the people of a nation, which for
swept fr-nii their feet 1>;. trying to keep pace
their love of liberty and free institutions
with every new fad >r notion of society.
endured the horrors of a protracted war America has, since the landing of the colonwith the mother country, and who again ists. been tile
refuge of those who sought
went forth to battle
to assert their rights
treed m from religious and political oppresupon the high seas, now about to take up sion. Almost, every nation upon the glohe
We see blooming lias contributed to our
arms against each other.
population. The
rieids, which by the hand of mail had been gates of Castle Garden swing inward and tomade to testify of the earth’s abundance
is
our
day
yearly increased hv
population
about to he dreuched with Ins blood
Un- those from foreign shores who would avail
and
the
hearts
of
anxiety pervade
certainty
themselves of the privileges of American
all, business is suspended, hut we have not citizenship. Have we room to receive them'.’
long to wait, for soon is heard the cannonad- The country in which we live is vast in
ing at Fort Sumter and we realize the fact wealth, vast in numbers, but we have yet
that war is upon us.
Is it to be wondered at millions upon millions of acres of land unthat stout hearts grew faint in contemplaimproved where industrious men and women
tion of the situation’.’ For the first time our
may make homes for themselves and besoldiers were to confront their peers upon come useful citizens. Our population
may
the field of battle. For the first time they lie doubled and
quadrupled, and then we
were t,o meet their own countrymen, who
shall not find ourselves in i.Lie; congested
would nut ami could not he conquered until conditiuii iu winch we find some
parts of the
the last ray of hope for success should have old world.
vanished.
If this growth comes by the multiplicait is under these circumstances that the tion of good sturdy liberty-loving stock,
call is made for volunteers, and how nobly
rearing up a race of people iu sympathy
was that call answered when three hundred
with our institutions, we need not fear the
thousand of your countrymen stepped to result. But it is to be feared that by rapid
the front to lay down their lives if need he increase in
immigration we shall find ourin defense of the land they loved. Gentle- selves iu a short time out-numbered
by peomen, you remember those stirring scenes.
from foreign shores who through the
ple
You remember the excitement and anxiety laxity of our laws have been made our
attending the organization of vour com- equals so far as the privileges of citizenship
panies.
are concerned, but who have none of the
Does any man say mat me souner seeks
the held of battle for love of adventure?
Does lie offer himself as a sacrifice upon the
aitar of lus country with the hope of reward ?
Does be bare his breasr to the leaden hail of
the enemy for the mere pittance which he
receives bv
pecuniary compenway of
sation? I see the stalwart young man as lie
stands at the door of his old home. 1 see
him in the arms of the mother who gave him
birth.
1 see him as he slowly turns away
after the farewell kiss of a mother’s love has
I see him
been implanted upon his cheek.
as he bids a fond farewell to the companion
of his bosom, as he kisses the babe upon her
breast, and turns, he knows not but for the
last time, from his
pleasant home and
those he loves. Turn your eyes upon this
picture and tell me, if your lips deign to
utter, if he can be actuated by other motives
than that love of country and devotion to
duty which are born of patriotism.
The contest began. We follow' the varying
events of war through the years which inWe witness victory,
tervene from ’*>1 to 05.

followed by defeat;

we

realize that

as

long

the resources of the South hoi* 1 out that
they will never lay down their arms. The
news of Gettysburg is received.
Joy pervades every heart, and from thence onward
it is apparent that the confederacy is wanFinally comes the news of Appomating.
In our hasty
tox, and war is at an end.
giance at those days of strife our thoughts
are turned to those who figured conspicuously in guiding the affairs of State, and to
those who commanded upon the held of
battle.
We see presiding over the destiny of the
nation one born to hardship and to toil.
Coming from the ranks of the common people, he understood their wants; he sympathized with those who merited his sympathy.
Patiently and persistently he toiled amidst
the darkening shadows of adversity, until
he could behold the daw ning of the day of
peace. He devoted his ability, his energy,to
bis country; he died a martyr to its cause.
In the great crisis of our country’s history,
leaders have been given to us whose memory
we love and cherish, and upon that
great
scroll upon which the names of our nation’s
illustrious dead shall be inscribed, side by
side with Washington, the father, would we
inscribe the name of Lincoln, the preserver.
as

Of those who commanded upon the field
of battle our thoughts naturally turn to that
great leader, U. S Grant, the highest in command. We read of his •brilliant campaign
before Vicksburg. We admire his valor, so
remarkably displayed upon many a hardfought field, and while we admire him for
his ability as a commamler, we cannot lose
sight of the kindness of his disposition,which
was manifested by him at Appomattox. When
he was negotiating the terms of the surrender with General Lee, the latter remarked that many of the soldiers rode their
own horses. Gen. Grant, turning to the conquered hero, said: “Let them take them

anee work of to-day is misdirected. Reform
the drinker and you close the bar.
But we should not take a pessimistic view
of things. In all of the events of our national and social life we must not lose confidence
in the integrity, wisdom and patriotism of
the American people. Whenever the honor
of the old Hag has been assailed our countrymen have Hocked to its defense, and we are
confident that the lamp of patriotism is

burning

island of

we need more territory? We now have
country which is capable of supporting

Do
a

five

hundred

million

of

souls

within

its

borders. A country situated in that zone
which embraces the highest types of civilization m the world. A country which stands
without, a peer iu the diversity of its products. We have no need to reach out for more
territory while such a vast amount of that
which we already have is yet undeveloped.
Our country is compact, easily governed,

and the annexation of countries or provinces
not familiar or in sympathy with our institutions, and with a civilization inferior to
ours, might prove to he branches which
would suck out the sap from the tree itself.
The tendency in this country, as well as iu
the countries of Europe, is toward an increase of population in the cities at the exWe have but
pense of the rural districts.
to look at our own State to see that the rural
districts are steadily losing in population,
while the larger centres are steadily gaining.
It is a mistaken idea that the farm is not
worthy of the attention of our young men.
Agriculture is the foundation of all industries. No more honorable calling was ever
pursued by man and it is to be regretted
that so few of our young men are left upon
the farms to develop our agricultural re-

Cuba,

and the

Band furnished music.
MONROE.

The church was crowded Sunday to listen
to an able Memorial sermon by Rev. O II.
Fernald of Searsport. Monday, on account
of the rain, the G. A. R. did not carry out
the proposed order of exercises at the cemetery iu the forenoon. In the afternoon Rev.
H. 1. Holt delivered a fine address.

attention of states-

PERSONAL.
Doak of
George
town last week.

a

Miss Nell Maddocks of

1;

a lit he
\\ bln-

Camp liearney

A.

R.,

Fred G. White and Geo. A. Bailey went
Boston last Friday and returned Wednes-

to

day.

S. uf V.

attended

to

ing Co.
James If. Jones went to Bangor last Sunof Hon. F. M

day to attend the funeral
Laughton.

Bev. S. L. Hanseom of Thou aston deliv, red the Memorial address at Hampden last.

Saturday.
Allen If. Miller of Lineo!nville i• 11 the
iirst of tlie week for Bostoi where he has

employment.
Miss

E: izabeth

Mass

arrived

M.

hist
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Howe
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;

r.
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r,

friends in Belfast.
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Edw. Farrar
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was
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to
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tor, N't., ast. Thursday t>- spend hw ith her sol,, James L Jam-

v

1 ist
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lies*.

seri

Mrs. Catherine dames arri

ytui

:

severe

Farrar.

Elisha Merriam of
Boston last

Dudg-

mnm-i

Mrs. Mary A. Barker of Bang :
Barre, N : a
eliildreii, are visiting frn- ids :u B--

Mrs

n

J. NY. Malum. y of

t-'

<
Edward If. Kelly -f the Bang,
rial was in town Saturday uni Mm

ami

<

Stevens will go to Portland next
take a position with The Paris Flour-

Ross L.
week

Crosby
School

and W. R.

is

Maddocks.

Mrs. Thomas Churchill of Belmont went
Boston last Thursday for a short visit.

WINTER PORT.

Warren Post, G

Linooinville

to

cry”

Declamation, “Good By e,"
National Song,

C. Smith arrived last Thursday
business trip to Aroostook.

a

visiting her sister, Miss May

liis

Alee Crosl

last

treatment.

Miss Rose A. Poor arrived from Bosom
last Saturday for a visit of a few days.

'am}'-ground

Recitations— ‘Wreaths and Flower*.'

urgieal

for

Lewis

from

School

\\

are

A. Iv. Paul of Boston visited friends in
Belfast and Searsmont last week,

Cows”

Kilim

and daughter of Portlan l
Misses Crawford.

Miss Esther Colson was in Bangor visiting
friends a few days the past week.

i> ra«i man

“Granulather's Bra\

the

iu town

Francis Whitmore went to Boston

Eugene Thomas
Recitation, “The Red, \V liite ami Bine,
Lillian Mason, Millie
Row m, Emerald
1 >

King

Thursday

Julia Leary
Leon Shut*
Ruse Gretton

ven

Mrs.

was

u

William A. Mace of Brunswick visited
Belfast the past week.

“The Picket Guard"
Nina Shiite
“Memorial Day"
Emerald Bradman
Declamation, "In Memoriam,"

the lie.i

Willis A. Cates of Portland
few days the past week.

visiting

friends

visited

friends iu

“Memory Gem”
Reading, “How can 1 serve my na'.ive country'.’"
Raymond Sherman
Stella Black
Recitations—“Questions”
“Four Soldier Roys"
Leon ShuTe. Ron
Black. Oscar Oison, George G: otton

Reading,"Near

Waterville last Fri-

Hon. W. C. Marshall returned home last
a visit in the West.

Miss Ethel E. Thomas, teacher in the
Brick Schoolhouse, East Belfast, held Memorial Day exercises in her school last Friday afternoon. Following is the program:

“Grasshopper Green”

in

Friday from

IN SCHOOL.

Song, “Morning Hymn”
Recitations—“Driving Home the

was

in

was

business.

on

Miss Nellie Hopkins
Bangor last Saturday.

the American soldier.
The events of the present century are
about to pass into history. The bound less
possibilities of the twentieth century are before us. The measure of success which we
attain depends largely upon our own efforts.
By sobriety, industry and economy as a people, ever alert to maintain our national honor, we shall then as now be able to salute
Columbia as the leader of the vanguard of
civilization, the light of the world.
The exercises closed with Reeves’ March,
“Vets,” by the Band, and the National
American Hymn, by the audience.
EXERCISES

R. Conner

E.

day

personal combat, and with deadly
weapons tight till one or the other lay stifl
and calm in the arms of death. The victor
of the affray was landed as a hero. To-day
he would he tried and condemned as the
slayer of his brother man. To-day our tribunals of justice furnish a means whereby
every man may seek redress for injuries sustained.
Can we not apply the same remedy
to the adjustment of national disputes '.1 Can
we not have our international tribunals, before which national claims may he presented ;
and national rights obtaiued.* I believe the
time is not far distant when our hopes for
au international hoard of arbitration will he
realized and warfare will he no more.
Columbia, the promoter, the leader of reforms, should lend her aid and influence to
the accomplishment of this object. Gentlemen of the Grand Army of the
Republic, it
must be a source of satisfaction and pride to
you to see the Union for which you fought
reunited.
You have lived to see the seced- ;
ed States reconstructed and the nation enter i
upon an era of prosperity unprecedented in
its history. To whatever heights of nation- j
al greatness we have attained, our
country
is indebted to you, and until she shall cease
to exist among the nations of the earth will
we hold in sacred remembrance the name of

MEMORIAL

Vinalhaven

R.

saries to

Memorial

-1.•" t
a
: turning from the State College
morning. The church was prettily dt corated. | at Bath.
There was some tine music by the choir, and
\Y. M. Randall was P M "•s.-la- i hake
the sermon by Rev. J. P. Simontoii was verylast week with a part;
i'
appropriate aud interesting. The services Pittsfield, l>ov*-r and Newport, i
I on Memorial Day were very interesting. good success.
Our beautiful cemetery never looked better,
Mrs. Thomas NY. Hates of I. I-anon, N H
hut owing to the wet weather not many of who has been here since th.-- death
: her
the people could go there. Warren Post, !
father, Timothy Thompson, v.-tunum hone
| accompanied by the band, marched to the last.

services

Methodist

at the

ehurch Sunday

etery and performed the usual service,
[returning to Union Hall which, notwithstanding the rain, was well tilled. The
decorations were very nice, and the lan?e
audience listened with pleasure to the folI
cem

lowing program :
Singing, Garlands

j

Thursday.
ii.

Frank

Colley, Esq.,

of

1’orti

o.

;

j

iivered a Memorial I>av address mi'.t v Hall
uo-u
Saeo, last Sumlay evening before
Veterans Cnion.
Mrs. Caro Carter and Mrs.

Fstk--

j

returned Lome Sumlay from

t\v..

j
!

rr«-r

weeks'

Twine,
Quartette
1
irter
Welter I
iialey and Woodman
j visit in Massachusetts.
Mrs. Lougee, Mrs. Moody
returned with them for a visit,
A i. Mayo, Adjt.
Reading Orders
Miss Winnie Simmei.s returned Sr, rday
D. M. Spencer, Com. j
Address
s
Roll
of
Honor
Reading
j n
j to Camden, w here six- lias a nositn
Salute to the Dead
s
pad
vate teacher in the AUlen Dimly
|
Rev. J. P. Sinn ntou
Prayer
vamtioi
bean
a si.'-art
M. E. Chase | been spending
Solo, Barbara Fretchie
Lincoln Address
Adjt at l’1 >or’s Mills.
Song, Peacefully Slumber the Brave
Miss Cliarlotte T. Sibley del.v o-d the
Quartette
Memorial address for Lyman K. K:> h irdsoi
Ree., Tenting on the other side
Gertrude Falk
Post, G. A. 11., of Garland, Saturday alter
Memorial Address
Filery Bowden, Esq noon and addressed the Christian Endeavor
America
we

Messrs,

j

j

Song,

Society

Benediction

Music,

Baud

The address by Mr. Bowdtn was
one and was highly appreciated.

an

able

BROOKS.

S. Dolliff gave us one of Ins most
eloquent sermons Memorial S unday and the
church was filled to hear hi in. The G. A.
R., the W. R. C. and the S. of V. were present in a body.
The altar was beautifully
draped aud there was a profusion of beautiRev. F.

ful

plants

of

the

flowers.

and

rain

aud

mini

On

account

there

was

of
no

marching Memorial Day, but if it had
been pleasant there would have lu ♦ u a grand
parade of school children and the various
local organizations. A squad of tlieG. A.
R. was escorted to the cemeteries by a defrom the S. of V. and decorated the
their comrades. In the alternoou
the church was filled. Adjt. Mm. U Rowe
read the orders of the day and the roll of
honor. There were s< me exercises by tlie
children. The band gave appropriate music
and Hon. A. J. Billings of Fit < dt m delivered a stirring adtlress, followtd byrtmaiks
from Rev. F. S. Dollill and J. H. Gordon,
and then the exercises of
the day were clostail

graves of

ed.
FREEDOM.

Memorial services

Sunday, May 30th.

were held at the church
The semi on washy the
Goodwin of the Bangor

pastor, Rev. Mr.

look about us and heboid the ripples in the stream of time we notice in our
and
social
political circles evils to be reformed. Is there any better way to bring
about a reformation than to educate the
masses in regard to their evil effects.
The
scourge of intemperance still, seeks its victims and seems to defy the efforts of institutions organized for its suppression. Education is the only means by which this evil
can
be successfully resisted. Reform the
inebriate. Direct your attention to individual cases and your efforts will not be without effect. Much of the so-called temper-

Theological Seminary.

we

fore-

our

lias been turned to providing a better
for the adjustment of differences between nations than by the sword.
It was not long ago that individuals in positions of honor and trust thought it necessary w hen they considered that tlieir honor
hail been assailed to challenge their adver-

sources.

As

when

as

men

existence.

I believe that a strict morai and educational test should be required of every
man who would take up his abode with us
and become one of our number.
We have
seen the evils of foreign immigration.
We
have seen the pauper labor of Europe, in the
employ of American syndicates and corporations, doing the work which belonged to our
own
citizens, living in a manner which
would not be fitting to an honest American
citizen. They would work for a mere pittance
and deprive our own mothers and children
of the bread which was justly theirs. Such
people can never become true American citizens.
To all such we would say, begone!
But those who can contribute to the skill,
to the learning and to the patriotism of
America we would bid welcome to our
shores.

brightly to-day

CLINTON.

Billings Post, No. 88, G. A. R observed
Memorial day, Saturday. In the evening
the town hall was tilled to overflowing,
where a splendid address was delivered by
Hon. E. P. Spofford of Deer Isle. Albion

means

qualifications of good American citizenship.
The question of immigration, though much
discussed, appeals to us with as much earnestness to-day as it ever has during our
national

ss

fathers fought at Bunker Hill. Our hearts
Hlled with the same love and reverence
for Union and liberty as w hen
you were
summoned from the
quiet pursuits of
business life to the stirring scenes of war.
You who have participated in the events
of war realize, as we who have been born
since its close cannot, its cruelties.
“War,”
said General Sherman, “is cruel.”
We have arrived at au era in the existence
of nations when warfare is not in accord
with the spirit of the age.
We have seen at
our very door in the past year the cruelties
of war.
Civilized nations have looked with
horror at the butcheries practiced upon the
are

quite a large number were present and
listened to an eloquent address by Hon. J.
F. E. Little of Augusta. Fine singing was
rendered by the choir and a male quartette.
rain

were held Monday at
under the auspices of
Dana B.Carter Post, G. A. R.
In spite of the
bad weather and worse travelling the hall
was full and a very attentive audience listened to a tine address by
Hon. W. C.
Philbrook of Waterville.

Memorial

exercises

Dirigo Grange

Hall

UNITY.

The services at the ckur ch

day

were

very

interesting.

on

In

Memorial
of the

spite

of that

village Sunday.

Governor Powers and Mrs. Powers wa re
In Belfast Tuesday on their way to Bucks•
port from Castine, when the Governor delivered the Memorial address. They were
guests of Mr. and Mrs. F. B. Mathews w ta ie
in the

city.

Frances J. Dyer <•:' the editorial
staff of The Congregationlist, Boston, is
spending the summer with la r parents, Mr
Miss

and

Mrs.

much
until

D.

W.

needed

Dyer.

is

She

and

vacation

taking

will

a

r.iaain

September.

Among the graduates fr«

Siiniiiaiy

at

Pucksjtrl

n.

this

tlx
week

K. M
an*

C
the

W
: Bait
folk w mg In m \\ abb-c( unty
r
lett, Centre Monlville: W. 11. Hal
PendiePui, Ls
Belfast; Grace W
Grace L. Nichols, Buekspori.
Mr. John A. Mace <>f tlie M.nne
one

of the

most

popular

C.-ntral,

conductors

v

this

broad land, is taking a l1' days' va ition.
He j asst d through Augusta Monday n the
10 o'clock train, accompanied by Mrs Mace,
on their way lu me after a short visit with
friends in Bangor. [Kennebec Journal.

Capt. Rufus F. Patterson of St. John, N
B., arrived here last week as mate of schooner L. A. Phinmier,
and met ids brother
Amos P., who is a section-man on the railroad and was then working at the wharf
where the vessel landed. The two brothers
had not

met

before for

more

than

thirty

years.
T. S. Keen of Thorndike, who is 7b years
old, rect ntly show ed the young inen w hat he
could do at his old trade. The village
blacksmith was out and a neighbor wanted
Mr. Keen put the ania pair of oxen shod.
mals in the slings and shod them with neatness and.dispatch.
He has not shod an ox
before for 20 years.}

Editorial

Notes.

and, second,

Let it be remembered that it

the

was

leader of the

alleged

Democracy in the
Representatives who, by a single
objection, delayed for at least three days
the passage of a hill granting relief to
Bouse of

suileiing American citizens in Cuba.
Professor Wilson's hysterical attacks
upon the Dingley bill, for which he is
paid column rates by the New York Her-

ald, would be

the point if they
would explain why his own bill produced
an annual deticit of r>0 million dollars and
is still

to

more

running the Government

in debt.

Asiatics have gotten a taste of AmeriHour, and they like it. They bought

can

million barrels of our lipur last year and
will buy a good deal more in the future if
the proposed duty on tea is adopted, thus
a

giving

for

opportunity

an

reciprocity

treaties with that part of the world by
which our farm products will get special
in those markets.

advantages

Careful students of the newspapers of
the country Hud ample evidence of an increased activity in business and of a slow
hut

growth

sure

of

prosperity.

News-

that law

of food

lines, commercial,

remembered

road

rail-

building,

and other enterprises,
decided improvement.

show

The silver orator.-, who insisted during
a»t rampaigu that the juices of tarm
] redacts am. silver rose and fell si mult a-

the

sly.

i''«

Cleveland is
Democratic

has in.-i t-used .“•<» per cent, in selling
31 i. »• siuee that time, and wheat has
.ibatl in jiie 1-. and yet silver continues
01 u

>

d.-wu i.n:ii

t-> g..

it has reached the

now

lowest j• t1 ii;t in its

history.

iateiei-t iate of three and

a half per
is very low; yet a raili.■ id i■••mpniiy which put a hundred mil(A Ihu> o! bonds upon the market rei■•■lit 1 y at that rate of interest, had no

An

cent,

hit
*-U

annum

pel-

in

h>

The

n:

ly i:>Uting
ha\o

more

inson

sharply

outlined.

i

{•'-

>

that the United States should

money are sinking investment at
interest rate.

low

so

an

ihu

masted

Unities

of

[Deferred

from

last week.)

Palermo

Percy Henry, a young man of
win* had been in Boston but
a
week, died from brain fever and was
brought to Branch Mills for burial last
Thursday. Tin t; mily have the sympathy
of tlieir many friends. Mrs. Aaron
Phillips died at South Palermo Thursday.
The funeral
was
at
Branch Mills Sunday afternoon, attended by Alfred Jones of
min‘h

prnmise,

China...

.John Black is building

Geo. \Y

llowe

is

Searsmoxt.

East

a new

barn.

master-workman.
Mrs.

Mary Batchelder

Jennie Ness... Y.

nr scribe received a call
ami Mrs. NY. II. Arnold of Belfast
last week. He is buying wool for Camden
parties... They have a new boarder at G.
K. Williams
It i- a boy, 11 1->lbs... Mrs.
F. P. Brewster of B< imont was at E. P. Ma-

from Mr.

are

recent

dies in which they insisted that the
h• w farm prices in this
country were due
to the tieatmeut which silver had receiv>]"H

The country rejected their proposition for the free and unlimited coinage of

visiting

Mrs.

E.

It.

Packard_

Wellman of Mexico, Maine, is in
town for the summer.
Charles

Camden.

ed.

silver

Correspondence.

County

makiug honey's Monday.... Leroy Marriuer and A.
J. Lawry spent Saturday in Cniou.... Alice
campaign Hunt
is

popoerats

their

The.

gave a concert
E. church To a

and,

Canadian Jubilee Singers
Saturday evening in the M.
large and appreciative audi-

simultaneously with that ence. Sunday evening they gave a sacred
Miss Mary Mullin, formerly a
action, prices of wheat, corn, hogs, cat- concert
tle and farm products of all sorts began resident of this place, but for the last live
to rise, and have steadily advanced, while years matron »t a large Orphan's Home m
silver has steadily gone in the other di- Minneapolis, Minn., has returned home and
....

will take

rection.

charge of her uncle’s summer
Mullin House at North Haven_
The Camden Musical Association recently
gave a tine concert and propose to give another in June... The schools were closed
last Thursday in order that the teachers
might attend the teacher’s convention in
Rockport-The sides of Mt. Battie are
alive with people Sunday afternoons, who
take the climb to see Mr. Boswell's house
on tin* summit.
A t«*wer fifty feet high is
in process of erection-During the past
year Rev. T. S. Ross, pastor of the M. E.
church, has collected. £(>30 on the church
debt and secured £300 more iu pledges....
hotel,

The Southern protection sentiment continues to make itself felt at the national

capital.

On

product

every

of the

South,

s-'vA

mu protectionists
have asked for
pioteetior; in the pending tariff bill. Last

week

delegation

a

S-Cithern States
and

plead

rice,

as

from

several of the

arrived at

for the

Washington
bill rates

Dingley

on

against the lower rates named by

the Senate

Finance Committee in its
amendments to the tariff bill. The South
m sup) i\ teg more votes and
arguments
for a ]'i ’teetivc tariff than ever before in
its liistoi;
•'I.'nsle
■*

;

■

em" is just

uow

the

subject

-‘"‘d 'i al of attention from all parts
tin w u-1.1 by reason <»f the fact that on

tlie

Skilton,

Co., Boston, have contractSherman for about 75 acres of
cucumbers and eight acres of cauliflower,
This means quite a sum of money distribut1
ed among the farmers of the vicinity.
Foote

ed with F. R.

ii11>;

t

curreney system went
This system creates the gold

lit**

new

standard and prohibits the importation ot
m!vt
in, the purpose of this piohibitiou be;;:, to

aintain tire

M

due
the country.
act i"ii i;\ Peru, the

in

standing and
the silver coin already
Commenting upon this
Macoii.Ga., Telegrapli,

aio.-ratic paper, says: “The stateslittle Peru are wiser than the new
breed ■>; our own
who

a

country

)m

tlic

mining

spring

camps of the West."

!'!•* visit of a delegation of .South
American merchants and business men to
t he United States last w eek shows that the
shrewd business people of that part of

the world recognize the fact that

party

a

able to elosei business relations between the American Republics is in pow-

f av

this country.
The contrast between
the methods of the Republicans and the
Democrats in encouraging close trade rein

er

lations between all Americas Is

so

strong-

ly marked that people of those countries
found no difficulty in recognizing the Re-

publican victory

of 169(3

as

assurance

an

that theii trade envoys would be welcomand their proffers of closer business
relations likew ise.
ed

The

gold production

of 1 cl*7 is

likely

to

exceed that of 38b<3, which was the largest
in the history of the world.
Advices
from Ecuador show that mines being de-

veloper]

there

are

reported

richer and

as

extensive tliau those of South Afriwhere such enormous quantities of

more

ca,

gold have recently been produced.
mines

are

being developed

in

New

Mexico,

Texas, and other parts of the Southwest,
while the

gold

new

methods

in

8000.000

to

Oakland for

8400.000

to

Bowdoin

for

by

the

Merritt

suit

that decision the last knot is untied

Bucklen’s

foreign

goods have

than doubled since the election of
McKinley. The total value of the immore

ports in

November, the
McKinley was elected,

month in which

Arnica

ly cures Piles, or no pay required. It
guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction

is

last

month

was

was

or

the increased duties which will
the

adoption

of the

Dingley

come

bill as

a

with

law;
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Syclsmatic Treatment
by Mail.
Thousands Restored to Hea'lh
Through Professor Munyon's Free Medical
Advice.
Munvon’s Medical

fact—none, perhaps, being thought neces-

For a depression of spirits has assary.
sailed us all of late in looking at certain
new
buildings recently erected among us.
Each of these has its distinct virtues
and faults; but there is one fault uoue of
them miss—the fault of a bad roof and
hideous sky lines.
From the Park you
get a glimpse of an imposing site—of a
costly structure that might be a source
of inspiration.
But a great white pile is
surmounted by a red roof, and that again
is topped by a white dome.
One is distracted, depressed and disappointed bewords.
A
stone
yond
gray
armory on
another fiue site has a roof that is Tike a
silly impertinence. A new mausoleum,
placed as no other building among us has
ever been placed, has sins in the
way of
sky-lines that are not to be described.
None of these roofs suggest anything in
the way of utility, and as part of a decorative^whole they are failures. Is it, as
we wondered
at that dinner the other
night, that our climate and our social
conditions have never made it necessary
for us to use the tops of our houses except
as store-rooms and
garrets, and that t herefore the art of architecture, which is an
adaptation of the ideal to the practical,
when confronted by a roof must fall?
For we do not, like the Mohammedan,
use our roofs for
daily prays or our nightly recreation. Nor yet, again, is it necessary tor us to retire to one for observation
of our enemies.
Utility has therefore not helped us
with a suggestion, nor yet has national
custom or the exigencies of a torrid zone
given us a hint. We are, in fact, in a difficult place—one in which only the genius
of some young architect can save us from
And that genius is one
monstrosity.
which will make of roots a .special
study.
[Harper’s Bazar.

Institution, 1505 Arch St.,

Philadelphia, is the best one of its
world. It
staff
employs a large
to
the

kind in the
of skilled

cases not only ot
specialists
diagnose
people applying personally for treatment, but
those in all parts of the country who send in
letters, asking the best methods of
eing cured of various diseases. Thousands

Eersonal

of these letters are received every week, and
after being carefully considered by Prof.
Munyon, a staff of from ten to fifteen doctor*
is employed to dictate replies through th*

>

The after-dinner task of dish
washing loses
its terrors, and all household
cleaning f,
accomplished quickly and easily by the use of

/Z&lyjL.

medium of as many stenographers. T hese letters are received in the strictest confidence and
promptly answered with the best medical advice obtainable. No effort will be spared to
see tloii each case is thoroughly diagnosed
and the proper remedies to effect a cure are
prescribed. For these services no tee is exp.'.::. !.
A
pa rate cure for each disease. At all
dr
cents a vial.
mostly
A> dess Prof/ Many on, 1305 Arcli Street,
Philadelphia, Pa.

Largest package—greatest economy.
THE
Chicago,

St.

N.

FAIRBANK COMPANY,

K.

Louis,

New York,

boston,

Pb,,a

THE SENSIBLE SHOE.
1 he makers of the Crawford
for
turning out 3600 pairs a

Shoe for

haw- f
of
shoe factories in the world. There are no
other l.i
as good
as theirs
there can't be.
You get the
practical shoe men in Crawford Shoes
sensible ideas
h- H. f kANc;
comfortable shoes
men

day. They have
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NEW GOODS!

LATEST STYLES

IlVER
|| PILLS

Mas

a

first-class assortment of tile

newest

anil best

in

■

See

our

celebrated W ILCOX HATS.

OTHER STYLE H YTS FROM 50 C!

^-Go

to PALMER'S for

1

First

«Sunday=School

A Clergyman whose piety lias not lessened his sense of humor says that lie
was one day called down into his
parlor
to perform a
marriage ceremony for a
in
middle
life.
couple
“Have you ever been married before?”
asked the clergyman of the bridegroom.
“No, sir.”
“Have you?” to the bride.
“Well, yes, I have,” replied the bride,
laconically, “but it was twenty years ago,
and he fell off a barn and killed hisself
when we’d been married only a week, so
it really ain’t worth mentioning.”
[Harper’s Bazar.
Something lo Depend On.
Mr. James Jones, of the drug firm of
Jones & Son, Cowden, III., in speaking of
Dr. King’s New Discovery, says that last
winter his wife was attacked with La Grippe,
and her ease grew so serious that physicians
at Cowden and Pana could do nothing for
her. It seemed to develop into Hasty Consumption. Having Dr. King’s New Discovery in store, and selling lots of it, he took
a bottle home, and to tlie surprise of all she
began to get better from first dose, and half
dozen bottles cured her sound and well. Dr.

Discovery for Consumption,
Baby, darling, had one given him six mouths Coughs ami Colds is guaranteed to do this
ago and 1 have worn it ever since.”
[Har- good work. Try it. Free trial bottles at
1
lem Life.
Kilgore & Wilson's.
New

in the World.

In recounting the ministrations of John
Wesley in Georgia, where the famous
preacher sowed the first seeds of Methodism in America, the Rev. W. J. Scott, 1).
1)., in the June Ladies’ Home Journal,
claims that Wesley established the first
Sunday school in the world, at Savannah.
In connection with his other labors, which
were indeed prodigious, Wesley soon after I
his arrival in Georgia, in 173b, began to
provide for the Sunday school instruction
of the children of the parish.
Ilis devotion to children at times almost amounted
to infatuation.
Childreh were likewise
equally attached to him, as shown in their
intercourse with him. Both on week-days
and Sabbaths lie gave no little attention to
educational work. As a, preliminary labor
on the Sabbath, before the evening service, he required them to convene in the
church, at which time he catechised them
thoroughly and furnished them with additional teaching from the Bible itself.
“In the present Wesleyan Memorial
Church, in Savannah, Georgia, there is a
Sunday school room into which hundreds
of children crowd for Sunday instruction.
The original school was less in number,
but it was unquestionably the first Sunday
school in the world.
When taught by
Wesley it numbered between sixty and
but
from all acseventy-five scholars,
counts there were few, if any, Indian
boys in bis earlier classes. A very high
authority,Sir Charles Reed, M. I*. ,LL. D.,
of England, is clearly of the opinion that,
this Sunday school was the first founded
in the world, and that it antedates by a
half century the secular instruction of
Robert Raikes at Gloucester, England, as
well as the first school in America upon
Raikes’ plan, which was established in |
the city of New York.”

The'l

Proof

of the quality of flour is in
the eating of bread made of
it.
A taste of bread made
of Rob Roy Flour will
prove the claim—"The
I finest winter reheat patent i
I dour in the United States."

Headquarters

Rochester! X. Y., May 24, 1*07.—The great
850,000 damage suit instituted by a Michigan
Cereal Company against the Genesee Pure
Food Company is at an end. They settled

FOR

it and took it out of court for
ly small sum of 8500, and, as
sult, Grain-O is in greater

M. L.

Mitchell,

BELFAST LIVERY CO
BELFAST, MAINE,

.'"‘""LT

D, B. SOUTHWORTH & SON.
PROPRIETORS.^

■^TEAIS lit TURNOUT^ EVERY DBSCBIPTIt
FURNISHED TO ORDER, NIGHT OR DAY.
or

Buckboards.

PROMPTLY Ell.LED.

^

KNIVES,

We have all the New

everywhere.
WM. A. COOMBS, Coldwater, Mich.

EORKS.
SPOONS,

Perfumes and Other

Bicycle
Repairing.
in

Toilet Accessories.
HIGH IN

(ROGERS RROs
All

kinds

of

Si Ivor and

I’i

QUALITY.

LOW IN PRICE.

Gold Filled Wa
For LADIKS and (iFNTI.I

DR. OSGOOD’S

Indian:-: Bitters,

Your Wheels.

the ridiculousa practical redemand than

"5

Fine Silver PI

Sold

:

tj

-

ENAMEL WAR

FLOUR

Bring

v'W

S.Li'iO.

GARDEN HOSE.
ALUHINUn TEA KETTLES,
GLEN WOOL) RANGES,

ORDERS BY TELEPHONE

is not only better, but more economical than other brands.

The Grain=(> Law Suit.

Al

TS ID

N

Tinware and Kitchen Goods,
Blue Flame Oil Stoves. Lamp Stoves of all

Coaches, Hacks, Barges

ROB ROY

oi

Bargains.

j

j

the market

UNDERWEAR, NEGLIGEE SHIRTS a special:'.
NECKWEAR, GLOVES, HOSIERY, ETC.

SICK HEADACHE

$50,043,288; money refunded. Price 25 cents per box.
$101,305,131. For sale by Kilgore & Wilson.
The April importations were the largest
“Do
in the recent commercial history of the
Young Lady (to married sister:)
tell me an approprite present to give a new
country. The object of these large impor- baby.” Married Sister: “l know just the
tations is, first, to avoid the payment of thiug— these little jewelled safety-pins. King’s
those of

and the ugly.
Experiments
have proved that certain colors have the
power to induce a temporary insanity,
from which relief is only obtained by the
use of
another color—as, for instance,
green, the most reposeful of all colors in
nature.
Discord in music excites irritability. Bad proportions in architecture
depress the spirits, although no scientific
experiments have been made to prove the

J

Saive.

the world for Cuts,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever
Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
Corns, and all Skin Eruptions, and positiveThe Best Salve in

WASHING

all affected in different ways by
color and form, harmony and discord, the
are

CARTERS

means

hospital and
College in Maine,

DUST

beautiful

dismissing

the appeal

GOLD

Buildings.

American

ISlTTLE

PiTTSEiKi L). W. i. Neal’s young son
sick with typhoid f-ver,...Miss Annie' results of an extended study of the life
Horne is quite ill with the measles.... Miss history of the Apple Maggot, Tri/pctn
Iiimoni-Ua.
During the past two years
Virginia Morse, the little daughter of Mr.
Professor Ilarvey lias, with patient labor,
and Mrs. L. C. Morse, is
ili...
L.
seriously
completely worked out tlie life history of
h. Graves has accepted a posit..on as tra\ ellhe Currant Fly, Kporhni rimadeHsis.
mg salesman tor a Boston firm.Miss This pest ill its habits
quite closely reKatherine Allen of Oakland was called to sembles the Apple Maggot, and in some
of
the
Stales
is
Pittsfield last Saturday by the illness of her parts
causing much damto tlie currant and gooseberry
crops.
•ester, Mrs. M L. Damon. We are glad to age
The more technical description of the
':v that Mrs. Damon is improving... .J. C.
currant fly and the results of the investiHumphry is laying the foundation for a gation were printed in tlie annual
report
new
building near his present store on of the Maine Station for 1895. The presSomerset avenue-Mrs. L. A. Merritt and ent Bulletin, No. 35, gives a somewhat
Master Robert Merritt arrived home last more popular description of the life history, habits, and way of lighting this pest.
week from Washington, D. C. and BaltiA full page plate gives pictures of the
more, Md., where they have been spending
insect in all stages of development. *
the winter with Dr. Merritt. The doctor
The insect spends yearly eleven months
will not return until August_Miss Mattie in the
ground. It cannot he destroyed so
Colcord accompanied her sister, Mrs. O. S
far as known in the winged stage.
The
Haskell, on her return from Portland Mon- eggs are deposited uu ler the skin of the
day, and will remain here during the sum- fruit and spraying would do no good. A
of the infested fruit drops premamer-Mr. H. P. Farrow of Belmont has part
and the worms remain in it for
been in town for the past two weeks survey- turely
some time before they emerge and
go into
ing laud for I. H. Lauoey as well as doing the
ground. From this habit it is recseveral small jobs in this line for other ommended to gather tlie fallen currants
While this
parties in town-Rev. H. E. Townsend frequently and burn them.
and Mrs. N. L. Perkins were elected as dele- cannot he relied upon to destroy all of the
it can he employed to keep them in
gates to attend the Y. P. C. U. Convention Hies,
check.
at Oakland Tuesday-The graduating exAs the pupae are found only about an
ercises at the Pittsfield grammar school ocinch below the surface, they could he descured Thursday, May 27th-The W. R. C.
troyed with little trouble by removing the
will have an entertainment in Union
Hall, soil to that depth from under the hushes
and
June ‘j, under the. direction of the Williams
burying it deep or depositing it on a
or other exposed places.
Carnival Co., the proceeds to go towards the road
Methods of extermination are being
soldiers’ monument. All are cordially instudied at tlie Station and it is hoped that
vited to help in tlie good cause.
an effective method of
destroying the insect may he worked out during she season
of 1897.
Bowdoin Will (jet $400,000.
This bulletin will ho sent to all who
Oakland, Cal., May 20. The decision apply to the Agricultural Experiment
of the l'. .8. supreme court in
Station, Orono, Me.

mines of

Importations of

MUNY0N

We

on

dashed a bottle of rum
against her bow and exclaimed, ‘A seooner let her be!’
And thus the schooner
originated." This event happened in 1713,
and three years later mention is made of
the employment of a “seooner” in the
fisheries of ('ape Sable, Nova Scotia.
The invention of the schooner was an
Something About Sails.
important event to the New England
Gustav
Kobbe, writing about Some
fisheries, for its rig has been found after
nearly two centuries of trial, well adapt- Queer Craft, says in Sr. Nicholas:
A piece of wood whittled to a point for
ed to iisliing-vessels employed in the
western Atlantic.
It has been materially the hull, a slender chip “stepped” in a
improved, however, since its adoption, slit for the mast, a bit of paper for the
and the lofty, yacht-like fishing-clipper of sail, and we have the small hoy's typical
to-day bears little resemblance to its an- boat. Simple as it is, it is interesting,
j cient prototype, even though the rig re- because, by himself, the boy has adopted
the square sail of the Northern races—a
mains the same in principle.
Immediately after the Revolutionary sail so typical of these that it was doubtless part of the rig of the Viking ship.
war the adoption of the “Chebacco boat”
!
became quite general, especially along the Sometimes a boy will jab his mast
north shore of Massachusetts.
These di- through two pieces of paper,—a larger
minutive craft, at first ranging from about one, with a smaller one above it for a
| live to ten tons, derived their specilic topsail,
unconsciously adopting the :
characteristic rig
of
the
name from Chebacco,
Norwegian
now a part of the
coaster.
The first sign of disaster to the
town of Essex, Massachusetts, where
they small
boy's boat is the wetting of the sail
originated. Cat-rigged, with two masts,
they were “handy” boats, and became so .as the miniature waves break over the
deck.
When the lower part of the sail
popular that they could be met with on
almost all of the inshore grounds. In becomes water-soaked and limp, there is
later years, when some were as large as danger of foundering in mid-pond or pudTo avoid this very danger on the
from fifteen to twenty tons, they grew dle.
real ocean, that portion of the Norwegian
more venturesome, and their cruises excoaster’s sail most exposed to a wetting
tended to the off-shore banks.
Positively cured by these
Indeed, tradition tells of some going as is fastened to the rest by bands or “bonPittle Pills.
far as the West Indies during the em- nets,” and can be entirely removed when
bargo period, carrying out cargoes of fish, tin* necessity to reef arises.
They also relieve Distress from Dyspepsia,
The
Southern
from
the Mediand returning with rum, sugar, or monations,
Indigestion and Too Hearty Eating. A perlasses.
The difficulty of intercourse at terranean to the tropics, with their eye
fect remedy fur Dizziness,
for
the
and
their
love
of
Nausea, Drowsithat time often made these
picturesque
ventures
profitable, and apparently less risk was nature, copied the wing of a bird and ness, Bad Taste in the Mouth, Coated Tongua
Tain in the Side, TORPID LIVER.
taken in these diminutive vessels than iu adopted the pinion-like lateen sail, with
They
its great curving yard and forward raklarger craft.
Regulate the Bowels. Purely Vegetable.
As early as 1820 the pinky began to ing mast—the “gibbous or true sail-wing
Small Dose.
supersede the Chebacco boat. This was of the South,” as it is called. You can Small Pill.
similar in form to the latter, being a see gaudily painted little boats rigged
Small Price.
with
lateen saiis along the levee of the
sharp-sterned craft, but it was larger, and
carried a bowsprit and jib, thus having a Mississippi, off the old French Market at
New
Orleans—and
these we owe to the
full schooner rig.
It was most generally
in use north of Cape Cod until about Italian truck-gardeners, who carry their
1840.
Iu the mean time, square-stern produce to market in these picturesque
x
schooners, usually with low quarter-decks little craft.
All sails are variations of one or another
(thus distinguished from the old-fashioned high quarter-deck craft of the Marble- of these two great types—the square and
The use of the former in
head type), were built, and for some years the lateen.
after the last-mentioned date they were barks and brigs and other square-rigged
vessels
is
plain. And we can readily see,
generally preferred to all others. Prosperity led to continued improvement, and too, the fact that the fore-and-aft (jiband
about the middle of the century a materi- mainsail,) which, because it is easier to
al change was made in the introduction of handle, is rapidly supplanting the square,
1 the
modern clipper schooners.
[From is an adaptation‘of the lateen, the for- I
waul rake of the mast having been in- i
| “Decadence of the New England DeepSea Fisheries,” by Joseph William Collins, creased until it became a bowsprit, while I
the great yard became the gat'!' of the
iu Harpers Magazine.
I
mainsail.
The lateen sail is remarkable j
for its lifting capacity, and the jib posThe Currant
Ely.
sesses this quality to an even greater degree.
In the
of the Maine

is

applied in the in the
legal snarl which for six years has
Georgia, Alabama, and prevented the utilization of Mrs. CathNorth Carolina are making them profit- erine Garcelou’s
great bequests.
There are now no more obstacles and
able, and the quantity of gold produced
the
estate
will
be
wound up, the bequests
is very considerable.
Almost every goldpaid and the 8000,000 hospital establishin
the
world
increased
country
producing
ed.
its output in 1890 over 1895, and indicaMrs. Garcelon died in December, 1891,
tions are that 1897 will witness the great- and ever since then the litigation has been
in progress in the State and federal courts.
est year’s production of the world.

old

instantly

report
Experiment
Pay I station for 1889, Prof. Ilarvey gave the

a

Ma\ 10th her

Roofs

s

finding capital to accept of Rockland was in town Sunday.. .Mrs.
]-eo]de who are industrious- Henry M. Ileald spent May 24th with Mrs.

money, find it diflieult t* hold
ion when such, quantities of

Fisheries.

prompt passage of the rebel hill in the she made as she glided into the water from
House, the contrast between Republican the slocks caused one of the bystanders
to exclaim, ‘Oh, how she scoons!’
Roband Democratic methods is still more

Ctinii.g their position
1

England

suffering
equally prompt, the contrast
The schoouer was invented at Gloucespolicy and that of President ter by a builder of fishing-vessels. Hisrecords that “Captain Robinson built
strongly marked. When it is tory
and rigged a ketch, as they were then callalso that the objection of a
ed. masted and rigged it in a peculiar mau“leader”
prevented the mer; when,launched the peculiar motion

was

between his

liruling dihieulty in ir.ainon
tins subject.

are

New

Catching mackerel was the poetry of
first few months of its existence, and
fishing. Ordinarily there was only danthus bring it into disrepute with the peo- ger enough to give zest to its prosecution,
The average importer is a free- while the rivalry between vessels, and
ple.
even between different individuals of a
trader, and if lie can put money in his
crew, had all the elements of sport.
own pocket and make the protective tariff
Each cove had its clipper that could
unpopular at the same time, he can be re- outstrip others, at least in the opinion of
its
local champions, and each of the larger
lied upon to do so.
ports usually had several claimants to the
honor of being the swiftest of the lieet.
President McKinley’s message on the The fame of the more noted of these
Cuban question shows, that he has a re- j spread from end to end of the coast. The
names of swift fishing-schooners became
sponsive heart for those who suffer, and
household words among the seafarers,
if
are
American
citizens.
especially
they
and at many a fireside and grocery, from
The knowledge that citizens of this coun- | Eastport to New London, discussions of
their respective merits divided attention
try were suffeiing and in want of food!
with tales of big catches of fish.
and shelter, brought instantly from him a
Evidently there was a pride in the vesmessage recommending an appropriation sels and a reliance upon the industry, and
tor their benefit.
It is understood that though the returns sometimes failed to
meet expectations—for the sea-harvest is
the President is only awaiting for more
an uncertain one at best—reasonable prosdetailed information from special repreperity prevailed, and there were happy
sentatives whom he has sent to Cuba, be- and contented homes along the shores of
fore taking equally vigorous action in re- the Northeastern States, where in many
cases fishermeu spent tlieir winters with
gard to other matters there. When it is their families, and some even deferred
remembered that the first three weeks of going to sea in spring until after “the
planting was in.” Then these farmerMcKinley’s administration witnessed the fishermen
devoted the remainder of the
release of practically all the Americans
season to the sea, leaving the “gardening
who were in Cuban prisons on the 4th day at home” to be attended to
by the “woof March, and that his action for the re- men folks,” or by boys too young to pull
an oar or haul a line.
lief of those who were
for want

papers in evciy part of the country, withcut regard to party views, unite in the
assertion that business in the various

manufacturing,

The

to make the receipts under
as possible during the

light

as

THE I5ESI

SPRING MEDICINE.

The new plant, only just completed,
is to be duplicated, so that not only the old
friends of the delicious food drink, which

CLOCKS
Haye

your E^ es Ei i i

Spectacles,
WebCam

s we y<

n

ever.

takes the place of coffee, but the
new friends it is making every day, can be
The
beverage which the children,
supplied.
as well as the adult, may drink with benefit,
will be furnished in unlimited quantities.
Suits may come and suits may go, but GrainO goes on forever.—X. Y. Mail and Express.

completely

Opportunity You Now Have
of testing the curative effects of Ely’s Cream
Balm, the most positive Cure for Catarrh
known.
Ask your druggist for a 10-eent
trial size or send 10 cents, we will mail it.
Full size 50 cents.
ELY BROS., 50 Warren St., N. Y. City.
My son was afflicted with catarrh. I induced him to try Ely’s Cream Balm and the
disagreeable catarrhal smell all left him.
He appears as well as any one. J. C.
Olinstead, Areola, III.
An

Kuocked-out Pugilist (faintly.)
“Wuz
Are yer sure?”
wife in de gallery?
Bottle-holder: “Yes; why?” Knoeked-out
Pugilist. “Are yer sure dat it wuzn’t her dat
wuz in de ring wid me?”
me

A Fine Line of
All

kinds of Bicycle repairs

and

repairing neatly

Soda Water

done

at.

-—-WITH PURE FRUIT SYRUPS-

Belfast
Front

lyiachine

Wheels

or

1

Belfast,

orders

left

at

St.,

will

re-

Main

prompt atteuti

*

gists,

roundry Po.,

Street,

office, (>8
eive

&

ti....

''Me,

POOR & S0\.
oml9

.1 sure cure for
Gravel, and retentenHon of Urine.
Is inexpensive,
kept by all Drug-

is no humbug. (State paper.)
Enciose stamp, and address
MED., RIDGEHILE, MASS.
1 m21*

Sterling

H, J. LOCKE S'
National hank
P. O. Square.

building.
BY

Proposals for Collecting
OKAEKl) PROPOSAI S f
'A
.»unt\ and State I * v«
of Hi.
lor the current municipal >ear yvUi
the t M
(Merk until M.onlay•, ,11
o'clock t m. The City Eotim-d rc*(
t" accept any one of tiic proposal-*
All taxes are to he collected withithe tlate « commitment and tIn
make ;i fall settlement with the ri;
said vein
Tin- collector Is to he
directed to enforce the payment
real estate not paid within the timchapter HI 4 of the public laws ot !
mg suits against dc inquenr rax p
v ided 1>\ said
chapter.
I.. II. MERC 11
helfast, Ma\ 10, 1SH7. 4wl!*

■

■■

Semi-Annual Dividend number 5s at the rate of
three per cent will be due and payable at this
bank on and af.ter Monday, June 7, 1897. Divi(lends not withdrawn will be added to the depositors’.account and will draw interest from dune 1.
dOHN H. til'IM BY, Treasurer.
Belfast, May 20, 1897.—2w21

<
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not only the scene of wealth and in-

was
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of

Central America, but the home of the
most learned men on this side of the
world—the seat of great schools of theology, science and art; for two hundred
years it was the Athens and Rome of the
western hemisphere, the residence of the
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well
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population

have been about

100,000. I do not know that a census was
taken, but the estimate is probably
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the vast area covered

by

anil the numbers its walls could have
tained.
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iu the middle of the

green valley, midway between the twin
volcanoes Agua and Fuego, the old Spanish chroniclers used to say it had Paradise
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on
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beautiful ter-

the favorite theme of native poets and
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I remember, as a boy, Mr. Blaine in the
oflice of the Kennebec Journal on election night. It is needless to say he was in
He always carried
supreme command.
himself as a great man. Even at 3 o’clock
in the morning he was dignilied.
He was
always “Mr. Blaine.” There was, however, one man who called him “Jim
Blaine—” a classmate in Ohio.
Mr.
Blaine told the story to the neighbors—I
believe it is new to the types.
He was on
hisiway through the Buckeye State at a
time when he was specially conspicuous
1 do not recall the
in the nation’s eyes.
He received a pressing telegram
year.
from an old schoolmate whom he had
not seen for years to tarry for a few hours
at the latter’s home.
It was a heartappeal for “old time’s sake.” Mr.
Blaine had lost sight of his old mate in
the intervening years, and it proved,
to his
much
embrassment, that the
friend had degenarated into a “towu
character” anil was rarely sober.
Mr.
Blaine was met at the train by half the
population, at the head of whom was the
mate of other days hilariously inebriated.
After a warm embrace, accompanied by
vociferous exclamations of intimacy for
the benefit of the crowd, Mr. Blaine was
escorted under the convoy of his guest all
over the town, every few steps pausing to
be introduced as “My old friend, Jim
Blaine.”
It was a proud day for the
Ohio man and an embarrassiug one for
Mr. Blaine.
His relief on feeling the
train move out of that community, which
no doubt even now has a qualified admiration for the statesman, judging him from
the company he kept, can be imagined.

Blaine was a large man and needed
room.
He needed exercise and he took
Both city and val- ! it.
He was fond of walkiug. His favorite
ley are watered by a stream bearing the exercise, however, was to march up and
by trees)
poetical name of El Rio Pensativo, (the down his lawn (well concealed
and with a stout stick held under his
river of Remembrance) which encircles
arms behind him to force his shoulders
the mountains and, fed by many rivulets, back.
Mr. Blaine had a coachman, Fred
wind to and fro across the plain in many Brown, a colored gentleman, who was
proud of his connection and on the
graceful curves, and finally leaps over a very of
the simple vehicle with which the
box
cataract on its way to the sea.
statesman drove about town presented an
Fannie Brigham Ward.
imposing figure. The story goes that as
the tw'O passed the Augusta House veranda, Mr. Blaine was pointed out to a drumCASTORIA.
The drummer as an object of interest.
The tomer noted the lofty air of the driver and
„„
liaile
dryly asked, “Which is Mr. Blaine?”
signature
wunu[Amos Wilder, Chicago Times-Herald.
ot
tion from travelers.

the

hulls

of

May Morning.

Oh the scent of the fields afar
As pales the glimmering morning star,
When the winged breezes bear along
The unbroken bursts of throated song!
And oh the glories of the east,
Like hues on the breastplate of a priest!
Richest colors that man e’er wist,
As up from pillowy clouds of mist
There rises fresh the monarch of day,
To grace and give birth to the morning in

Ivorine

CAKE OF TOILET SOAP IN EVERY PACKACE.

ILLS OF CHILDHOOD

May.

Are often misunderstood by even the best
physicians.
\\ or ms are one ot the most prolific causes of infant
mortality. and yet they can be absolutely cured bv home
treat meat.

Apple buds are burstin g to bloom,
Showering clouds of snowy perfume;
The russet hills are touched with green,
And Helds are tilled with a peace serene.
The sand-piper whistles adown the shore,
And white sails glitter and gleam from o’er
The heaving bay, as the freshening breeze

j
!
1

;

i
I
i

cessfully

on

K .t 10.. Auburn. Me.

Winds down through tinted orchard trees.
Summer glories this day are born.
Sing hey for the life of the gay May morn!
Charles Henry Wells.
Boston Evening Transcript of May 17th.

THE WHITE STORE
Is the

buy your

an

city

property, you
would take
prompt rneasures to prevent
I
lit.
Why are
you
less

Mens, Boys and Youths' Suits.

more care-

when

ill-

We will

neaun comes to steal away that more precious thing —your life?
You can sec a burglar and you can’t see
! a disease germ, but the latter is by far the
It finds lodgement in your
! more deadly.
; body and multiplies with awful rapidity.
It fills your blood with disease breeders,
ruins your rest
j It saps your vitality
steals your flesh.
You may get at your druggist’s a remedy
that will kill every germ in your body—that
will fill your blood with vitalizing, purifying

I

—

We will sell you

buy anywhere

—

all

guarantee

sales

our

money refunded.

or

Clothing CHEAPER
Now

e.se.

we

than you
business.

mean

can

j

Lamson & Hubbard

material—that will strengthen your nerves—
bring sleep and rest—stop the loss of flesh.
It is called Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery. Its record of cures is the most marvelous in the whole history of medicine.
My wife was troubled with prolapsus or
‘female weakness’ for several

vears.”

White Store;
81 Main

writes

James Caswell. Ksq., of Ocheltree'. Johnson Co.,

Kans. P. O. Box 61). “She was not able to do
her work, -lie had such bearing down pains, and
Her periods were irregular
pain in the back.
varying all the way from two to six weeks. At
those times she would have fainting spells so bad
I thought she would not live. She was attended
by the best doctors in the country. Thev did her
no good, and she grew worse all the time.
I
picked up one ot your advertisements and
thought I would try your medicines. Before my
wife had taken one’ bottle she seemed better so
I got her another.
By th<? time she had taken
four bottles of the Favorite Prescription and
two of the ’Golden Medical Discovery
and
two of the
Pleasant Pellets she was comNo more pain.
Her monthly
pletely cured.
periods are regular now and she is stout and
When she commenced taking vour
strong.
medicines she weighed only about 125 pounds—
now she weighs 160.’’
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accomplish this work suc- Belfast,
depart.
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COLUMBIA BICYCLES.
1897 Models, $ per cent. Nickel Steel Ti.bing, Standard
of the World, have no equal, SIOO.

1896 COLUMBIAS
Models 40, 41 end 44, known tuny where and haw
superior except the 1>'.'7 < ‘dumbhis,
Model 42, 26-inch wheels,
....

no

$75

#

Hartford

$65

ilno

“

Patterns 9

•>-

r,

“

10

“

$60 to $55

.«iiial tf> any bicycles made except ( f .umbi.is.
We ask experts to e xamine them piece b\ puce.
I
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SOME SECOND-HAND BICYCLES AT BARGAINS.

TO BKLFAST.

Waterville.

Bicycles

Patterns 7 and 8 reduced from $75 to $60

5 2s

Portland. 12 25

»

Chas. O'Connell,

Spring Style, 1897.

A >1

Boston
lioston,

St.,

BKLFAST.

a

05
25
38
44

Fred

5t»
'0 08

oi 18
6 25

Atwood, Wixvterport, Me.,

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE.

tFlag station.

Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at $5.00
from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and Northwest via all routes, for sale by F. E. Crowlfv,
GEORGE F. EVANS.
Agent. Belfast.
General Manager.
F. E. Booth by, Gen'l Puss, and Ticket Agent.
Portland, Sept. 28, 1806.

Thirteen

Over

Milhiits

Fire

Insuruun

Is*its.

SFItIXliFIKI.K Finn AM. 31 A RINK, Cl.'AMTI .''TATI Fiiif Inti iiamt (V
SOTT ATI ON ol FlllI.AllM.ITHA. ( A ITT o I Fun In-II.ANcI I ....
Nation a i. Fun Insi rant
Co.. IIai.i foi.t>. ( < nn
DESIRABLE RISKS WRITTEN Al < l KEEN I

Kn:i A..

RATES

TRAVELERS LIFE AND ACCIDENT INSl RANCE C(l.
Mil: 5 HAHN, al I.,h iiiIis
I'ORRKM’ONDENT (IK 1IKIIIIIANT MARINE INSl RAM E Ml.
INVESTMENT SKI ITilTIKS Rlllt.llT AND Mll.ll.

TORNADO INNlHANi F. HIIITTIN

for June devotes much space to
wheel.
“The Wheelman’s Faery
Queen,” by Chas. Turner; “Wheeling in
Mikado’s Land,” by T. Philip Terry;

buihil,a.

it.

u* < t

(.till!,

LOANS NKOOTIATKII.

Outing

the

REAL ESTATE BOM.IIT

AM) SOLI).

ES^lorn-spiintlfiuc Sallrlml.

SINGERS

“Intercollegiate Cycling Championships,”
by D. Hines; “Across the Alleghanies
by Jno. B. Carrington, and “A Bicycle
Factory,” will appeal to all lovers of the

Godfrey.

From Boston every
at 5 i*. m.

Over 14,500,000 31 tide and Sold

day except Thursday and

Bangor, Mondays and Fridays at 12 noon.
m.
Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday at 2
CHAS. E. JOHNSON, Agent, Belfast.
('ALVIN AUSTIN, Gen’l Supt., Boston.
WILLIAM II. HILL. Ge:i*l Manager, Boston
Front

Excellence of

Construction.

Regularity of

Motion.

day,

Home Production

ar-

Castine,

days).
Through

success.

rates

Harbor and all

for passengers and ireight to Bar
on Mount Desert Island.

landings

CHAS. E. JOHNSON, Agent, Belfast.
WILLIAM H. HILL, General Manager, Boston.

IYER JOHNSON CYCLES
points

Attention Pensioners
A

Having purchased tin .uigiiia!

SINGER,

i

J

C.

K. H.

to

W ALDO 88.

spring am wet and
get your crops yer
buy one of

In the

**

Sin* England.

get 'em awful
low, and he has a few
Steel Shovels at 38c. and
Law n Mowers $1.75.
Corn Planters for $1.
Yer better write him.
yer

j

4w20

Winterport.

m

and

to

i.

P

(

I

il.ostx

i.

uni or
-belt's

1

1 lie

ill
I

! all

**

thee.
2

MOliSK.

Who

injured by the use ot eolfee. ReCx*utly
placed in all grocery stores a new
preparation called (Irain-o, made of pure grains,
that takes the place of eolfee. The most delicate

3ml8

COURT OF INSOLVENCY.
Belfast, May 12, 1807.

aie

there has been

j

stomach
can

fi.

much.

it without tli.stress, and hut
In-m eolfee. It does not exist over

receives

tell it

ft»xv
14

Children may drink it wi tli great bene
and 25 cts. per package. Try it. Ask

15 ets.
for C!rain-o.

of NELSON I). BLKTHEN of Thorn-

VOC are hereby notified that the said Nelson I).
X
Blethen, Insolvent Debtor, as aforesaid, has
filed in said Court for said County of Waldo, petition fora discharge from all his "debts provided
under the Insolvent Law of said State of Maine,
and fora certificate thereof; and that a hearing
ri HE subscribe! oilers lor sale at a great 1-aigain
upon the same is ordered to he had at Probate
his la-use on Northport axx*nux*. The place is
Court Room in He) fast, in said County of Waldo, ; J
one mib* from the post • flicx*. \xitli sitlcxxalk tlm
on Wednesday, the 9th day of June, A. D. 1897,
at two o’clock in the afternoon, when and where I \xhole xlistancx*; house 1 12 storms, new. 1 2ax re
you may attend and show cause, if any you have, I of land, city water. One of the pleasantest locawhy the prayer of said petitioner should not be tions in ihe city, xiveilooking the bay. Inquire of
C. W CROSS, ft87 Broadway, ftangor, Me.
Attest—CHAS. P. HAZELTINE,
granted.
15tf
Or of C. E. TIBBETTS, Belfast, Me.
2w21
Register of said Court.

House for Sale.

can

FRED ATWOOD,

case

xxi-li

max

the

,■[

re.

ouxeuii

dike, in said County, Insolvent Debtor.

ATWOOD’S
Steel
Frame Cultivators,
with Horse Hoe Attachment.

ARMS 4 CYCLE WORKS,
FITCHBURG. MASS.

IVER JOHNSON S

the

.June 24 and 25, 1SP7.

as

better

|o|

THERE IS A CLASS Of PEOPLE

State ol Maine.

The

Catalogue.

Cates.

present elaims t,
increase of pensions, I wiil he at 1
shoe >1 i-. 127 Main st rex ’.■ ] 1 -11«•

II. PARSON'S, M a linger.

OPPOSITE POST OFFICE.

“I Arise to Say”

win-

COBBETT, Agt., Belfast,

J

C

pensioners having claims pend in;

SOLD ON EASY PAYMENTS.

1

----

Their equal in the
of workmanship and
material is not.

J.

estate ol

daily except Mon-

RETURNING
Will leave Brooklin at 10 a. m. Mondays and
12.30 other days, except Sunday, touching at
same landings and connect at Belfast with steamer from Boston (except on Wednesdays ami Fri-

i. h the approval

Arrangement.

IE YOU BUY

stop at Blake’s Point and Little Deer Isle.

the result of skill,
care, and 14 years
ever-increasing experience and business

\x

Belfast. in said
on
Wednesday, the ‘.tth dux -t .imn \
1S'J7, at two o'clock e. m. ami v. '..in*
re-pieMto be present at said
meetnm ;ls and iurtho
purposes required l.x Section 4J.it Chanter 70
Revised Statutes id the State id Maim* am! p *1.. i,Raws of said State and amendal--!
rb-ie- I and
additional thereto.
Attest (HAS p. II A/Kill NC,
Register id said Court.

You will receive eaielul induct i< 11 I rein a coin
potent livelier at your lioine.
You will get prompt attention. We give < archil
attention to all customers, no matter where the
machine may hav* been purchased.
You will lie dealing with the leading Company
in the sewing machine business, baling an tin
equalled experience ami an ni hailed reputation
the strongest guarantee of excellence.
A full line of supplies, parts and repairs constantly on hand.

Sargentville. Deer Isle Sedgwick
Brooklin.and when there are passengers will

For

and

hereby notitied that

I‘.
ed

Ease of Lea riling.

Commencing Hay 25. IS07, steamer Rockland, Capt. M. I.
Abbott,
(or upon

are

County,

Durability.

Boston & Bangor Steamship CO,
m

lOOUKXt.

the Judge of'tin* Court ..t ins-.heuex tsaul County, the seeom]
meeting ..f tin* en-ht.-rs
of said insolvent debtor is
appointed t<> m* iu*l.l
at tin* Probate Court Room u

Speed.

Convenience of

a.

IOIKT OF

Adjustability.

SEDGWICK LINE.

will leave Belfast at 8 o'clock
rival of steamer from Boston;

j \'Olol

Ease of Motion.
Client

ol’ Miiino.

Bf I.FAVI-, May 12. 1S;>7.
Ill the case of (JKORtii: K. PERKINS of
limn
ham, in said County, Insolvent Pehtor.

HIGHEST AWARDS for
Excellence of Design.

Sunday

In speaking of the possibilities of a war
with Spain, a high official says “it would
cost us $f>00,000,000 before we fired the
This phase of the question
first gun.”
is worthy of very serious consideration.
Talk is cheap,but war is very expensive in
these latter days.

••stun,

4,.f

tt 'LHO 88.

LEAD THE WORLD

Steamers leave Belfast as follows:
silent steed.
Other notable features of a
For Boston via Camden and Rockland, Monday
I
finely illustrated number include a valua- ! and Friday at 3.45, Tuesday, Thursday and Satble paper on “Bass and Bass Fishing,” ! urday at 5 i*. m.
For Bucksport. Winterport and Bangor, Tuesby Ed. W. Sandys; “Champion Canoes of day,
Thursday and Saturday at 7 30 a. m.. WedTo-day,” by R. B. Burcliard; “Inter- nesday and Sunday at about 8.10 a. m.
For Searsport, Wednesday and Sunday at about
University Rowing,” by Chase Mellen, 8.10
A. M.
aud “Driving Four-in-Hand,” by A. II.
KB TURNING :

in

to

This is a hard year to find money, and we are making
effort to please and satisfy you in finding great
values in clothing from the largest stock in the
of

If a thief came
in the nig-ht to
steal away your

boxes are fitted to conform to the hull of
the ship, and when these are filled with a
solution of copper, they are screwed up
so snugly to the bottom
that no air or
liquid can escape from below. The top of
the boxes is h ft open in order to admit
the current.
The iron hull of the ship
acts as the negative pole, and when the
circuit is formed a deposit of copper is
gradually formed outside of the hull of
the steamer.
This film of copper is absolutely air-tight aud perfect in formation,
fitting so tightly to the iron hull that it
can
be removed only with the greatest
difficulty, lu forty-eight hours it is onesixteenth of an inch thick, and weighs
2.8"> pounds to the square foot.
When
the whole surface of the bottom has been
electroplated with copper in this way, the
skin makes a surface so smooth and unbroken that no weak spots can possibly be
found.
“Pitting” is out of the question,
for no nails are used in the whole operation.
The copper does not break easily,
as it fits so closely to the iron plates that
it is necessary sometimes to chip off the
iron to separate the two.
The copper
skin makes a perfect water-tight protection to the ship, and in an instance where
the steel backing or plates should crack,
it would add greatly to the safety of the
The electroplating method, thus
ship.
briefly described, seems like a long stride
toward the complete solution of the old
problem of protecting the hulls of wooden
and iron ships.
[George Ethelbert Walsh,
in the Arena.

Made

place

CLOTHING!

FROM

Send for

1
1

True’s Pin Worm Elixir

Maine Central R. R.

current.
lu order to

1

The great vegetable specific, is infallible in all worm troubles. A
certain remedy for stoma.m disorders, costiveness, and
indigestion.
I seit and praised for 45 years. 3-V. at all
druggists or bv mail. A
vahiaMe boot about children sent free to mothers.
Treatment
Tai.r
norms a si.ermUy, Particulars free. l>r. J. F. TUI

The latest experiments in protecting
the hulls of ships from barnacles and corrosion. and incidentally wooden ships
from the teredo, have been along the line
of electroplating with copper.
The consensus of opinion of all scientists seems to
be that copper is the best material for
sheathing the hulls, and if this could be
put on at less expense, and in such a way
that it would add only a trifle more to the
weight of the craft, and more thoroughly I
protect the steel hulls from corrosion, the
question would be finally solved. By
The above mentioned medicines, furnish
electroplating with copper the sides and a thorough and scientific
course of treatbottoms of ships, all the difficulties that
ment for all diseases peculiar to women.
have heretofore puzzled shipbuilders seem
to be overcome. The trial of electroplating
the hull of a seagoing craft was made
over a year ago, and the results
appear to
be highly satisfactory. This method is
very simple,—in fact, just as easy as plattime-table.
ing any small article. After the ship is
i docked and the bottom and sides are
On and after Oct. 4, l $96, trains connecting aj
! thoroughly scraped and cleaned, she is Burnham and Waterville with through trains for
and from
Waterville, Portland ami Bospractically placed in a bath of copper ton wi’i runBangor.
as follows
into which is passed an electric
sulphate,
:

of the state committee, lie was then !
but ?> years of age.
This post he held ;
fur twenty years.
broadcloth and latest inodes of London
But it is of his editorials 1 was speak- j
and Paris—dress-coats, low-cut vests,
iug.
Day after day the paper was adorn- I
silk hats and shining patent-leathers, ; ed and strengthened with his work, and
supplemented on chilly evenings by that | one is charmed and impressed by the arti- j
He displayed the statesman even
eles.
j
most graceful garment in the world, the
then.
They were long and judicial and
long, black .Spanish cloak.
exhaustive.
were
and
unThey
dignified
To compare them with the
Previous to its destruction, (in 1773.) answerable.
there were but two cities on the Ameri- hurried, fragmentary, swallow-skimming j
editorial of to-day is to make the heart
can hemisphere which compared to this
sick.
old town, iu population, wealth and magBlaine had, to be sure, connections that
nificence—and these were Lima, Peru equipped him for exact and full utterance beyond most of our editorial writers
and the City of Mexico.
New York was
of to-day.
From 1838 to 1802, when he
then a commercial infant, Boston a mere was
doing some of his best editorial work,
where
roamed
at
cows
Chia
he
was
member
of the State Legislature,
will,
village
But here in the heart ami. the last two years speaker of that
cago yet unborn.
Then he went to Congress. Dingof Central America stood the proud city body.
and Hawley are congressmen who
ley
the
and
where centered
ecclesiastical
po- have written a good many authoritative
litical interests of all the surrounding articles from the scene of forensic battle.

with green hedges and well‘ths and beds of rare flowers,

new.

Electroplating

Blaine was a giant from the first.
1
have explored his early editorials in the
dusty liles of the Kennebec Journal with
Blaine moved to Augusta in
delight.
is.j-l, did newspaper work, and promptly

pobres (“the poor,") as the lower classes
One year was enough
are indiscriminately designated by their
got into polities.
to give him State fame as a political orabetters in a social scale.
The haughty
tor, and within four years of coming to
hidalgoes of Central America, when not Maine, a complete stranger, he was chair-

beauty of its position, the grandeur
surrounding scenery, and the richness of the adjacent country have been

i'w

the

ri

flowery

many

black hair

coarse

after the primitive ! the headquarters
tles of evil—the Jesuits.

wheat

ir ancestors, with excellent
hey are still doing it in presi me fash ion,
while the Cali■

huglisli

From

But it was not so with Blaine.
lie was
a sincere man; his cheerfulness was
genuine: he loved bis fellows. His love"bubof chicherias came the resonant notes of bled over like a fountain. Critics with no
in their hearts have denounced him,
marimbas, and occasionally the patter of flame
but those who knew him and were free
bare or sandalled feet, dancing fandanfrom envy never blamed him.
DisapThe better class of pointed oflice seekers loved Blaine. They,
goes and zapeteros.
citizens were emerging from the indoors best of all, knew whether he trifled with
them. There was pride in the family, but
retirement of the heated hours -to vesper
Blaine was an Olivet of human affecservices, or to stroll iu the plazas, and tions and drew men to him. As oue Maine
in
the customary man put it. in commenting on Tom Reed’s
greeting acquaintances
When you meet him you feel
effusive manner—the men with an em- intellect:
off as to a mountain
brace and a resounding kiss upon each- yourself stauding
anti saying, ‘wliat a giant of greatness you
other's mouth, the women falling into are!' And when
you talk with Blaine, you
one another's arms and
laying their cheeks just want to throw your arms around his
neck and hug him.”
together, first the left cheek then the
The nation has many brilliant men.
light. Lounging idly in the streets were They shine and sparkle iu the Senate and
Indians
the
from
at
the banquet board and iu the affairs of
many
surrounding pueblos, each representing his own class by all our great cities. There are profound
The universities teem with
men, too.
some
distinctive peculiarity of dress.
them, and the printed page reflects their
There were bright crimson skirts, and* depths.
There are some iu Washington.
But Blaine's greatness lay in a combiyellow skirts with bands of black, dark
nation of brilliancy and profundity. The
blue and sombre brown: white chemises,
century develops only a handful of such
embroidered in colors, displaying arm8 statesmen.
Roscoe Conkliug seemed to
and shoulders of polished bronze, and be oue, but where are the evidences iu
statutes
or in federal policies of a masterbolero jackets, trimmed like a bull-lightly. comprehensive, profound grasp of afer-.- with little dancing balls. There were
fairs? 11 iram Barney, Lincoln's collector
men in knee-breeches, men
iu breeches of the port of \ew York, defined Conkslit to the thigh, and men in no breeches ling for me as a “gifted fault-finder.”
His career in Congress, like Blaine's,
t<> speak of. Some in white shirts, starchdemonstrated his brilliancy.
But read
ed stiff as shingles and worn with the Blaine's
“Twenty Years,” and know his
in
outside:
others
shirts
of
That
book
was
a
revelation to
flaps
bright depth.
calico, ruHied top and bottom, fore and thousands who had viewed him as pyroits reading explains why the
technic.
aft; and others bare from the waist up, mugwump of to-day is embarrassed when
with a zarape thrown over one shoulder, the origin of the independent movement
some wore long red Loniish looking caps; is recalled.
History has no decorations
for the man \\L» vaunts bis opposition to
others hats of Panama straw, and the
Blaine.
majority no other head covering than the

picket-fence,all unmistakably fluence,
rican.

so-

\

object

u<>

week's

a

patios floated snatches of songs and the
tinkle oi guitars, and trom the doorways

:

-taut

booked for

tral America, yet with a certain uncanny
gayety, as of thoughtless children playing

alm
is

are

we

journ.

and another

Antigua

to

Washington, May 2<3. There was a
veteran reunion in the Speaker’s room at
the Capitol one afternoon this week. The
company was not large, but was famous.
The participants were General Charles H.
Smith, General Spurling, General Charles
P. Mattocks and C’apt. Charles W. Ford.
General Smith formerly commanded the
First Maine Cavalry, and later commanded a brigade in the Army of the Potomac.
He was one of those officers who was always equal to whatever position he was
called to till.
After the war he entered
the regular army, and became Colonel of
the Nineteenth Infantry.
He was in the
com maud of that
regiment when he reached the age of retirement.
General Smith
was educated at Colby, and is a frequent
attendant at the graduating exercises of
that institution.
He is also a member of
the Phi Beta Kappa of that institution, an
honor which he prizes highly, although
many other honors have fallen to his share
during his busy life. General Spurling
went to the war as lieutenant in the company of the First Maine cavalry which
General Smith commanded. Lieut. Spurling was a very daring and adventurous
officer, and made so good a record that he
was transferred to the command of the
Second Maine Cavalry. Later he was
promoted to the command of a brigade.
^ hen the “Count-out" troubles came in
Maine he was a United States postoffice
inspector. He went to Augusta, and was
selected, on account of his great personal
courage and reputation as a fighter, to
stay in Mr. Blaine's house to see that no
violence w as done him. This fact seems
strange to those not familiar with the incidents of the “Count-out” and the excited state of the public mind in Maine at
that time.
Augusta was the rendezvous,
not only of earnest and
angry citizens of
Maine, but also of adventurers and
roughs of many parts of the country.
General Mattocks and Captain Ford have
long been residents of Portland, and their
military records are well known iu Maine.
The other officers have not been residents
of Maine since the war.
General Smith
resides in Washington and General Spurling is a resident of Illinois. The four
met in
Washington largely by chance,
General Mattocks having come here to attend to business before the pension office,
and General Spurling being here to see
about the Argentine mission.
The four
had a delightful time, going about to see
the sights together.

1 have known many great men, and the
infection of insincerity corrodes the majority. Their hearts arc not big euough
to carry the affairs of so many thousand
people. They come to believe that it is
the statesman's part to deal with outlines
and generalities and trends aud scopes;
that details and petty remembrances and
unexposed kindnesses must be left to
smaller men.

mozo

j

■

Days.

meeting.

without either of j and palaces, cuiiously intermingled with
SM'utials, we were fain to go the adobe, tile-roofed abodes of the presby ililigeueia. There are ent inhabitants—to the Hotel Comercio,
a

A

Famous Fnloo Wenerals In the Speaker’s Room
at the National Capitol.
[Special to the Portland Press.]

age!

drive

to

mozo

of

Reunion of Veterans.

Sraphlc Sketch, by Amos trilder. of els
Old Au-

life’

City.”

volcano, is now designated
Yieja,” (Old City): while the
It s um after the destruction of

by

Blaine’s Way.

I knew Mr. Blaine.
For twenty years
conas boy and man in
Augusta, 1 lived near
tains the present capital, for the reason' him, a single home
intervening
The
that the latter is almost entirely sur- Homans live in that home still.
Till
spare, erect in figure and upright in
rounded by ravines which carry off all the
though well past SO years of age, “Uncle
water, leaving the city and its environs Joe” Homan outlives his hero. Mrs Homan
is an aunt of Joseph
as
bone, to be supplied by aqueducts
dry
Manley, and the
Homan home was the
rallying place for
leading to the fountains. In selecting the both families. Thither
the glad tidings
site, its founders believed that the ravines of his successes from the
early days in the
would break the force of au earthquake Legislature to his climacteric in
the conand so save the new city from the fate of vention of 1SS4 were hurried for first
narration; to that family circle were carits predecessors.
Presently we passed a ried bulletins hourly,
as' in the oncoming
ruined mill, surrounded by coffee trees,
years disappointment and disaster and
and theu ruins greeted us everywhere. death came flocking in
Heaven’s*proviThe road crossed a culvert quaintly ileuce to enrich and dignify—perhaps to
school and soften-»the last years of this
arched, and theu. having become a rough- man of
giant heart and brain.
ly paved street, merged into a triangular
Mr. Homan was the first man to publish
plaza, the central feature of every Spana penny
newspaper in Boston. He began,
ish-American city, old or new.
In the
as began all men over 80
years of
middle of the plaza rises a once magnificent whose
heritage is wealth and honor, with
but now somewhat dilapidated fountain,
Once
as
a
nothing.
lad, distributing an
still spurting up streams of crystal water, early morning paper, he fell asleep and
went his rounds without waking.
which dance in the sunlight and fall back
Mr. Homan was the man to write Mr.
with merry splashes into a ragged stone Blaine’s life, if
personal knowledge is the
bowl.
Beyond, around, on every side, touchstone if qualifications. But it is not.
rise broken walls, vine-twined columns, Like Miss Dodge, his admiration is too
unbounded.
The historian who will disruined arches, in the midst of which are
passionately delineate the personal traits
set the low thatched dwellings of the of this man and
properly weigh his public
lowly. Continuing through the plaza, services must be one who has never come
under the spell of those great eyes or enthe roughly-paved street runs on—past
tered into tiie eternal intimacy of a casual
more
ruined churches and monasteries,

.a

au

mid-day heat
rising in blinding

fertile and beautiful than that which

led by Alvarado iu 1524, and
ess than 20 years by an erup-

ami razed
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Will Case Decided.

|

“The Foot

City of Belfast.

BELFAST, THURSDAY, JUNE 3. 1897.

Mary E. Southwortli, whose maiden name
was Mary E. Simpson, on the 17th day of
December, 1S89, made a will of which the
residuary clause is as follows:

PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING BY THE

Journal Pub. Co.

Republican

South worth

The Decision of the Law t’ourt Is Adverse to the

“All the rest, residue and remainder of
my estate and of which I may die possessed,
1 give, bequeath and devise to the Central
School District of said Belfast for the pur-

iof
savs an

eminent

Fly"

a

English doctor,

“will
house-

enough poison to infect a
In summer-time, more espechold.”
CHARLES A. VILSBI RY. j
I
:
ially, disease germs fill the air, multiposes following:
die ; multiRepublican Nomination.
The amount of this bequest shall be in- j tudes are infected, fall ill,
vested nr put. at interest so that an income ;
These messengers of
tudes escape.
FOR CONGRESS,
may accrue and so kept until a sufficient j
mischief do not exist for millions. Why
sum shall be ac umulated by increase from
Third District.HON. E. C. BURLEIGH
j
interest or profit, by subsequent bequests or ! not ? Because they are healthy and strong
gifts or in some other way to provide for a |1 —protected as acrocodile is against gunThe skits wept on Memorial Day.
school house withiu said District suitable to
It is the weak, the wasted, the
shot.
accommodate at least four of the schools.
When the sum becomes sufficient for the
thin-blooded who fall ; those who
The Solid South has been shaken—by
for
j above purpose the money shall be used
have no resistive power so that a sudden
an earthquake.
building such a school house as is indicated
above."
cough or cold develops into graver
We hear of catching disease!
The sugar trust magnates, Iluvemeyer
The Central School District, mentioned in
disease.
We can do it
Whv not catch health ?
and Searles, have been acquitted. Potent the will comprised the city proper, but by a
State law passed by the Legislature in 1893,
is sugar.
by always maintaining our healthy
Editor anil
Business Manager.

school districts were abolished. Mrs.
Southwortli died July 21, 1895, and Dr.
Joliu C. Brooks and Dana B. Southwortli
were appointed executors of the will. Being
in doubt about their duties in relation to the
above clause of the will the executors asked
for instruction of the Court.
At the April
tern
18!*9, Chief Justice Peters ordered as
follows:
“The Court being of the opinion that
questions of law are involved of sufficient
doubt and importance to justify the same,
the parties agreeing thereto, the case is reported to the full Court l-w consideration of
The clause in question and for such other determination in the premises as the Court
the

The Bacchante has been

front the Boston

to withdraw”

leave

“given

public

but the trustees have the offer of

library;

two busts!
Harvard students have

again painted

red the statue of John Harvard.

The

perpetrators of this vandalism should be

painted

in black and blue.

Why not abandon the ball games and
Land the pennant over to the clerk of the
weather.’ lie has shewn that he can beat
players

the ball

j
(

every time.

may

see

It

aces.

will be

continues

thanks-

tor

cause

The Testatrix cxruted this wiii December
do.
giving w lien
17. 1-ssp. and died July 21. 1X95
At the date
oi the wiii there were sixteen school districts in the .-ity of Belfast, meludiug the
dune _l>t -Ik vote] s of this district will I "tic n uiu'd ii the
will, and which comprised
It <'i a lb i rt si ntati\e to (. ngr«*s> to sue- the city proper. Each "ft! esc districts was
then a body
eapable to take and
orporate
Let
»id the late Hon. >. I. Milliken.
ho'd property by bequest "V de\ ise ; hut beand
ar. go to the
,‘\ir.
fore the death of the testatrix the school
(
districts iii ail towns it. the State were
one ol our old-time
Hon. T. U.
abolished bv the statute of 1*95, C. 219, and
maun itics.
If that is done his election on March 1, 1S94, Centra. School District
have a corporate exigence for the
will 1 » almost as unanimous as his nami- et asni t
purpose of taking propertv bv In quest or tie- i
nation.
'is*.
Him::
Thar the Central School District!
eased to exist, there is ln-dher trusGelid a! J '.'Jin B. (11>i (it'll has been eon- ; having
tee n.»r beneficiary
capable of taking the
i Coilileiiii.t-d by the Fort Mill ( amp
fund and hy the abolition of the district the
t'edei .'r Veterans <■•. Numb Carolina fori residuary D
i. st to that
corporate n lapsed
takii u. put in the review of the (Gant I to the estate (if the testatrix aud descended
1
her heirs as aitcstaie ]*r« \rty.
>:n a*.t
There ale some persons w ho rea
A tell- \
Also, teat ties hcjUcM was not an uuTint that thewai is over.
nise
qualified and unrestricted gift of a fuml to j
is on Glebe.
he used for any and all purposes to which
The j thedistra
(o n
(joidi'ii is not. one of them.
might appropriate ,t. It was
hut j limited to tie.* specific purpose of “erecting a I
<\
had n < hi aver
l. !*.<•:
si hool house within said
district, suitable to !
when the Mai dostu he proniply
accommodate at least four of the schools."
the situation,'* and hi> inlluenee has ever The school district was at once the trustee ;
and the beneficiary.
siin e been exerted in behalf of a united
Also, that the C« ntrai District having ceased to exist there is neither trustee nor beneand luuinouioiis couutry.
ficiary capable of taking the fund ; aud if
the tax payers and schoolars within the
A pnq osition was before the
limits of that district should he deemed the
true beneficiaries, and it were practicable or
the
Blaine
session
to
its
last
tme at
possible by substitution of other trustees to
resident e in Augusta for a Gubernatorial secure and restrict the, benefit of the fuud to
about the tax payers of that district alone, such
This may be
mansion.
beneficiaries would not he a body corporate

they

!

give

polls

I
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soldier,
accepted j

■

Legisla- j

buy

brought

without

appropriation

an

Hon. John F.

from the State.

Ilill has leased the Blaine-

house. and lias also announced liis intention to be

a

candidate for the

The latter will, of course, have
and it is very probable
that Dr. Hill will be bis successor.
Powers.

second term,

Waldo

Good

Templars.

session of Waldo District
Good Templars was held with
Brooks Lodge, No "4, «•£ Brooks, Thursday,
May 27tb. The meeting was called to order
by Past District Templar F. S. Dolliff of
Jackson. The other officers were: Conn-j
selor, T.H. Feruald, Belfast: Vice Templar,
Mabel Rose, Brooks; Secretary, H. T. Erskine, Halldale; Treasurer, W. S. Junes,
Brooks. Offices were tiled pro tern as'fol-

The

regular
f

Lodge

Chaplain,

lows

fast

Brackett,

Bel-

Templar, G. F. Sherman,
Supt. Juvenile Templars, Mrs.

Past District

Burnham;
E

E

Mrs. E. L.

Ca

n.

baggage

Waterville: Marshal, Geo. L.

Brackett, Belfast; Past Grand Supt.
Juvenile Temples. Mrs. E. E. Cain, Watered! e
Past Grand Templar, M. J. Dow,
E. L

rain.

a

received a waini welcome from all present,
as she holds a high place in the esteem of
the Good Templars of Waldo County.
During the session remarks were made by
Sisters Cain, Brackett, Rowe, and Sherman,
and brothers Dow, Fernald, McTaggart,
Lane, Erskine, Dolliff, Jones and others.
The

reports from the various lodges

very encouraging. The
itation was thoroughly

were

subject of lodge visdiscussed, aud the

a prize banner for the District
question
was brought up.

of

S. Dolliff' was recommended for appointment as District Deputy.
The usual resolutions were adopted, including one thanking Mrs. Cain for lier assistance and Brooks Lodge for courtesies.
The next session will be held in August
F.

at

a

'tt left

the

show in

expected

v\ nen

Dolliff

responded.
Mrs. Cain exemplified the work of the
■Subordinate Degree, and answered many
questions in regard to the same. Mrs. Cain

employes

the Boston

Old Town from which they
realize enough to pay their fares
home. A Bangor Commercial reporter saw
one of the performers, Annie
Russell, who
came on from New York to fill an
engagement at $40 a week aud expenses.
give

a re-

port of the Juvenile Temple at that place.
At 12 o’clock the meeting adjourned to the
dining room, where an ample dinner was
served.
At the afternoon session M. J. Dow gave
a hearty address of welcome, to which Past

Templar

Pres<

on

during
day with the
horses, it is supposed for Rockland, his
home. The tents aud baggage were held by
the steamboat company for
freight aud Prescott had the bills of lading, and the
performers were unable to carry out a plan to

Brooks
The District Degree was conferred on U
candidates, Mrs. Cain giving the unwritten
very impressive manner.
Mrs. G. F Sherman of Burnham gave

shipped

boat. The members of the company arrive 1 at the s*. James
hotel. Bangor, hungry and wet to the skin.
A bill was due here for the board of two advance agents, and the circus
treasury was
empty. Some of the people slept Thursday
tdght in the band wagon with only a piece
of canvas to protect them from the
heavy
were

Files, Thorndike; Deputy Marshal, Flora
Webber, Belfast Guard, J. B. Me Taggart,
Brooks.
The committee on credentials reported.1<>
lodges represented bv X! delegates. The
following prominent officers in the Order
were present
Asst. Grand Secretary, Mrs.

work in

!

to

arrived at Belfast she
says that Prescott came to her and said that
he would be arrested on an old account contracted last year before he left town if he
could not get money to pay it. She lent him
•$18 and was to have the first “whack” at
the receipts of the first performance in Bangor on Friday, which was to have taken
place this afternoon. Mrs. Russell said there
were 25 or MO people with the show and all
of them have a week’s salary due them.
She said that she was never caught in such
a box before ami she would not be
again.
She had heard that Mr. Prescott was an
honest, square man, and she could not conceive how he could leave MO
people, half of
whom had not eaten anything since Thursday morning, if he had left them.
tne circus

Some of the company are said to have
worked their way back to Rockland on the
Boston boat as deck hands, and a party arrived here Saturday night in the band
wagon, bound in the same direction.
The
show disbanded under somewhat similar
circumstance last July at Castiue.
The Belfast Schools.

of Cod-liver Oil, is condensed nourishment; food for the building up of the
system to resist the attacks of disease.
It should be taken in reasonable doses
all summer long by all those whose
weignt is below the standard of health.
It you are losing ground, try a bottle
now.
For sale

by all druggists

at

50c. and $x.o*

Secret

Societies.

The regular meeting of Timothy Chase
Lodge, F. and A. M., will be held this evening, after which the lodge will probably be
“called off" for three months.
Edward C. Reynolds of Portland,
grand chancellor of the (fraud Lodge, 1\. of
1\, of Maine, was in Bangor on Sunday to
Hon.

funeral of Grand Supreme Representative Frederick M. Laughton. There

attend the

form

in

the

seivice

of

installation, ample

form, assisted by Frank A. Knowlton as
Grand Marsha!, Gertrude \V. Sargent as
Grand Warden, Carrie A. Gilmore as Grand
Secretary, and Hattie A. Furbish as Grand
Treasurer The officers of the new lodge
are: Noble Grand, Myral).
Shepherd; Vice
Grand, Marguerite Bartram: Secretary,
Cora L. Jones; Treasurer, Helen H. Rea;
R. S. N. G., Lettie Perkins; L. S. N. G.,
Geneva Hooper; Warden, Maria Perkins;

Conductor, Alice M. Vogell; Outside Guardian, Nellie Coombs; Chaplain, Mary Perkins; R. S. V. G., May Macomber; L, S. V.
G., Eva Gardner. The inside guardian, unavoidably absent, will be installed at the

The Belfast party numbered
and returned on steamer
Treinont arriving home about 2 30 a. m.
next meeting.
2(5. They went

over

Saturday.

Wedding

Bells.

Ludwick-Thomas. A quiet home wedding occurred June 1st, at the residence of
Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Thomas, when their
daughter, Beryl Doris, was united in marriage to Charles Ludwick of Brockton. The
ceremony was performed by Rev. Geo. S.
Mills. The bride was prettily attired in her
travelling gown of gray and carried a bouquet of lilies of the valley, while the groom
wore the conventional
black.
Following
the ceremony a delightful lunch was served.
Mr. and Mrs. Ludwick left Tuesday afternoon for Brockton, Mass., where they will
reside. A host of sincere congratulations
attend the 1 appy pair in their new life.
Parker-Householdkr. The Kansas City
announce, to take place Wednesday
evening, June 2d, the marriage of Walter
Eugene Parker, formerly of this city, and
Miss Annabel Simpson Householder of Kansas City.
Mr. Parker is well-known in Belfast, having spent his school days here, aud
his many friends extend congratulations.
Mr. and Mrs. Parker are to live at Fairmont
papers

the

summer.

The graduating exercises of the Belfast
“I have never had a day’s sickness in my
High school are postponed to Monday even- life,” said a middle-aged man the other day.
“What a comfort it would be,” sighs some
Frederick Ritchie Grange, Waldo, confer- ihfb June 14th, the Opera House being enpoor invalid, “to be in his place for a year
red the first degree on two candidates at its gaged for the whole week previously by a or two.” Yet half of the invalids wo see
theatre troupe.
last meeting.
might be just as healthy as he, if they would
take proper care of themselves, eat
The executive committee of the Maine
Superintendent Brick has prepared the only
proper food—and digest it.
State Grange, consisting of Ansel Hoi way following circular letter to be sent to the
It’s so strange that such simple things are
of Skowhcgan; L. O. Straw of Newtield; parents or guardians of such scholars as fail overlooked by those who want health.
Food makes health.
14. W. Vose of Dexter; B. F. Briggs of Au- to pass the examination for promotion this
It makes strength—and strength wards off
term:
sickness.
The man who had never been
burn ; and J. H. Libby of Auburn, was in
sick
was strong because he always digested
I
to
regret
say that your son who is atsession May 27tli at the State House, Augusschool in Grade-, Dept, was not his food, and you could become the same by
tending
ta, with the State master, Hon. Edward promoted to the next Grade
owing to de- helping your stomach to work as well as his.
Wiggin. Routine business was attended to. ficieuces in-work. The work that is Shaker Digestive Cordial will help your
********
stomach and will make you strong and
back
is
as
follows:
It was the committee’s quarterly meeting.
I have decided not to promote him, out if healthy by making the food you eat make
are
for
he
can
a
the
Arrangements
being completed
you fat.
study during
summer, I will give
Druggists sell it. Trial bottle 10 cents.
monstrous Grange excursion at Lake Ma- him another test in September, on the work
he has failed ;u.
Tanacook on Saturday, June 19th. from all
I shall also be glad to let him have the.
Papers and Periodicals.
points of the State Of Maine. It is expected necessary books, and to lay out the work
with
you, or with any one who is to teach
The Winthrop Banaer is to be continued
that each grange will attend in a body, tohim, showing the work that is necessary to under the
management of C. A. Prescott.
gether with their families and friends. The be done.
of

the

Granges.

Maiue Central offer very low excursion
rates from all places. There will be speaking by prominent men, bands of music, races,
and sports of all kinds.

disease, sores in the eyes.
of Salt Rheum, with its intense,

zealous efforts iu every good cause;

kiud, benevolent and charitable,

she

won

the esteem of strangers as well as friends.
In the W. C. T. U. she was a prominent
mem her and an active worker for
its prosperity and success. Iu the Ladies’ Aid Society she was a leading spirit and her ab.
sence will be greatly felt, as the
society
loses one of its most zealous workers for the
benefit of the church. Her religious belief
inclined toward Methodism, and she was
ever a faithful adherent to the teachings of
that church. The funeral services were held

j

able to work

Cures
Cures

casket,

amid

other

fioral

offerings,

To C. T. Hood &
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a

cures

pain

The

price

of which

was

$‘»S.OO, this
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:

of them.

one

Also th.

LAST SOUP WALNUT MARBLE TOP SUIT
of -Jr pieces, the price was ssd.<);), this we shill cur
This is the best suit we have in solid walnut, and will go

See

by

Oo

1-0

quickly

a-

new line of

oi»r

Dhapf

All prices, from
upward. Best valuestvei

Anything

in the Fl’RXfTt /,*/
need we want to show

prices.

Cameras and

the best after-dinner
pills, aid digestion. 25c.

Photographic Suppli
We still
)

(

have

~

a

atneras

OO.

l

having joined
joitied the Patrons

that order in lS'd.
He
of Husbandry in Washington and instituted the tirst Grange in
the State of Maine. His first wife was Miss
Mary A. Gold) of Hampden, whom he mar*
ri*d in is pi.
six children were born to
them, of whom only one is now living, Mrs.
G. W. Page of Hampden.
His tirst wife dying in ls7s he was again married m lSSg to
Mrs. Betsy A. Myn- k, who survives him.
i he funeral was held from his late residence
Saturday at 1.MO p. m.

IE I
shall close out f<-i

we

only

are

lllS

■

r.rr.

-$29.00.First come, first served, there is

Co., Proprietors, T.owell. Mass.

r*»n

T

very h
that we >
Bettei >.•

son.

Ellery Herrick of Brooksvilie; also two sisters and one brother. So
full was the soul of our friend with that divine trust amid all her sufferings, and now
ail

J~i

lie was a member of
the Washington capitol police for five years.
He joined the Methodist church in Hampden when lie was sixteen years of age and
had always been a faithful and working
member, and was a Free and Accepted Ma-

lite and character of the deceased. Besides
her husband she leaves one daughter, Mae,

as

IT

ls,')4-7> and in 18<>4-'5.

strength iu all their troubles, closing with
an appropriate and merited tribute to the

of

Send for book of

LOWEST AND OUR GOODS AS GOOD AS THE BEST
WE HAVE

Sarsaparilla

—

wife

walk for weeks.

n

ih,

Hood’s

beautiful pillow composed of lilies, pinks
and roses bearing the name of sister
a
beautiful tribute, a fitting symbol of the
pure and lovely character of the deceased.
Rev. Geo. E. Tufts of Belfast officiated and
spoke consoling ami comforting words to
the mourning friends and urged all to look
on high to Him who doeth all
things well;
ami One who will prove to them a tower of

the

or

which cause and sustain the disease.
of Nervousness by properly toningand
feeding the nerves upon pure blood.
of That Tired Feeling by restoring

strength.

home Tuesday, and were well attended hv relatives, friends and neighbors who
came to pay their last respects to her whom
The members
they had known so well
of the Cove W. C. T. U.f and L. A. S. attended iu a body, and jointly placed upon
the

Cures
itching
and burning, scald head, tetter, etc.
Cures "f Boils. Pimples and all other eruptions due to impure blood,
Cures of Dyspepsia and other troubles where
a good stomach tonic was needed.
Cures of Rheumatism.where patients were unCures of Catarrh by expelling the impurities

at the

Scott^£truiIsioru

Nortliport Camp Ground, with Sparkling
Diplomas similar to those given to High
and Bay View Lodges.
school graduates are to be given this year to
The session closed at i p. m.
graduates from the Upper Grammar school. during

Water

News

Prove the merit of Hood’s

Sarsaparilla—posh
tive, perfect, permanent Cures.
Cures of scrofula in severest forms, like
goitre, swelled neck, running sores, hip

SON

WE RESPECTFULLY ASK FOR A SHARE OF YOUR I'a
In(
AGE.
WE GUARANTEE OUR PRICES TO BE AS LOW A>

Mr.

I>r. W iF.iam I.iwivnce Dana,
young

phystriau

of-

Portland,

I M)l;RTAkl\(i being our specialty we wish to have it known that
lively «Jo and shall continue to furnish Hi' 1 M.R <iOOI>> and at
than any other house can furnish in this countv. Why pa
bitant prices when you can get better value and lower
pri
black Cloth Covered Caskets from .<|S.oii and upward.
R. H. COO.TBS

70 <!* 72 Haiti

=

<

s

s

Belfa>*

=

prominent

son of

Dr. I. T.

Dunn, died in his b. d last Thursday morning suddenly. Dr. Dana was out tin* night
before attending the meeting of physicians.
As he did not come down stair at the usual
time, Dr. Bradford, who resides wit.lt him.

is

Street,

v.

Spring Tooth Harm
T0

AT HALF PRICE

14

Toothed, S7 50.

11

vs: v

■

Also the Oslnirne Lexer Spring
Tooth Harroxx s at regular price-

J.H.M W. JOSESC!

QNELOT

___

Republican

nomination for Governor to succeed Gov.

a

Cures

passed peacefully away Sunday morning,
May 23d, at her home in Northport at. the
age of oti years, 8 months ami 15 days. She
was the daughter of the
late Reuben and
Rosilla Herrick of Belfast.
During her
long residence here Mrs. Wight become endeared to the people by her Christian piety
and her

R.H. COOMBS &

stilled and her weary soul is at
rest, we can no better portray that confiding
j
were also present, as a committee represent- i trust in God she always had than by .p ,ting
I
the
of
F.
Charles
the
lines:
ing
grand lodge
Maine,
following beautiful
went to lus chamber and found him dying of
1 sing my sweetest song
Bragg of Bangor and B. T. ('base of Porturaemic poisoning.
He died in a very short
j land.
Down m the dust.
t:in»*. He was :>.”» years .>! age. and gradu ite i
0 God of love.
Because,
from Harvard m
Bowdom Medina
lss:;,
lu- annual assembly < i the Cantons. I. 0.
In thee 1 trust.
school in issii, was instructor
in
anato0. F., of Maine is to be held at Skowhegan
No storms too heavy can
my. Portland school of medical instruction,
j Wednesday and Thursday, June Pth and
l'poll me bear
since 1NSS, demonstrator in
anatomy at tie
I
For well 1 know, dear heaven.
medical school of Maim- three years, served
| 10th, in accordance with a vote of the conThou wilt be there.
three years as assistant surge, n
in tin*
vention held at Kocklaml one year ago.
.Maine General Hospital and since has been
Let tempests rise and blow,
j There are two regiments of this uniformed
there.
His
Dr
I T
I regular surgeon
God is my stay
fatln-r,
Dant. was in Brunswick at the tune of h.>
Darkness may hover round,
J order in the State, composed of 21 Cantons,
| deal h.
Light oil the way
and two-thirds of these organizations have
Cometh to every heart
already notiiied Thus. Tantish, secretary of
Whose trust is sun-:
Gant Horatio lb-ale Pendleton da d at lus
j Canton Somerset, committee, that they will
home in Orrington iust week.
Angels will bold our lives
He was
Fast and secure.
thrown tfoni lus team a short time ago and
he present and the prospect is that the other
At the regular weekly meeting of the Cove received
injuries which resulted in ius
Cantons will be heard from favorably.
death.
lie was a native of islesb.nv,
W
C. T. I
held Wednesd ay afternoon, and came to
Madocawando Lodge of Rebekahs has been
He
Orrington
years ago
May J*ith the following resolutions of re- followed the sea for 10 years, (’apt. Pendleinstituted at Castine under most favorable
T'»u
has
been
in
r.
the
s!
and
an
miss
ion
were
read and adopted in memory of
lipping
auspices, its membership including the best spect
business in Bangor for the Iasi five or six
sister Lizzie F. Wight :
11.- w as
people of the town. The name is that of the
years, since retiring from the sea
Whereas, In the death of our beloved sis- a gentleman well known in Bangor by all
wife of the first Baron de Castine, for whom
ter Mrs. Lizzie F. Wight, we have sustained 1 sea-faring
lie was beloved and repeople,
the town was named. The institution took
a great loss in our work,
therefore, be it
spected by all lus friends, both in Orrington
Resolved, That we, the members of Cove and m this city. ID* leaves a widow- and
place May 28th. Grand Master A. N. J. Love1
nion of W. C. T. U., extend our
deep sym- two children. His son, Chester F. Pendlejoy, accompanied by Frank A. Knowlton,
in their bereavement
pathy to the
ton, is a well known electrician of Bangor
Grand Marshal, Mrs. Gertrude W Sargent, and share withfamily
them the hope of a reunion and a daughter, Mary, who resides in Orcapable of receiving and holding the fund,
of
the
Rebekah
State
above.
president
Assembly,
but tlie title would be held and continued in
rington, is a teacher m the public s,-h-> Is
Resolved, That these resolutions be placed [Bangor Commercial.
the hands of the trustees ; and the objection
Mrs. Oaksmith of Riverside Lodge, Buckson our records, a
sent
to
the
familv
of
from
the
rule
copy
arising
agaiust perpetuities port, and the degree staff of Aurora Rebekah the
deceased, and that the same be sentjto
thus he obviated.
Abbie E wife of EzraH. Bramliall, died at
No. 10. of Belfast, were the invited
the local papers and the Star in the East for
Also, that the case is not one in which the Lodge,
her home on Chestnut street,, Camden. May
intention of the testatrix may he effectuated
guests of the occasion. At 0 r. m. a banquet publication.
-7th, after a long and suffering illness of
Mrs. 0. A. Dickey,
Com.
by an application of the doctrine of <:u pres was served at the Castine House, after which
Besides many friends she
consumption.
Mrs. A. E Brier,
and the gift applied “as nearly as possible"
on
leaves a husband, one daughter, Miss Inez.
the
petitioners and guests adjourned to Odd
Mrs. F. H. Orcutt. ! Res.
in conformity with the presumed intention
Todd and two sons, Will Todd and Ivan
Fellows Hall, which was elaborately decoof tiie donor although the particular form or
Bramliall, ill of whom reside in Camden.
manner specified in the bequest cannot be
rated for the occasion. Over the doors were
Mrs. Bramliall was a women of many exFranklin J. Banks of this city died at his
followed.
cellent qualities, a kind mother and a devotthe names of the new Rebehah Lodge and
Decree according to opinion.
home on Belmont avenue Monday afternoon ed w ife, and much sympathy is extended to
the subordinate lodge Massasoit. The staff
from a complication of diseases, aggravated the bereaved ones. She was aged MS years.
of Aurora Lodge conferred the degree ac- i
A Circus Comes to Grief.
by la grippe. He was a native of Belfast, a
cording to the beautified form on 47 brothers j son of
The Churches.
the late John and Relief (Campbell)
C. F. Prescott’s circus, which started from
and sisters in a satisfactory manner; afterBanks. He had worked as a ship carpenter
Rockland May £M for a tour of the State,
wards Grand Master Lovejoy in a very nice
There were no services at the l.'nitarian
and farmer, and had lived formally years on
stranded in Bangor Friday.
The circus
church last Sunday, the pastor h iving been
speech introduced the president of the Maine the farm where he died. His
^
reached here Wednesday, the ‘ibth, and was
former!v
wife,
Rebekah Assembly, and duly commissioned
Rlioda A. Hicks, died several years ago. He called away by the illness of his brother in
even then in distress. We have been able to
her to institute the new lodge, to be known
Biddeford.
leaves
three daughters and one son, Mrs.
find but one man who attended the performas Madocawando Rebekah
Lodge, No. si. Lizzie Konitz of
The meeting of the V. P. S. C. E. will be
Belfast; Mrs. Fannie E.
ance here, and he reports that the show was
President Gertrude W. Sargent instituted
good, what there was of it. They left Belfast the new lodge in the impressive manner for Kelley of Somerville, Mass.; Fred L. Banks held in the Baptist vestry next Sunday evenof Cambridge, Mass., and Mrs. Gussie Waing at b o’clock. Topic, “The tongue as a
Thursday for Bangor, where they were bill- which she is noted, bestowing the charter.
terman of Taunton, Mass.
One brother, Christian’s tool,” Ex. 1: 1 17: leader. Miss
ed for two performances Friday, and as the
The officers were installed by the Grand
Annas Banks of Searboro, and one sister, Bertha Crocker. All young people are corroads were in such a terrible condition the
Master, thus being honored by the highest Almira E.
Holmes of
of the
tent, seats, and
survive dially invited to attend.
■

ib'pt.hih
Burleigh

weight.

nt."

Tuesday Clerk of Courts Wadliu received
The fat is still in the tue on the shores j The rescript from the Law Court. It is from
of thr Me ditenancan: that is to say Dreece Judge Whit.'house, and after pi 'ting the
lvsiduirv
a use of the will, as given above,
and dinkey have not settled tlieii differ

carry

Obituary.
After many weeks, mouths and years of
heroic struggle against the ravages of a cancer, Lizzie F., wife of Mr. James E. Wight,

personal interview witli you is very
much
desired,^ and I shall be pleased to see
you at my office any day between nine and
four o'clock.
Faithfully yours,
Francis S. Brick, Supt.
A

W. E.

Lewis, late

of the

Pemaquid

Mes-

and C. H. Bowden of Pittsfield are
to start a new paper in Cherryfield about
the first of July.
senger,

California,

1 his

fine $40.00 Bic \.
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The deceased was an honorable and in- |
The North Church chorus will have its n
dustrious citizen, one who always had a j liearsal at the church to-morrow, Friday
pleasant word for all, especially for chil- j evening, commencing at 7 o’clock. Every
dren.
He was an ardent granger and a con- member of the chorus is requested to he
st ttit atteu iaut at the m setiugs of
Equity present as most of the time will he devoted
Grange. The funeral will be at his late resi- to the music for Baccalaureate Sunday.
dence this, Thursday, afternoon at 1 o’clock.
The services at tlie I’niversalist Church
next Sunday will he as follows:
Morning
Miss Florence Louise Mitchell died at the
worship with sermon at 10:4,">. Sunday
home of her father, No. 3 Cedar street,
school at twelve and young people’s devoyesterday morning, after an illness of three and tional meeting at six o’clock, led by Miss
a half months, of quick
consumption. She Eva
Life Serious-

v .'! !!:.•

T .1

-.•

roK

W
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33 Main Street, Belfast, Me,
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STOCK, $150,1'
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Crowley.

the youngest child of Charles H. and
the late Mary (Holmes) Mitchell ami lias
spent her life in this city. She was a member of the High school, and was a favorite
with teachers and pupils, as well as with all
others with whom she came in contact. She
took great interest in the work of the
young
peopleinthe Universalist Parish, and was an
active member of the Sunday school and
was

the

pastor

Wahlo County Christian Endeavor
Union will hold its annual session in Liberty, July 2d. An interesting program is be"
ing prepared, which will probably appear]in
A large attendance
next week’s Journal.
s hoped for, as the schools will have closed,
and by that time good weather and good
travelling may be looked for.
The

Young People’s Christian Union. She will
be missed and mourned by a large circle of
The prayer meeting at the Congregational
friends. The family have the sincere symchurch will be at 7 30 this evening
Topic,
pathy of all. The funeral will be held at her
Deut. 32:
late home to-morrow, Friday, afternoon at “Remembering the days of Old,
Ps. 103. The services Sunday will he as
2 o’clock.
follows; Preaching service at 10.45 a m.
The Rockland Star reports the death in Sunday school at 12 m. There will he but
one service Sunday
evening, at 7 15. The
Vinalhaven, atjth e age of 7«> years, of Fitz
of the meeting will he “Africa.” An
Albert Hunt, a native of Belfast.
Mr. topic
interesting program consisting of short,
Hunt was a brick mason by trade.
For
and addresses will be given.
nearly thirty years lie had been a town offi- bright papers

Gerrity of Winterport and
lveaiy of th seity held benediction service at St. Francis church last. Sunday
afternoon. The music was by the choir of
St. Vincent l>e Paul church of Rucksport,
who came here by backboards to furnish

He was the treasurer of Vinalhaven
21 years, and in 1855 was elected representative to the legislature.
He was three
times married, his third wife and children
by each marriage surviving. His first wife
was Miss Rebecca Pierce.

Rev. Fr. P. J.

cial.

Rev. Fr. J. E.

for

lScllast

Op«»ra House,

ONE WEEK

JUNE 7.
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Safe

deposit boxes

The Miles Ideal Stock Company,
A host of up-to date specialties in continuous performance by artists of exceptional
merit. Melo-dramai to and sensational enmedy dramas presented with every care t"

$S

*

ear

ami burglary in the o.uintrv.
Those renting boxes can

privilege of taking theit boxes
ault.

POLAND

SAVED EROM THE
SEA.

The favorites. EVA WILLIAMS and JAf’K
Tl'CKEli. specially engaged direct fn.m Kei;l
circuit. Lmlouhtedly the best artists in their line
and a show in themsel ves. int rodui inc t hci i:}•
date songs and refined specialties
Messrs HoWSON and JIMLIiSON. the iip>dc:i
t roubadours, in their spec in ! feaf lire. Mamb >1 in ami
tluitar duet-, in xvhicli the.x arc unrix ailed mnk
ing in all one of the tieatest musical '"tiled)
before the public

Spring
Is used in

W
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pivsi

part mout ami in a I'
tions reqtii mg put

■>

Price, I'venimj, 10, 'JO anil HO cts.
lO
Matinee,

Wo also

spring
A. A.

and for the Memorial
The music included “O Salutaris,” duett by Mrs. Godfrey
and Mr. Wass, and solo by Mrs. Godfrey ;
“Haec Dies,” solo by Miss Nan Godfrey.
“Tautum Ergo,” solo by Mr. Mattox, and
chorus.

>

t* unequalc!
UNEXCELLED i"

masterpiece,

,o

a

~

>ur new vault

detail, costuming and scenic effects.
The great V V. success. John A Stc.ens'
or

>

tor rent at

Saturday
*
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music for this service

Jacob W. Coombs died at his home in
Ellsworth, May 28th, as the result of injuries received by the running away of the
horse lie was driving May 2-Uh. He was
thrown to the ground and rendered unconscious.
He remained in that condition
until death. Mr. Coombs was a native of
Belfast, but had long beeu a resident of

Ellsworth, having occupied

a

store at

service ill the

|

the Baptist church next
Sunday will be as follows: Preaching service at 10 45 a. m.
Sermon by the pastor
upon “Some Reasons for World-wide Evangelization,” Rom. 10:13-15. The ordinance
of the Lord’s Supper will be observed at
the close of the morning service. The usual
praise aud preaching service will he held in
the evening. The subject of the evening
sermon will
be “Religion and Reforms.”
Below is a list of the musical selections for
the day: Morning—Anthem “Hark, Hark,
My Soul,” Shelley; duet, selected. Evening
—Selection, “The Lost *Chord,” Sullivan,
chorus; tenor solo, “I Heard a Voice,” Mr.
White.
The services

the

of Main and State streets for nearly
fifty years. A brother and sister of the deceased, Wilbur F. and Miss Amy, Coombs,
corner

live in Vinalhaven.
the death of Mrs. Robert
BrownTigg, which occurred at the home of
her daughter, Mrs. Ida M. Bradbury, at
Hollis Centre, Me., was received in this
city May 28th. Mrs. Brownrigg was well
known here as the wife of the late James G.
Farrar. The remains were taken to Mt.
Hope cemetery, Bangor, for interment and
the funeral services were conducted by Rev.
C. F. Andrews.
The

news

of

Col. Amasa K. Walker, a well known and
highly respected citizen of Hampden, died
at his home in that town May 27th at the
aged of 79 years. Col. Walker was born and
lived practically all his life on the place
where he died, and during the most of his
life had followed the occupation of a farmer.
He had served his town as selectman and
represented his class in the Legislature in

Sill!! 111!!

morning.

WOT WATER HEATERS

STEAM BOILERS

Our

AND RADIATORS*

at

t

WHAT USERS SAY.
The Doric Holier that was put into
iny house in October, is a perfect sue
James H. Haynes, nangor. Me.
cess
The Gurney Hot Water Heater wliieli
was recently placed in our Hank Building, is giv ing perfect satisfa< tion.
Rutland Savings Hank, Rutland, Vt.
Ask your local dealer for Illustrated
How ltest to Heut
Catalogue
«r write direet to
our Homes,”
the
Ourney Heater Mja. Co., 103 Franklin
C
kit., ''or. Congress, Boston, Mass.

Services at the Methodist Church Sunday,
June 0th, will be as follows: At 9.30 a. m.,
Love feast. Will all the members of the
church and the friends please he present?
At 10.45, sermon by Rev. W. W. Ogier, Presiding Elder of Rockland district. The Holy
communion will follow the sermon. Sunday
school at 12 m. Junior League meeting at
4.30.
Epworth League meeting at 0; leader,
a
Miss Mary Jackson; topic, “Plain words for
j
everybody,” Prov. 20:20. Song and prayer
Office hours until.1) a. m.
service at 7. Weekly prayer and class meet- j
From 12.30 to 3and 7 to 8 p. m.
iugs as usual. Rev. W. W. Ogier will hold !
the first quarterly conference for the present
MAINE.
SEARSPORT,
conference year in the small vestry on Fri13tf
I T eleph on e Connection.
day evening, June 4th, at 7.30.
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for Sale

Cottage

Clinton A\ t'liuc, N'orthp*
Five rooms, furnished. Cotta,

(Mi

and

lias

blinds

Apply

3t22*
Or

of Glasses and Diseases ol

Eye
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PURE FRUIT .11

For
X
Efficiency- Durability n, economy
•THEYSTAND UNEQUALLED-

E. H. DCRGrlN, M. D.
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to

to

S. J.TKI

Supt. .1. K Mi- \its,

on
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tin-

Dissolution of Partner
Tlie

partnership

heieiolore

undersigned, lining business

cm-'
mi-

K IT KIR K A COM PAW
by mutual consent. The busin."
will he continued l>\ Mr Small*
A

A

K

JOHN
Belfast. June 1, 18B7.-3V22*
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James

BtLhAbl.

Smalley

sent to

was

by Judge Rogers Tuesday
en.

Logan

A

U

Thomas H.
received last

for

was

exhibition

day,

ng of the City Council
inlay evening; Probate
i. m.: Insolvency Court

lately received

a

pneuthe
'■
Thursday. It worked
veil with a strong tide
1 gave it

trial at

a

The Cou ity Coiu u'mi meri held
a hear'
on petition of H. L.
Wiug and
otliers for establishing a
highway in Thorndike. The highway lias been
used many
years, hut has
not before
been legally
bounded.

ingTuesday

June

Building

Repairs.
Stiekuey &
making exteusive improvements in the Noyes
house, opposite The
Journal office, putting in new
windows, etc.
The upper rooms are to be
occupied iiy Mrs.
Ella Sprague for her residence and
dressmaking rooms....Arnold Harris is repair-

Thompson

Scii. Sarah Rose arrived Suuday with a
good fare of fish, including a few small halibut.
They were caught near Mt. Desert.

in.

■;

days

7th, at 2 p. m.
The Belfast Machine & Foundry Co. has
added to its bicycle department two new
appliances, a welder and a brasier.

■

V

30

drunkenness.

Seaside 0. L. S. Circle will meet with
Mrs. H. F. Gowell, Searsport Aveuue, Mon-

Clements'

in

jail for

for

l'eusious have been grauted

as

follows:

Increase, Win. E. Wales, Hampden; original, minor child of Lafayette G. Howard,

ing liis store, 74 Main street, formerly

pied by

Camden.
put a complete
bells into the

has

n

thoroughly renovatutiug, papering, through-

t has

;

ng many of the

rooms.

are

rs

ready

for

is

r>0,000

List of unclaimed letters remaining in the
Belfast post-ofliee for the week ending May
20, 181*7: Ladies—Mrs. E L. Danforth, Mrs.
Sarah Thompsou gentlemen—L. P. Lowell,
Mr. Irel Nickerson.

rise in prices,
dozen, Edwin

a

and Clias. W. LanThe eggs were mostly
per dozen.

McKeen, chairman of the comcemeteries, has taken great interest in the improvements at Grove Cemetery
aud is giving them his personal attention.
The fence has been painted.

gong similar to that on
has been put on the out-

trm
s

Hank

elecbeen placed in Locke's
which an alarm can be
i”r
ting att-ention.
National

of

trustees

S cietv
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An

If we are poor it is not our fault but our
misfortune; aud we believe it is not considered g< >d form to twit people of their pov-
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They say that Belfast is paying Tom McDermott SICK.i per month. That’s quite a lot
of moue\ for Belfast.
[Bangor Commercial,

Waldo
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Relief Corps elected
officers May I'Sth : President,
Mrs. .James F. Me Keen; Vice President,
Mrs. S irali Manstiehl; Chaplain, Mrs. Etta
Thom

t'ht- toi

urely grated, the
mostly by prisoners

successor

doubt do likewise.
t>

H

Marshall

wing

■

Boston, j

''auideu, bought the right to a
'•riy controlled by the late Ohrisimpbell. f-T a device for regulattiu of water from steam tire en-

vited.

Ice

cream

and cake will be served.

Belfast Opera House.

The Miles Stock

Company which will appear here next week
has given perfect satifactiou wherever it has
appeared and no .-doubt will be greeted by
full houses.
Of one of the plays to he pre-

he past t wenty years a suit eonpatent h is been dragging in tlie

court against the city ; sented here, the Allentown Star says:
“The
k )!,
new Michael Strogoff, given last
a verdict for 'SSI0,074,'*>2
evening at
the Academy by the Miles Stock Co., receivrendered against the city.
b*!i of Searsport has been
ed most liberal patronage. The play was
'icker in this suit and has a i well staged, charmingly costumed and
judia hen settled.
ciously cast. The manly hero in the hero
w
corporations which have 1 role was ably personated by John E. Miles,
a versatile and talented young heroic actor,
>'••* "f "rganiz ition at tlie office
v> d State is the New England ! who has magnetism and personal charm
The remainder of the
mpauv, organized at Portland, i most captivating.
s‘
"f buying, selling and
company are unquestionably above the avergeu‘H real and
personal estate, age. Ail especially attractive feature of the
‘tels, restaurants, etc., with program were the musical selections, in"T "k. of which
'-..on is
p.ud 1 cluding a superior male quartet,singing, and
v~ are.
President, J. Emery | several mandolin and guitar duets by the
Boston treasurer, Geo. vaudeville specialists."
r "at

1

j

The Club ownes
Penobscot Bay, with

east

i; ti•«-iit

islands, and inaugug season there last summer.
been fully described in The

The proposed relay
tlie Maine wheelmen from
Bangor under the auspices of
! Courier-Gazette and
Bangor
has been “postponed on account
er, until such time as the roads
"able. One of the Bedfast riders
I'oVF.n.
t»v

■

'imnercial

follows:

as

Belfast men to ride beimpossible to make any
'•'• e
been over the road the past
now that a wheelman would be
death to ride them iu a relay,
postpone it until the roads are
the wheelmen have some prachardened up, we could make
I would use my tandem from
ktou Springs, 10 miles, which,
ads, we can do in 30 minutes, or
st. The roads are the worst that
and I have been riding and travd*em for the last 15 years.
any
ubl be

1

a-ived

1

k was found to
nile above its
and
"‘ite
be

be in Marsh river,

junction

with tlie

about 000 feet from the Mt.

Company’s wharf,

and it is

that of tlie schooner Swan.
fifty years ago, being loaded at
!h rough granite
As it lies, it
us and troublesome obstruction

1

water used by vessels
engaged
■be product of large granite (juarimnediate vicinity. The cost of
ti of the wreck and rock with
as loaded is estimated not to ex",b> and may he much less.
The
ual output of the quarries is
apv estimated at
30,000 tons.
■

1

Decision.

Tileston Wadlin,
•u k ,,f
Courts, lias received from the
rt the certificate of
opinion in case
kt

Woodbury

vs.

Cyrus W. Black,

determine the
P of two tracts of real estate in
At the April term, 1896, the debled a plea in abatement alleging
name is Cyrus P. Black and not
,v’
Black, as in the writ. The plaingiven leave to amend his writ, to
: be
defendant fiied exceptions. The
■ rt
overrules the exceptions. Fols the
rescript by Judge Foster.
ase, submitted without argument,
grounds why the exceptions should
erruled. The amendment to the
* writ was
allowed upon terms, and
was

an

action

to

■'

’I'Wly

so.

April term, 1897, the case was orl,e heard in
vacation, expecting the
1 to arrive
before the adjourned hearJudge Whitehouse in June, and it

■

*■.„

less be heard at that time. Williamplaintiff. Thompson for defendant.
*bt

n

New Advertisements.
The weather.has
been harrowing; but when you get at your
belated farm work you will want one of
those spring tooth harrows that J. H. & J.
\\
Jones, Main street, are offering at halfprice to ciose a lot. They also have the
Osborne harrows at regular prices. ...Stevens

Bros.,

street, have seasonable shoes
of all kinds for men, women and hoys—all
in the latest styles and at the lowest
prices.
.The firm of A. K. Pierce & Company has
been dissolved by mutual consent, Mr.
John F. Smalley has bought his partners interest and will continue the business at the
old stand.
He wants a boy to learn the
trade... .See advt. of a great sale of mackintoshes and rubber coats for men, women and
children. The sale is for five days only and
the prices quoted are extremely low_
James H. Clark, 118 High street, has a very
desirable tenement for rent_Dinsuiore, 33
Main street, offers one lot of ladies’ low
walking shoes at 49 cents a pair_See advt.
of cottage for sale on
Northport Camp
Ground.
59 Main

...

Wre<

k.
The war departreports from its engineers
in
eruing preliminary surveys of
-rs and harbors
here, including
wulation for an appropriation to
week in a branch of the PeuobCoi. Damreil reports on this
blows :
vv- A

store

is

j

now

oj Boston.

some

1

The interior
L)"dge Secretary, Mrs. Annie L. Clifford;
w
bite-washed, and every- Treasurer. Mrs. Minnie Centner; Conducpremises has an air of neat- tor, Mrs. Ruth Thomas; Guard, Mrs. Ellen
Row-. Past Prescient, Mrs. Ruth Staples.
bat three prisoners, one mian the Supreme
.art for as- 1 Mrs. Clifford has served 7 years as secretary.
The officers will he installed to-morrow, Fri.c
each from Belfast Police
■"•al Justice for drunkenness.
day. evening by Mrs. Anna Nash. The
Grand Army and Sons of Veterans are inKuel Piiilbrooks of

■■

time ago did not come and the
again for rent....The piano Dr.

store

Hills put up by ticket was drawn by A. H.
Banks.. Mr. and Mrs. S. (i Swift have a
new tam.lem Rambler bicycle... A
deef was
seen last week in the door yard of
Capt. II. .T.

hard labor.

t-■

Frank A. Riggs has painted a new
Riggs' Bakery. It is on a black
sanded board with gold leaf letters_The
Italian fruit dealer who hired the Ilervey
for

sigu

irriman, Esq., entered upon his
duties as Collector of the port of Belfast
1
Tuesday. Imie 1st, W. P. Thompson. Esq., ;
street.“Mistress
wu.. has held the position
something over Chaples, Upper High
four years, retiring. The duties are m t very | Mary, quite contrary, how does your garden
.A man employed on outdoor work
exacting in these days of maratime deca- j grow
reports that he got in only 11 hours time last
dc
but Mr. Thompson has performed
j week up to Friday night.\
pair of brass
! them to the sutisfa. tion of those having husi- j
barrelled flint lock duelling pistols of v-rv
ness at the custom
and his

se-,

s

!■

the cei Is
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expected they

in their power to make it a slicinteresting program will be pre-
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JbELFAST.

As

George Clark

was re-

turning home from the city last Wednesday
night, about 8.30, when between the residences of Howard Mason aud .Joseph Estes,
he collided with another team driven
by a
named Clark who works on the stock
The former Clark says he saw no
team until they came
together, while the
other claims lie saw the former team
man

farm.

coming
and turned out but gave no warning.
George
was thrown out, his wagon
overturned, one
wheel completely smashed and all four ends

the axles sprung. When the cross bar
the horse was cleared from the carriage but George held to the reins. The
horse was spirited and he asked the other
('lark to hold the horse while he went for a
lantern, but while he was gone the other
tied his horse to a telegraph pole and drove
off leaving him to get out of his trouble as
best he could. The latter Clark had only one
spoke broken out of his carriage... .There is
to be a meeting Sunday forenoon at 10 a. m.
at the so-called White schoolhouse, Masons
Mills district, to organize a Sunday school.
All are invited to attend and help in a good
of

broke

work.

If

taken, without a
doubt many of the young people would attend-R. B. Stepheuson is building a new
stable-Gertie, a small daughter of Mrs.
Annie Webber, who has been sick with
pneumonia, is reported as a little better_
an

interest

is

There has been talk around that there should
be a tine imposed on any person who is
heard to make remarks on the weather. I
would advise a petition to the Governor.

The first 10c. cigar ever sold for 5c. was
the genuine “Belfast.” This brand has been
held up to the high standard, as when it
first introduced about two years ago.
The sale on this cigar has grown steadily
until at the present time you will hardly
find a cigar store in Eastern Maine which
does not sell more “BELFAST” than any
other.
was

,

..

the W

reminded
that t-lie county convention will be held iu
Members "f

it

COMMENCEMENT

!

old
Iv.

pattern

exhibition at the

are on

11. Loom ns

cV

Son.

..(iinn N

store

ot

Joseph Williamson, Esq
Tuesday oil business.
Mr.

ing

1 Mrs. Ilathorn of Bang>u
Mrs J. W. Nash.

an

had to he postponed. .Chas. H. Rice of Bueksport has
been appointed administrator of the estate
of Harvey I). Hadloek, late of Boston.
Frost was reported on low lands WednesL. A. \V.

Lewiston

at

..

day morning.
Steamer Notes. The steamer Florence
attached last week at Rockland for a
coal bill of F. G. White of t.iis city. Tiie
bill was contracted in the winter of 1895-0.
The case was heard before the U. S. Court
was

Bangor Tuesday,

at

and the steamer

was

decreed liable for the amount, 8150.
The Silver Star returned to the Belfast
and Castine route Monday, having been

thoroughly overhauled and repaired, both in
hull and machinery. The Tremont, which
has been running in her place, was advertised for a base ball excursion to Bangor
Monday, but the trip was abandoned on account of the storm-Capt.
Henry W. Barhour of Brewer, who has been the commander of the steamer Tremont for the past
seasons, has takeu the command of the
Cimbria on the Bar Harbor route_The
new route of steamer Rockland down
Egge"
moggin Reach ought to bring trade to Bellast and no doubt willdoso. The line should
be encouraged. I t is a fine route for excursions and when the season opens satisfactwo

tory arrangements will be made as to fares.
.Capt. Barbour of steamer Tremont made
some calls up town last
Saturday evening
and enquired as to people be knew when a
resident here, many years ago. He is a
native of Belfast, a brother of Capt. S. H.
Barbour, who died last year_The Castine
...

took

excursion

party numbering about
d0 down the Bay Sunday at 11 a. m. going
down the East Bay around Isles boro to
Camden. The boat remained several hours
in Camden and some of the party went
by
the electrics to Rockland and Thomaston.
They arrived home about 7 p. m. It was a
an

enjoyable trip.Work was begun
Tuesday on the new slip at the Boston &
Bangor S. S. Co.’s wharf.
very

Belfast Band Minstrels.

This organ-

ization, composed of our best local talent,
vocal, instrumental and dramatic, gave entertainments at the Belfast Opera House
last Thursday and Friday evenings. The
program was piactically the same on both
nights. When the curtain rose on the first
part it disclosed the minstrels arranged iu
usual

in front with the orchesThere .were six end men—
Francis Brick, Al. Stoney and Bert Stevens,
bones; Will Havner, Geo. Quimby and Will
Quimby, tambos. E. S. Pitcher was iuterloeuter. The end men wore white
pauts
and vests, black coats and red ties, and the
other minstrels were dressed iu black, to
match their complexions, with white ties.
The entertainment opened with a inedly
overture by the orchestra, followed by solos
by Frank Woodcock, Bert Stevens, John

the

manner

tra at the

rear.

Parker, Emery White, Will Quimby and E.
S. Pitcher, and by a quartette composed of
Messrs. Pitcher, White, Parker and White.
There were many encores. The first part
ended with “Ten Minutes with the Minstrels,” a medley of old time negro melodies,
jigs, walk rounds, etc. The second part

opened

a

finely rendered selection by

the orchestra.

The march which followed

with

capitally done, as was the telephone
act by Will Havner, and “Melinda Johnson
by Ralph O’Connell and Bert Stevens. The
entertainment concluded with a burlesque
on “The Prisoner of Zenda,” eutitled “The
Prisoner of Send-lier-off; or The Magic
Dye,” by a local author whose nom de
plume, and otherwise, is Will Havner.
was

There

though

was

base ball in the business, alpitcher iu the cast, and
brick and stone (y). There were
no

there

likewise

a

happy hits

of

was a

a

local nature iu the minstrel

part, and all concerned iu the entertainment
did themselves credit, not forgetting the
painstaking and untiring manager, Mr. R.
P. Chase.
The receipts from the two performances were $275, an! the biud have
reason to congratulate themselves on their
success. We are requested to extend thanks
through the columns of The Journal to the
many friends of the band who aided in get.
ting up the entertainment and to the public
for their generous putr mtge.

Boston

ar<-

j

visit-

Mrs. Eli/,

V White of Farmington is visand Mrs. A. E. Clarke.

Mr.

II. Gatehell has been appointed postmaster at E ist Ja kson, W. E. Goa 1. resigned.
C.

Judge Rogers
illness

recent

has

as

to

strt

et.

Sheriff N
fr<

rron w.-nt to

Palermo

yesterday

put into Bowler Pond .'>,000 young trout
S v a n Lake.

>m

Mr.

ami

Mrs.

visited relatives

P. Field of Boston
Belfast the past week,

Geo.
iu

day

wTIubkett^

^beo.

WILL OPEN THIS wffic

10 Brocade Satin Skirts, Slfif $10
300 Shirt Waists ^Bonanza Bargains, only 50c.

in

-

500 Ladies’ Print Wrappers
From 75c. to $2.50 each
1 Bale Lockwood, yard wide Remnants, only jC.y-"
Curtain*;

^^Opaque

r

1,000 Opaque Curtains, all mounted on best spring
rollers, in plain and Dado patterns, worth
cents
each, shall close the entire stock at the unheard O'
price of
.1

Yachts

on

lightning

dam-

and

Boats.

500

IMssel’s sloop yacht Zingara is ill
New York, for sale.

Manning's Basin.

—

ROCKING CHAIRS

Webster had hi* new yacht out for a little
while last Saturday afternoon under the
mainsail only, but it afforded no test of her

qualities.

We have contracte 1 with the manufacturers agent tor a big
quanritv of these
Rockers. They are made to sell for
00, but as a good advertisement bar
us we have contracted for a
large quant v, and in order to give our
patrons a
‘^Wonderful Bargain shall sell them at

Grindle has recently completed a
club house at Castine.
The house is
finely located and is artistically arranged.
Oil one side is a room for Dr. Grindle’s 4o
foot steam launch, and there are smoking
rooms, reception rooms, etc. The doctor,
who is an enthusiastic photographer, also
has a studio iu the club house.
[Bangor
Di’-

j yacht

Commercial.

Only

Johnson of Washington, I>. C.,
his friends here that he is to spend

summer

^

50 Black Brocade Dress Skirts, $1.92
40 Novelty Dress Skirts,$3.50

C.

writes to

the

Brunswick Tues-

to

adjust insurance
ages on the c<>liege.
to

Ralph

Shopping Centre.

the shaft.

Charles

Charles I). Maddoeks of East Vassal boro
is visiting !.;> aunt, Mrs. B. F. Maddoeks. on

to

;

THE GREAT DRY GOODS

far recovered

Tuesday.

Bridge

j

Phi Beta Kappa fraternity in Adams hall at
4 p m.
Commencement coucert iu the Town
hall at 8 p. m.
Thursday, June 24—The annual meeting
of the Alumni Association in Memorial hall
at 9 a m
Commencement exercises in the
Congregational church at 10 a. m followed
by the commencement dinner iu the gymnasium. Reception by the president anil Mrs.
Hyde iu Memorial hall from S to 10 p. si.
Friday, June 25—The examination of candidates for admission to the college at
Cleveland lecture room, Massachusetts hall,
at 8 30 a. m
COMMENCEMENT WEEK AT COLBY.
President Butler of Colby University has
given out the following program for commencement
Sunday, June 27th, 10 30 a. m., baccalaureate sermon by the president, Rev. Dr. Nathaniel Butler; 7.50 p. m., sermon before the
V. M. C. A. ami V. W. U. A. by Rev. Dr. C.
\ Hausou of Skowhegan
Monday, 2 80 p. m juuior presentation
day exercises upon the campus by the class
<>f ’98; 7.30 p. in.,
junior exhibition at the
Baptist church : annual meeting of the
board of trustees at Champlin hall, annual
meeting of the alumna-.
luesday, 10 a. m., senior class day exercises at the Baptist church : 2
p. in., annual
meeting of the alumni; 2.50 p. m., senior
• laVs dav exercises
the
upon
“anipus: 4.80
m. Phi Beta
p
Kappa banquet at Soper's
hall: 7.50 p. m., oration before the Beta
chapter of Maine of the Phi Beta Kappa
society by Rev. I>r. George U. Lorimer of
Boston.
'Yeduesday, 10 a. m., commencement exercises ami conferring of degrees, at the
Baptist chm-. h ; l'J ."<0 |>. m., alumni dinner
at Memorial hall : d
p. m., alumni vs. Colby,
on the campus: s p. m.,
president's reeeption in Memorial hall.
The junior class will present to the college, n Monday afternoon, a beautiful granite drinking fountain, which will be
placed
oiT the campus
lr will be circular ar the
feet high and about
top, about d l
i_-j
feet in diameter, hollowed out like a basin.
A polished shaft upholds the basin
part,
resting on a slab three feet square. The
'‘•s'* will be cut in
numerals of the class

from his
be able to hold court

*.>

spoiled the track so that the races of the returning Tuesday.
Memorial day meet of the Maine division of
Chas. H. Field went
the

t'>

Mr. and

iting

bi.-lii had

their stove Tuesday four eggs brought in
by Fred Nickerson of Belfast, the smaiiost
of which measured 7
4x0 inches and the
four weigh* d 1' l-'_’ ounces... .The rain
at

went

AT B OVIK)IN.

The programme for commencement week
Bowdoin has been announced as follows:
Sunday, June 20—Baccalaureate sermon
by the president in the Congregational
church at 4 p. m.
Monday, June 21—Juuior prize declamation in Memorial hall at 8 p. m.
Tuesday, June 22—Class day exercises of
the graduating class in Memorial hall at 10
a. m
and under the Thorndike oak at 8 p.
m.
Illumination of the campus and promenade co cert in the evening.
Wednesday, June 25—Graduating exercises of the medical department in Memorial
hali at 9 A. m. The annual address will be
delivered by Frank Lambert Diugley of
Auburn. The annual meeting of the Maine
Historical Society and quadro-eentenuial of
the discovery of North America by John
Cabot, in tlie physical lecture room at 9 a.
m. aud 2 p. m.
The annual meeting of the
at

•.

Alderman

mittee

College Commencements.

thimbles, lampwicks. patterns, etc.,
from Mrs. A. E. Gilbert, Portland, Me ; a
well tilled box of clothing from the
Kings is at Bangor loading lumber for Fall River.
.Sch. L. A. Plummer is chartered to load
Daughters of Ellsworth for another of the
adopted girls at the home of Miss Georgia ice at Bangor for New York-Sch. James
H. Frazier, leader of the circle; a valuable Holmes sailed Sunday for Green’s Landing
box from Milo, Me., containing gifts of un- to load stone for Boston... .Sch. Laura of
derwear from Mrs. F. E. McIntosh and Mrs. the Pendletou Bros, fleet is at New York
Wm. Dolau, and hair ribbons from Aleen with a cargo of hard piue from Brunswick,
McIntosh, a little girl who saved up l>er Ga-It is reported that Capt. Wentworth
pennies to subscribe for The Girls’ Home of Wiuterport has purchased the sch. Humpaper; a box for the Overlook children from boldt of Boothbay.. .Sell. Win. Slater has
Mr. Frank Googins of Searsuiont_Re- arrived from New York, light, and is in Carpairs on the Home will Vie begun at an early ter's dock fur repairs. She belongs to the
.There are ten girls now in the Home. Pendleton fleet aud has been laid tip for a
day
The Belfast Ice Co. have a cargo ot |
Two will soon be placed in good homes in year..
Sch
Brooksville and three will soon be received ob tons to shir. to% Fortress Monroe
Alaska arrived Monday from Boston with
ilit-• the Home from Portland, in• i one from
flour for Shahs aud salt for Swan A* Sibley
Green’s Landing. The average number, ten
Co....Sc:i l’.M. Bonnie sailed Mouday with
now, us liable to increase as the good work
!
it the Home becomes better known.
j
More hay from A. M. Carter for Yinalhaven.
nionex will he needed., and more supplies of
Personal.
every kind.
mugs,

: •/►mi,

•>

making

1 he OliKLs
Home. The following contributions are acknowledged: Two silver
tablespoons and one silver salt spoon from
Miss Sara A. Leonard of
Newbury port,
Mass.; glue, gelatine and lead pencils from
Mr. Wm. B. Ford,
Roxbury, Mr.ss.; flower
seeds from S. A. Hyde of Bath, Me.: flower
seeds from Miss A. S. Gibson,
Norway, Me.;

the

nearly full and

now

occu-

French.Mrs. Margaret

L.

improvements.

other

The Children's Aid Society acknowledge
receipt of $18 30 from the South Berwick Whist Club, and $5 from Mrs. Arnold
Harris, Belfast. [A. C. Sibley, Treas.

Hotel will open Monday,
possible arrangement
.r the comfort and pleasure
■,e house has been thorough*
n in lirst class
shape,
very

E.

Frost is raisiug the roof of tile I, of tier
house at No. 17 Church street, and

The members of the Baptist V. P. S. C. E.
are making preparations for a lawn party to
be given in the near future. Flirt her notice
wiil be given later.

call

Turn

and

are

Shipping Items. Sch. Geo. B. Ferguson
arrived from Bangor May 2bth to leave the
mate, Hiram Darby, who recently cut his
hand and was obliged to stop ashore. She
sailed Thursday morning for New York aud
Handout, her cargo of staves and heading
being consigned to both ports.. .Sch. L. A.
Plummer arrived May 20tli with coal for
Swan & Sibley Co. from New York. Capt.
Foster reports that the schooner made the
passage from New York to Rockland in 44
hours-Sch. D. D. Haskell received new
hatch-combings at Carter's yard aud sailed
May 30th for Green’s Landing to load stone
for New York_Sch. Hattie E. King sailed
for St. John, N. B., May 28th to load lumber
for New York_Sch. Miautonomah sailed
May 28th for Rockport to load lime for Boston....Sch. Maud Suare was towed to Bangor Friday by tug Bismarck to load ice aud
lumber for New York....Sch. James R.
was iu port last week and made
slight repairs-Sell. II. Curtis arris^ed Saturdays
from Deer Isle for repairs at Carter N: Co.’s,
to include a new stern. The schooner belongs to the Haskell fleet. She was built at
Millbridge in 1850 and is 118 tous net.
Sch. Henry Whitney, Capt. Frank Welch,

Rocker

one

to 1

Europe.

French came from Bangor Memorial day with Norman Ward well, Esq., reRobert

People

turning Tuesday morning.

are
us.

D. H.Strbut has moved from East Belfast to

Swanvilie, and Thomas L. Shiite has moved
to the place recently occupied by Mr. Strout.
Mr. E Iwin Morey and family arrived here
last evening by special train and went to
Castine for the summer in their steam yacht

Princess.
Horace T. Muzzy of Searsmont, E. M. C.
S. '!**;, has been visiting friends in Bucksport. Mr. Muzzy is now a student in Boston
D.

ODD FELLOW S’ BLOCK, BELFAST.

Praise can't be imitated.
And true praise takes root and spreads.
Claim is one thing, proof another.
(Maim

McLellan of this city

was

unani-

mously elected principal of the Waterville
High School by the committee of that city

Monday evening.
Rev. Frank

A. Gilmore of Haverhill,
Mass., delivered the Memorial address at
Winthrop, which is reported as both touch-

ing

and inspiring.
Henry S. Marden, assistant engineer of
U. S. S. Detroit, arrived home from New
York Tuesday, his term of enlistment in the
navy having expired.
Mr. Ralph C. Johnson of New York, who
has leased the Capt. F. C. Pendleton house
on Northport avenue, will arrive here next
Sunday for the summer.

Hichborn of Stockton left for Bangor, Monday afternoon, after making a visit
with her brother, Mr. C. S. Hichborn of Augusta. [Keunebee Journal.
Miss

Miss Isabel Townsend of New Haven, Ct.,
Prof. J. Harold Bates of Colby University were guests of Miss Ellen D. Townsend
at the Brooks House a few days the past
week.
and

The Conductor

and the Hobo.

GEO. W. BURKETT,

spreads.

Can’t keep a good thing down.
Ever notice how good things are imitated”
Better the article, more imitators.
Fortunately the people have a safeguard.

is

what the manufacturer says.

Proof is what the

people say.

uenast

University.
Hugh

How it

Talking all iKouinl about
This Report comes from
Primrose Hill.

people say
Doan’s Kidney Pills

Cure all

euro

sick

kidneys.

kidney ills.

Hundreds of citizens testify
Here is a case in point

to

this.

Mr. C. H. Chamberlain of High street, over
Primrose Hill, says: -1 have had kidney complaint for years, in fact my back never was very
strong. Ir troubled me more lately than it has for
some time with pain across tlie back just over the

Curtains at lc.
Would be cheaper than we could afford
to sell them, but.

WE ARE

50 GENT SHADES FOR 30 CENTS

kidneys, particularly noticeable in the morning
for an hour or two just after 1 got up. I am
quite a heavy man and if I stood on my feet for
any length of time my back would feel tired and
sore.
Then at my work, getting in and out of a
carriage »o often and riding over rough roads does
not help a lame back.
If 1 caught cold it always

Felt

2

all mounted,

10 cents

Papers,.5

Quart

Glass

10
2

Tin

Quart
Quart

10

Nappies,
Pails,

10

“

5

“

3

ii

Handled

Nice

Dippers,

Quality Glasses,

112 Piece Dinner

3

...

Sets,

$6.88

10 Piece Toilet Sets,

SI.98

mPVPI CQ warranted for 1 year, its the latest
DIUIULCO, cycle in town at any price, only

Emery Cook is a Maine Central conductor stitute;
freight train. He is a pretty good fellow but he doesn’t pass hoboes.
Emery arrived home Tuesday night with a battle

“

10

“

1

“

Pitchers,

25 cent Glass

day or night. I used plasters more or less, but
they only helped the pain when on. T saw Doan’s
Kidney Pills advertised and 1 got a box at Kilgore
& Wilson's drug store and used them. I am on
my second box now. They are doing me good. My
back feels much stronger. The pain is much relieved and 1 am less annoyed with the kidney secretions. I have received benefit in every way by
using Doan’s Kidney Pills, and can recommend

Buffalo, X. Y., sole agents for the United States.
Remember the name, DOAX’S, and take no sub-

Shades,

Room

settled in my back and then a weakness of the
kidney secretions was apparent, very annoying

them to my friends.”
Doan’s Kidney Pills are for sale by all dealers.
Price 50 cents. Mailed by Foster-Milburn Co.,

SELLING^

Oil C ft ft

.

O40.UU

~

on a

scarred countenance.
violent contact with

Wells & Go. CARLE

the result of
a hobo who had tried
Would call your attention to the fact
to sneak a ride on Emery’s train.
Cook had
that in addition to their ever
ordered the gentlemau off the train several
times but for several stations he showed up
between the cars. The last time the weary
L. A. KNOWLTON, President.
FRANK R. WtGGIN, Cashier
William was put off the train he was told in
no uncertain terms that it would be best for
him to remain off. The hobo “Massed” Cook
and dared him to come down off the car and
their stoic contains many articles that
are verv desirable for t his season of the
light. Cook came down. He wears specta1
including an excellent line of
to
year,
IMHYIIH AL Feb. 2S, KIM.
bad
cles and as they are
Per. I MM.
July 21, 1VM.
go into conflict
March 5, 1 \t)5.
with he put up his hands to remove them.
DEPOSITS:
83tt,853.«1»
85JM80.2!)
87U.4SD.5ii
$MM»7s,.t:|
j
While in the act the hobo gave him a left
ISU5.
Dec
July It,
18, IM15.
July M, isptt.
r%
1
^
arm hook which landed on Cook’s mouth.
A fine assortment of
8l28.ttS5.5S
81ttll.s8s.l7.
* I/O
8l72.0S>8,|tt
The blow cut a had gash in Cook’s lip. Now
no Maine Central Railroad conductor, with
any self respect, will allow himself to he
All tin' leading brands of
mutilated to any great degree without f,eThese figures tire taken from oar sirorn\st itement< ro fh••
Comptroller
seuting it. About three minutes after EmeCorsets and
off
there
his
was
the
“specs”
worst i
ry got
of the C it rreney, ICashint/ton, on the alt tre tlah's.
looking hobo along the whole line in that
DEPOSITS In the INTEREST DEI* VUTUBN t p.iv.UIr
I... 1
|r.,.,
vicinity. The hobo knew when lie got
ary 1st ami duly 1 st. Deposits during the tirst rliree day- .if.
!r i\v in; civ-!
...
ol that mnnth.
This department offers m /<•// /. -th <• cur ! / f d.-it,,,.... n-j,
enough, but knew it long before Emery felt SMALL WARES
much as every deposit is a In n to the ht /. /.*. an 1 all l-•:» >-u'-i 1 >i,
satisfied that the gentleman was speaking j
n
iw'.vtim
amount of our Capital Stuck.
of every description. The largest and
from experience.
| Kennebec Journal.
This Bank being rite latest establish 1 Bank in W'al 1
best line of
irv. unr
;n >,,n the
,!.•>
Mr. Cook was conductor of the freight
ments in Fire and Burglar I’i
»1 work, ;h *re *v u
m v
M-iux 7-:lM
,\. ,,ti„.r
bank in this county.
train on the Belfast branch up to about one HAIR PINS,
We have SAFE DEPOSIT BOTES at 88. 85 anil
All
car h .vc- are c
I
year.
per
r>.;i
and
SIDE COMBS
year ago and is well known here.
locks, so they may he taken to and from the Bank if desire 1.
1 vi;
HAIR ORNAMENTS
It

was

MILLINERY

PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK.
Deposits Solicited

HOSIERY,

GLOVES,

3183,869.99

Corsetwaists,

<

>

of Ohio. City of Toledo, \
"•
Lucas County.
I
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he is the
senior partner of the firm of F. J. Cheney &
Co., doing business in the City of Toledo, County
and State aforesaid, and that said firm will t»av
the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for each
and every case of Catarrh that cannot be cured
by the use of Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
'•'!{\NK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribed in my presence, this 6th day of December, A. D. 1886.
A. W. GLEASON,
Notary Public.
seal.

State

--

|

|

Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally and acts
directly on the blood and mucous surfaces of the
system. Send for testimonials, free.
F. J. CHENEY A CO., Toledo, O.
&ir-Sold by Druggists, 75c.

be more enjoyable than to be.
comfortably seated m a big armchair in a
pretty, cosy room, with a few intimate
friends, discussing something between
heaven and earth, while you puff away on a
genuine BELFAST oe.
What

ever
new

shown in this
and desirable in

city.

Everything

LACE TRIMMINGS,
INSER I IONS and V EILINGS.

Baby Bonnetsot a"ki"^

PERHAPS
You don’t know that you

can buy the “up-to-date”
styles in watches and jew-

BUT YOU CAN

PERHAPS
You don’t know that we
the oldest
jewelry
house in the State of

SHIRT WAISTS, BELTS,
NECKTIES, BELT PINS,
and SHIRT WAIST SETS

are

Maine,
BUT WE ARE.

worthy of mention here, for they are
complete in every particular, while their
are

UNDERWEAR,
RIBBONS,

PERHAPS
You don’t know that

give
tion

we
our personal attento all our watch re-

pairing,

YARNS and

BUT WE DO.

WORSTEDS,
of themselves.

are departments
If^An early call is respectfully solicited.-Jrf

WELLS & CO.,
103—105 Main St..

..

elry of 118,

„lialities.

Their assortment of

can

>

Belfast.

PERHAPS
You think you can beat
iow prices,

us on

BUT YOU CAN’T.

Hiram Chase & Son,
25 MAIN

STREET, BELFAST.

A. A. HOWES &
^ol(‘
6ml2

CO.,

AfftMlIM.

A
Whal

a

Searsport Hystery.

Bai gor

paper Sajs of

a

of Reiiast.

The mystery of Searsport is the X-ray
eye of Mr. William A. lvuight, ami a very
peculiar eye is that self-same optic.
Mr. Knight is a seer—there's no doubt
about that. For many years he has practiced his gentle art to the wonderment of
of his neighbors and in all that time, so
modest is he, that he has been wholly unheralded.
Until recently Knight has lived in Belfast, but when his mother died he went
to live in Searsport with his sister.
Knight's mother encouraged his eerie
gift. His Searsport relatives, however,
do not relish any display of his talents,
and even
when he offered to recover
some silverware that had been stolen from
them they would not allow him to start
on the quest.
Knight is a man about 40 years old.
B lieu he was a child a cruel misfortune
betel him.
An unlucky tumble wrecked
his body and destroyed his
ability to
make the most of himself or of life.
No
doubt, visitors to Belfast remember him
—a small,
mis-shapen man, who was compelled to move about on crutches.
A\ hetlier, had lie grown up with full command of all his physical powers, he would
have been one of the wonders of the
psychic world, or whether his bodily
wreck really accentuated the mysterious
mental power he possesses, is not to be
determined. But the fact remains that
M.1. Knight has a very strange sixth sense
that has interested many men of braiu
ami prominence.
He doesn't make any claims as to what
this power is.
lie simply says that he
can exert Lis vision to remote distances;
can
load iosi articles; can get clues to
mysteries: an trail missing persons; and
that he has done so, unassumingly, is
well atti’ste«l by gentlemen of veracity.
A curious
theory is suggested by some
who have experimented with Knight.
He Las remarkable magnetic qualities.
He was sought out often by Belfast sufferers to ally pain.
A man in that city who
was suffering from a stiff neck was cured
when the wondeiiul cripple pressed his
hands upon the parts.
A headache disappears like magic before his touch.
HUMAN

Ll£OOKI> TUBE.

Now the extraordinary idea is suggested that Knight’s marvellous magnetic
power supplies to his visual nerves a real
X-iav.
His sight can cover distance and
penetrate to interiors and to receptacles.
The other day a travelling man from
He asked
Bangor tested this power.
Knight, to look into the interior of a Bangui k us« with which he, the travelling
man. was familiar, blit which of course
Knight had never seen. The cripple described in detail the arrangement of the
looms, the hanging
>f the pictures, tiie
"i the furniture and
put in all the
othei little touches that clearly indicated
LI.- power. Finaby the Bangor man asked,
"Bell, is there anything about the exit ■■ ••! of the house that is peculiar
there is." promptly replied
'Yes,
Knight.
**\Vbat?”
“Tlie building lias live chimneys.”
ou're light," exclaimed the mystified stranger, “but bow in thunder did
you know?”
I can see them," answered the queer
little Belfast man.
His

PEt

I'Ll

AR

K\ E.

lien Knight exercises his peculiar facility. he sinks down in a chair, contracts
his eyc-l>rows and squinting his eyes peers
a wav as if
gazing to a hang distance. He
as a
strange appearing eye. It is dark,
i> meg-set. and the lids never
wholly unv,,ii it.
A person looking into it must
confess that even its physica. attributes are
W

peculiar.

Hr. o r. Lombard of Belfast, one of
fhc ity's most prominent residents, and
wiiom most Maine
people will remember
is «»ue >f the most
stately figures on Gov.
• haves
has
made
several tests of
stall’,
Ki. ignt’s alleged powers to satisfy his per>nai curiosity,
.several of these tests
tin. doctor has described to the writer and
I’m sure they'll interest the reader as
much as they did me during the doctor’s
recital.
“< )t
course," said I)r. Lombard. “I'm
not prepared to state what the nature of
Knight's strange faculty may be. But I
•an -..erf a inly assure
you that he has an
occult power.
"i o tried the man, not in a strictly
scientific manner, of course, but just to
> at is a
myself that there was something
in what he claimed.
>

i>R.

Ld.MIlAin/S

WHIP

AND

BILL.

On occasion 1 remember in par.icular.
He was in my cilice one day.
1 had
mislaid a bill of items that I wanted very
much.
1 asked him to tell me where it
was.
Now my own impression was that
the paper was hidden somewhere about
1 had no recollection of havmy office,
mg taken it away.
Knight commenced
about
in ins curious fashion and
peering
r;
s »on informed me
that the bill was
at ntv house.
'1'
in the corner of a drawer.’ he
'•lio
Bui. its not alone.
There are
pa] ers there as well. A black string
is ted around them.”
dd < ..mess that at the time
Knight’s
statement didn't impress me
particularly.
hau n<- recollection <>t placing the bill or
hills in any drawer and I didn’t know
where to look.
“Next I informed the man that I had
imst something that
belonged in my stable.
" hat is it?
1 asked.
lie made a guess
or two and then hit
upon a whip as the

object.

“When the man delivers liis statements
lie aflects a broken sort of
lingo as though
lie were an Indian.
However lie doesn’t
claim that spiritualism is the source of
bis power.
*1 see that whip,’ he proceeded to inform me with great
assurance, and in his
pigeon English that I'll not attempt to
imitate.
‘1 see that whip.
It's on a
beam in your camp where you
keep your
moose
(meaning horse.) It's right near
where the moose stands.’
Now I knew that in my stable at home
there was no beam ami so I
promptly
jumped at the conclusion that Knight
didn’t know what lie was
talking about.
In
way 1 dismissed the whole thing from
my mind.”
THE

LOST FOL"NI>.

The Lost Found.

staff.

Former Resident

They were due to appear with the
governor at au important function in Saco
but were carried by and after a series of
most remarkable adventures succeeded in
getting back to Saco in a pung, driving
ten miles from Keunebunk.
On that expedition Dr. Lombard lost
his valise, valued as a present from Mr.
W. L. Littlefield and containing several
articles similarly prized. Some time after
the loss the doctor questioned the Belfast
seer
regarding the matter. He simply
stated that he had lost his grip, giving no
hint as to its contents.
The seer puckered his eyes and informed the doctor that he could see that valise.
It hung on a wall, he said. Then lie went
on to name the various articles that the
receptacle contained.
“There’s a night-shirt, a brush,” he
said, naming articles that any person
could safely mention as belonging in a
gentleman’s traveling case. But then he
surprised the doctor.
“I see au object about so large,”
Knight went on, measuring space with
his hands as he spoke.
“It looks like a
book, but I don’t think it is. You can
take bold of one end and pull the inside
out and then the thing unfolds.”
The doctor immediately recognized a
somewhat peculiarly shaped toilet case
and
manicure set that he owned, lie said
j
l nothing, however.
Knight went on with
great assurance to state that on one side
J of the case were brushes, comb, etc., de; scribing each article.
“On the other side,” said he, “there’s
! a
round, cylinder-like thing tilled with
What’s that?”
I white powder.
The doctor recognized his tooth-powder
bottle.
The
man
described several other
j
lie
| objects that the case contained.
i didn’t appear to know what they were,
I but asked the doctor what he called them.

some

passing

If You Have Any of These Symptoms Act at Once.
Do j ou know the reason why you will
go to the hospital, my poor friend?
Because you have allowed yourself
to go from bad to worse.
You did not
know that that heat, swelling and tenderness in your left side were all signs
of congestion of the ovary.
Any intelligent woman could have
told you that congestion is fatal to the

steamer.

All sixteen put off from the schooner
early Friday morning, but the fog that
settled down over the ocean three hours
later swallowed them up and when after
three days of waiting it lifted, no traee.of
the men could Captain Bier discern from
the masthead of the schooner.
The story that Captain Bier told as he
landed on the wharf this afternoon was
perhaps a repetition of similar tales of the
sea, that fishing captains have related
from the spot, but none was more pathetic.
Said the captain, his voice trembling
with emotion at nearly every word: “We
had a good run down to the banks after
leaving here on May Kith. When we
anchored on the western bank, Thursday
night, there was every prospect of good
weather for some days to come.
“Preparations had been made the night
before so that when the men came on
deck early Friday morning they were all
ready to start out with their trawls.
“Breakfast was soon out of the way
and then the men began launching their
dories. Each of the little craft had a good
sized jug ot water, a can or two of hardtack and a small compass.
KMoiir AS A DETECTIVE.
themselves
In fact, he named every article in the
“The
men
distributed
missing valise with entire accuracy. The among the five or six dories. Sixteen of
; doctor says that no person could have
them went over the schooner’s side that
j guessed so closely. Furthermore Knight clear bright morning, and I never saw a
I offered to conduct the doctor directly to more contented lot of men. By seven
o’clock they had set their trawls, the
i the grip.
“What this power is that Knight pos- farther being about three miles ol'f the
i scsses 1 don’t pretend to say,” concluded
schooner.
Two men beside myself reDr. Lombard.
“But he certainly has a mained on board, one of them being the
strange extra sense and 1 cau testify to cook.
I the startling accuracy with which he has
“Everything appeared all right for an
hit off everything 1 have asked him about. hour or two, when suddenly 1 caught
“A few years ago Knight went to To- sight of the terrible bank of mist rushing
I had just a
gus and located the body of a soldier who up from the southwest.
had died from exposure or violence. The chance to take a hasty sight of the men,
j
and
was
when
the
shut
in
or
discovered
a bog
in,
they were all
corpse
fog
swamp
| and the searchers say that Knight guided lost to sight.
them to the spot.
“l ini mediately oegan mowing tne iog
lie has also found innumerable buffalo horn and blew for hours, being relieved
robes, stolen articles aud all that sort of only In the cook at intervals, but not. the
truck for his inquiring neighbors.
slightest response did we get. Along in
l»ut Knight has never utilized his re- the afternoon I concluded to run up a
markable gift for personal gain.
lie short ways to a place that would bring
could have done so on many occasions,
me between the dories, so we weighed
in
some
His anchor and stood off for a few minutes,
criminal cases.
notably
would
not
allow
him
mother, however,
dropped anchor again apparently about
While
to interfere in matters of this sort for she
two miles from our first place.
feared that some detected culprit would under way we continually used the fog
wreak vengeance on liei sun.
horn and kept it up after anchoring. DurBelfast people say that could Knight be ing the night the fog lifted and as soon
“handled” he would make the most de- as it. was light, I went to the masthead in
sirable addition to a detective bureau that
the hope of sighting some of the missing
could be secured.
1 was alNot one did 1 discern.
boats.
He claims that he can not only “see”
most sure that 1 was near the place where
the persons engaged in crime but lias an they were last seen, but it seemed as if the
instinct that will unerringly guide him to ocean of fog had swallowed them up. For
; any haunt or refuge they may select.
two hours 1 stayed aloft looking in all diWho wants a sleuth with an X-ray eye'? rections with my glass, but at six o’clock
If anyone can use such qualifications as I ! the terrible fog again came creeping over
have described, go to Searsport. [Bangor | the ocean and blotted out everything.
Commercial.
The fog continued until about one o’clock
Saturday afternoon, when the wind shiftThe Man at the Wheel.
ed to the north and began to blow hard,
clearing the air almost immediately. DurThe foreshrouds bar the moonlit sand,
ing the afternoon 1 discovered that the
The port, rail laps the sea:
schooner hail, drifted considerable before
Aiot't all taut, where the wind clouds
the wind. This fact discouraged me more
skim,
than anything else, and 1 came reluctantAiow to the cutwater snug and trim,
And ihe man at the wheel sings low, sings ly to the conclusion that the men were
beyond the reach of the ship. Just before sunset Saturday night the wind mod“Oh, sea room and lee room
Ami
a gale to run afore :
erated and then shifted to the south and
I
Fr an tiie Gulden Gate to Synda strait,
i
blew gently from that quarter all night.
But my heart lies snug ashore.’’
Sunday morning came and still there was
Her hull rolls high, her nose dips low,
no trace of the men and so after waiting
The rollers Hash alee—
for nearly three days and doing my utWallow and d:p, and the untossed screw
most to locate them.
1 turned back toSends heart throbs quivering through and ward P ro v i n ce to w n.
through—
•‘God only knows what we three men
And the man at the wheel sings low,sings
have suffered from excitement, want of
he:
“Oh. sea room and lee room
sleep and anxiety for the safety of our
Ami a gale to run afore:
comrades.”
Sou’east by south and a bone in her mouth,
But my heart lies snug ashore."
PnovixcKTowx, May Jtj. The sixteen
members of the crew of the ProvinceThe helmsman’s arms are brown and hard,
town fishing schooner J. P. Johnson, who
And pricked in his forearm he
A ship, an anchor, a love knot true,
went astray on the western banks last
A heart of red and an arrow of blue,
Friday, arrived here this morning.
And the man at the wheel sings low,sings
All were well, although they suffered
he:
much from hunger during Saturday.
“Oh, sea room and lee room
The men report that they were unable
Ami a gale to un afore
The ship to lor chan, but Jack to his to jui'ge the location of their vessels after
heart—
they had been out trawling a short time,
And my heart lies snug ashere."
but by blowing fog-horns continuously
the dories were got together.
The Bookman.
Then they were tied one behind the
The Kettle.
other and they remained in this position
—*—
until daylight Saturday, when the dense
Oh, I am a kettle! a kettle am I!
fog bank lifted.
1 never shall strive to deny it.
It was then decided to attempt to row
There's nothing about me that’s sneaking or
to La Have, N. S., the nearest port. Two
sly ;
dories were abandoned before heading in
Deception, I never shall try it.
that direction; the occupants being disBubble, I say! and bubble I say!
Some folks may not like it, but that is my tributed in the other boats.
way.
The small quantity of hard tack in the
I mind my own business, and give no troudories was exhausted and the men were
ble;
to eat raw fish.
Bubble, hub-bubble, hub-bubble, liub-bub- compelled
At one o’clock Sunday morning the
ble!
Norwegian bark China, Captain AnderThey say I am black ; I admit it is true ;
The
son, from Hamburg, hove in sight.
A respectable tiut, and I love it.
men were taken on board and cared for.
I never, no, never set out to be blue;
On Monday tne schooner I. B. Merritt,
As for yellow or red, I’m above it.
Jr., passed near the bark. She was sigBubble, I say! and bubble, I say!
I’m ready to talk any time of the day.
nalled and as she was bound for Boston
Heap on the coals, and my song I will took the men on board.

uterine

system,
and that
an

congest-
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you
were
in a Willi

you will have
to undergo t lie operation of
ovariotomy,
the A’tting out of the ovary.
Yes. you will recover, at least I hope
you will; but you will never be quite
the same woman again. Congestion of
the ovaries is fatal to health.
If you
have any such symptoms be advised
in time ; take a medicine of specific
You can find none better
powers!
than Lydia E. Pinkliam's Vegetable

Compound, prepared especially

we publish a letter from
in Milwaukee, which relates
how she was cured of ovarian trouble :
Dear Mrs. Pinkharn:—I suffered with
congestion of the ovaries and intlanima
tion of the womb.
I had been troubled1
with suppressed and painful menstruation from a girl.
The doctors told me
the ovaries would have to be removed.
I took treatment two years to escape
an operation, but still remained in miserable health in both body and mind, expecting to part with my reason each
coming month. After using one bottle
of Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound and a package of Sanative Wash
I was very much relieved.
1 continued
to use your remedies until cured.
The
last nine months have been passed in
perfect good health. This. I know. I owe
entirely to the Vegetable Compound.
My gratitude is great., indeed, to the
one to whom so many women owe their
health and happiness."—Mas. F. M.
Kna.pi1. -r>03 Wentworth Ave., Milwaukee, Wis.

Following

a woman

j
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The Yachv

Richards in St. Nicholas.
Nature’s

Lesson.

—

The pink apple blossom is just out of reach,
Though you stand on the tips of your toes—
A lesson has Nature she wishes to teach
You will learn it before autumn goes.
Strive not for the blossom, nor weep at defeat,
But patiently wait for a while—
All things come in time—and the moments
are fleet,
Soou your frown will give place toasmile.
The blossoms will die, but the good fruit
will grow,

It will ripen in sun and in rain,
The weight of the apple will bend the bo^r
low—
And the waiting will be to your gain.
| Seek not the bright buds that will fade in a

)n Sunday when I was taking my bath
day,
at home I recollected what the man had
But await the sweet fruit God will send—
tohi me about tbe bill.
The
buds
to
the
may be high and be out of your
Going
bureau I pulled out a drawer and there in
way,
While
the
a corner
boughs at the harvest will bend.lay a folded paper, with a rubber
Scott Mines in The Ladies’ Home
baud wrapped around it.
I opened the [Flavel
Journal.
sheet.
’Twas the missing bill and with it
was another
From the Cape Shore.
paper—as Knight had intimatt d.
the
Gloucester,
May 21. The first news of a
incident
rather
“Naturally
impressed me. That day as 1 was riding down reliable nature has been received from the
shore.
cape
Capt. William H. Collins has
to my summer
cottage at North port, in returned from a trip to Halifax, N. S., and
company with Mr. Crowley, the station states that while on the passage to Boston
agent at Belfast, I mentioned the remark- from Halifax the steamer passed 12 seiners
able way in which Knight’s statement off Shelburne, N. S., a so one off Seal island.
regarding the bill had been verified.
Although he kept a sharp watch he could
“I also told my companion of the whip detect no signs of mackerel. The weather
he
reports had been exceptionally bad along
affair.
When I rode up to my cottage at
the
Scotia coast. Only a few mackerel
Nortliport my first act was to hurry into haveNova
been taken by the traps of the locality
the stable, for the idea struck me that
as yet.
this might be “the camp” referred to by
Knight. Sure enough, there on a beam
Old Pcuple.
directly behind the horse stall, I found
Old people who require medicine to regumy missing whip—a valuable one—lying late the bowels and kidneys will find the
on a beam where I had left it the fall betrue remedy in Electric Bitters. This rnedifore.
| cme does not stimulate and contains no
whiskey nor other intoxicant, but acts as a
“Knight’s ability in locating it can’t be touic
and alterative.
It acts mildly on the
ascribed to mind-reading, for I had a disstomach and bowels, adding strength and
tinct impression that I had brought the
[ giving tone to the organs, thereby aiding
whip to Belfast.”
nature in the performance of the functions.
Electric Bitters is an excellent appetizer
LONG DISTANCE LIGHT.
and aids digestion. Old people find them just
The doctor then related an amusing ex- exactly"*what
they need. Price fifty cents
perience hejand Gen. Choate went through and $1 per bottle at Kilgore & Wilson’s City
when both were serving on Gov. Cleaves’ Drug Store.

Frank P.

Wood ot

owner

A Nichols, sailed from
New York March 24 for Hong Kong.
A G Hopes, Daivd Rivers, sailed from New
York April 2S for San Francisco.
A J Fuller, T P Col cord, arrived at
Nagasaki March 29 from Philadelphia.
Belle of Bath, C Curtis, sailed from Hong
Kong Jan 1 for New York ; passed St Helena

March 11.

Gov

castle

subscriber should
unless

Tribune is wanted the

if tire

requested.

state, as it is not sent
With The Journal fur-

so

nisl ing all the local news, and much other
matter of local interest, and the Tribune to
supply the news of the world, political and
general, with fashions, household science
and mechanics, literary and other departments, stories and miscellany, 20 pages in
all, it is a very taking combination at $2 a
Subscriptions may liagin at any time,
year.
and if desired the two papers will be sent to
different addresses.

interesting

use

THAT

Some of the most delightful papers
which have appeared in an American
magazine for a long time have been Col.
T. W. Higginson’s reminiscences in the
Atlantic Monthly. The closing instalment
in the June Atlantic brings them down to
the stirring times of the Civil War, and
illustrates anew the wonderful activity
and variety of Colonel Higgiuson’s life as
poet, statesman, and soldier.

A

prominent

AVege table Preparation for As

Promotes Digestion,Cheerful
and Rest.Contains neither
Opium,Morphine nor Mineral.
Not Narcotic.
ness
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May
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BARKS.

Spies,

A L)

Field, arrived at New

York April 11 from Singapore.
Alice Reed, Alanson Ford, sailed from
New York May 20 for Rio Janeiro.
Carrie L Tyler, Lancaster, arrived at New
York May 3 from Savannah.
C P Dixon, N F Gilkey, sailed from Barbadoes May 19 for Turks Island.
Edward May, sailed from Manila Feb 5
for New York.
Evie Reed, A T Whittier, cleared from
New York April 10 for Cape Town.
Harvard, Colcord, sailed from Port Townsend Feb 9 for Valparaiso.
Herbert Black, W H Blanchard, arrived
at New York May 12 from Pernambuco.
Iolani, McClure, sailed from New York
Feb 19 for Honolulu and Hong Kong.
Lucy A Nickels, C M Nichols, arrived at
Hong Kong May 24 from New York.
Mabel I Meyers, Wm Meyers, sailed from
Portland May 26 for Bridgewater, N S, to
load for River Plate.

Matauzas, sailed from New York May 10
for Havana.
Penobscot, E G Parker, sailed from Hong
Kong Jan 31 for New York; passed Anjer
March 5.

Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, arrived at
Paramaribo May 9 from Amsterdam.
Rose. Innis, Melvin Colcord,arrived at New
York May 3 from Turks Island.
Serrano, R G Waterhouse, arrived at Garontolo-from Sourabaya.
St Lucie, Smeed, cleared from New York
May 25 for Balna.
Thomas A Goddard, W S Griffin, cleared
from Portland March 25 for Buenos Ayres.
V illard Mudgett, A C Colcord, arrived at
Montevideo April 1 from New York.
SCHOON BK8.

Georgia Gilkey, W R Gilkey, at Port Spain
April 29 for Delaware Breakwater.
Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, arrived at

Boston May 14 from Darien, Ga.
John C Smith, Kneeland, sailed from Boston April 2 for Bellevue Cove, N S.
Lester A Lewis, Kimball, sailed from Belfast May 25 for New York.
Lucia Porter, Farrow, cleared from New

May 15 for Tampico
Mary A Hall, Haskell, cleared from New

York

York March 7 for Velasco.

R F Pettigrew, Morse, arrived at Buenos
Ayres April 10 from Boston.
R W Hopkins, Hichborn, arrived at Cienfuegos April 25 from Philadelphia.
Sallie I’On, W H West, sailed from Boston May 26 for Port Royal, S C.

Tofa,*A

S Wilson, cleared from New' York

3 for Port Spain.
Willie L New'ton, E Coombs, arrived at
Philadelphia May 25 from Darien, Ga.

May

3.
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Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for At a Probate < ourt held at lb
the Countv of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
the County ot Wabl- ..n tinMay, A. I). 1897.
May, A. L». 1 s.17.
INl)LEY H. MOSHER, Administrator mi the
f kWEN (i WHITE, lie.-used
J estate of JOHN A. S.MEl)BC RO, late --f I nity.
V7 ol W. I) I>( >E. late
ibef
in said County of Waldo, deceased, having pre- "i Waldo, deceased, bavin»•»
sented a petition for license to sell at private sale
praying That the Italau
rem.i
on settlement ot bis tin a. are.,
the whole of the real estate of said,deceased.
Ordered, That the said petitioner •rive notice to to be distributed am.mg the hen
all persons interns.ed b\ causing a copy of this I ed and the share of ea*;h d.-p-rn, 1
order to be publisheil three weeks successively m !
<)rdered. That the said pet
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that I t«* all persons o .erested !.\
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held j this order to he puhlislie* 'inat Belfast, within and for said County, on the : ly ;n the 1
c.'publicMii .l.cmial 1
second Tuesday of June next, at ten of the that they may appear at a 1'
clock before noon, and show cause, it any they
held at Belfast within and
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
the second Tuesday <d .lone
not be granted.
clock before noon. and sle w
CEO. E. .JOHNS' >N. Jud^e.
have, why the prayer « said
A true copy.
Attest:
not be granted.
( has. P. Hazkltim:. Register.
'.Ei *. e. .1 >:
A true copy. Attest;
< ••
P. liA/.l
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, witliiu and for
the Countv of Waldo on the second l'nesdav ..f
May. A. I>. 18‘J7.
At a
Probate •• "Hit Ida
I
/H1ARLES M. HOWE. Administrator ot the e»- 1
toi the bounty ol Wain.., .11 11.\J tate olCALVIN H >.M I 1 11, la'e ot Liberty,
"f May in the year
o n
in said County ot Wa.do. deceased, ha', inn pre4 N M E Wll! 1( < IMH. .1,
a
senteil a petition pra\in{T that the balam-e ivA wimniM 1; ute a 1
mainiim in hi- hands <m settlement ot his tinal
t\ ot \\ aid", decease*!. Imu.:
account may be ordered to be distributed amoim
ti"ii ! a.*.' mg that
>nn1: .t
the heirs ot said dc-eased, and 1 In- -hare I ea-di
appoint*-,!, adimm-t ia'..i .nr
determined.
Oruered, That the said petit inner _i\c notice to i ceasd.
all persons intere-ted b\ eau.-iim a e..p\ >'
is
• •: i;:
M’dered, Tha» t lie sa i
!
! order to i<e published tliree weeks successively in
a:l persons interested
i the Republican .lourn.E. ■•rimed ai Bel I a-t.; hat opli-r t-- !>*• published
::*•*■
;
be i:e d
he Rcpubi n*., u .!. mru., pr:
the> mayappear at a Probate Con
at BeIIa.-1 within and for said
.maty, mi the
they may app< ar at a Pr i.u.*
second Tuesday ol June next. at. len
tile
I *e I fa t, within and
*r -am (
\ clock before noon, and show eau-e. 11 any the\ "ild '1 uesday d •' Mile
have, wh\ the prayer of said petitioner slmu .1 before noon an* 1 -I.
iu»e.
not be granted.
m...
why the p’uyei ol s.i
(.E« >. E. JOHNS(>N J: due.
arantt
A true copy. Attest
H L< ». h. Ini!
( has. p. HA/Ki.riNi-:. Register.
A 11 tie *"]•*..
\ •.
oias r. ha/iu
At a l'mbate Com
an!
held .ti Helfast. within
nr
the Coiuitv ol Waldo, on the second Tuesd.o
a: a Pl'-'-u..*
ur
i:« id
p.
May. A. i>. I8i»7.
for the County
d W
.,i
I )' 'HER T S. k 1.1. \ A
I!.:.. -1
.1
••State
ol .May in ..e y.-ai *d
a.
day
;•
II ot MA lb. RE! 1>. I Liu;.
'earsU OK M. I A < I
.1 v V. 1
.a>ed. Laving
moiit, in said Comity ot \\ aid.
presented a petition praying iha. the baimiec re
maining in his liamis on settlement <>t !.i> tinal
istratloii >’ll he
account may be ordered to be distrinurcl among
ii rained t>* linn
the heirs ot said deceased am; the share •<; each
determined
»irdcivd, That ’he said ,*• c
*n- lute cstcu
Ordered, That the -aid petit ioner give notice to all
r.
all persons interested by causing a
el*del to he i'linllrflle
tine,- Week'
op; .d tilts
order to be published three week- -m --o^ively in I the Republican .Journal. tiuntcd
the Hepuhliean .1 mrnal. pi tate.i at Relta-t. that
Id
«
they m »y apprai
-m
they may appear at a Probate ( curt. :•• be held Bella>t, u i; h in uml
at Hellast, wit hin and t.u said county. a
In* sec
n
Tuesday ot 1 .me n.
olid Tuesday ot June next, at ten ••!
m
clock
noon, and si,.w c,o:-.-. ,1 ... v
before noon, and stion -mi-.-. it any tin y iia'e,
prayei *d san! pel n
HI.< h 1.. JOHNwhy the prayer «d said petitnmer sh-.ulo not ;••
A ; rue cop\
Attest
granted.
GEO. E. JUHNSt »N
C Has. P i(A/ki
mlge.
A true copy. Attest:
("has. P. Hazeltink. Register.
U'AhlMl ss
P.
>>
la-'
!
u
At a Probate Court heldat Helfast. with!:, ami
o\\ L.N «-. \\ ii PI 1-.
d
the Collin \ of Waldo, on the seeonu T'lcsua'.
the real estate oi W II.I.IA tl 1'
May, A. 1). 1897.
last, in said
ounty <;<•« eased.
I VMAN WINN. Guardian of SARAH 1. I»• • K
! In- litst ami m.ai are .unt ol s,n ;.
Jj Hurnham, in said County
Wald*
:r..iig
aim*.
exMi,n._e c.
Ordered. That noth e tiiere,.:
]*resented a pelition for license
tain real estate of said ward toretrtai:: u!
real
weeks sue* vssn <d v, m the K.-po
estate dest rihed in said petition.
printed m P.eltast. m said conn; >
Ordered, That the said petitioner give make to intere-ted may attend at a t ..
all persons interested by causing a c. .j y
'his t held at He'.last, on the seeoie. I
order to be published : It ret weeks sitov^u. ly in I next, ami sb--w cause, it any :h*->
sain a* count sle iiiiii not be .ph-wf-i
the Repuldican Journal, [.tinted at Hellast that
OK<». h .JOHNS'
he ia- u it
they may appear at a lT- bme Court,
A true copy.
Attest
Helfast, within and lor sain < "utility. on the secml
<
v
pHa/.i l.
k beTuesday of June next, at ten of the
fore noon, and show cause, it any they l.a-e.why
A i .1 ><» sS. In
rr id I d ..;
the prayer of said petitioner slmuld not be grainlast, oil tile sec lei Tuesday
GEO. E. JOHNSON, J i.dge.
ed.
( 11 AKLL> K Ol.VN
V•!-«»:! via;
A true copy.
Attest
..I (ikUKt 1* l. HA K1>1 NO, lute
U
( has. 1'. Hazkltink, Register.
<
ounty, deceased, ha ma. presente
final account ol adiun isiration ■! >.•.
At a Probate Court heldat Helfast. u it Inn ami for
allowance.
the Cotiutv of Waldo, on the second Tuesuav of
Ordered, Thai notice there**!
May, A 1> 1 897.
weeks successively
*h.- Rep.!
4 certain instrument, purporting to in* the last
printed in Belfast, in mm onmy
A will and testament ot SAMPLE T lioln.E, interested may attend at a Probate
late of Liberty, in said County of Waldo, deceas- held at Belfast. *m the sc. -*mi Tm-ed, having been presented for probate.
next, and slmw cause,:! any they
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons in- said account should not be ail >wr-;
(.k») i: .miiNs*
terested by causing a copy of this order to be pubA true eoj-y
Attest:
lished three weeks successively in the Republican
CtlAS. F. IIAZKUIM
Journal, printed at Hellast, that they may appear
at a Probate Court, to be held at Helfast, within
and for said County, on the second Tuesday .>f j
ADMINISTRATORS NOT)
June next, ut. ten of tlie clock before noon, and A
.■■■■■
siil»s< ihe:'
»• re1 *y
show cause, if any they have, why the same slmuld
been dulv appointeil Auuiimsirat-"
not be proved, approved and allowed.
of
GEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
LILLIAN BLANCHAKH. late
A true copy. Attest
Chas. P. Hazeltink, Register.
in the County
Wal.io, ueceas*
bonds as the law directs. All pel’s*
At a Probate Court held at Helfast, within and for
man us against the estate >t 'sanl deof
on
!
the Countv
the second Tuesday
Waldo,
sired to present the same loi seith*
indebted thereto arc iv*|iiesrct o
May, A. L>. 1897.
ALTON 1,. HI.a
4 certain instrument, purporting t>- be the lust
immediately.
I i.iiy. .May 11. is;*7.
A will and testament of L\I>1A R. Cl KITS,
late of Winterport. it; said Comity of Waldo, deL'XKCU I’Oh ji NOTICE.
ceased, having been presented for probate.
-•
JLj
er heivby yives
lit.*Ordered, That noth*.* he given to all persons induly appointed Lxecutor *d the
be
terested by causing a copy ol ibis order to
pub- tes.aim*i ..t
lished three weeks successively in the Republican
Isaacs MO Us K. late -f AlJournal, print; d at Helfast, that tin y may appear
in the County ••! Wahl*
ilecea-* *:
at a Probate Court, to be held at Hellast. within
having demand- against, tin* ml.
I
and for said County, oil the see ml 'Lie-day
cease*.!
are
de.-iivtl
to
ptvseii; ili>* -i.
June next, til tell ol the clock he lore no. n. ami
show cause, il any they have, why the same slmuld liient, and all n.-u- .n-o ; in-ivlo u.
make pavim-nt imnn aia.el\
not be proved, approved am! allowed.
1 K A I. «
GEo. L. JOHNSON Judge.
Alontvi; I* May II
1 Su7
A true copy. Attest
( has p. Hazkltink, Register.
r o ice
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within ami
tin* Countv of Waldo, oil the second Tucmuu
the la*: w
a••(.«*mtru Executors
meat ol
May. A. 1). 18117.
JOKE l\ HEN N El l.
.1 S.
f Y 1)1 A .1. IIAT1IAW.W sister ol PRANK LIN
Ij P. KNIGHT, late <>f Troy, in said C'»un;\ of in the Countx ol Wa11i", .it <•,».-«
Waldo, deceased, having piesciited a petition
H.mi s as tin* law direct*. All per--:
praying that administration he granted on the es- mam Is against the estate ..1 sain .1.
tate of sail I deceased.
sired to present the same tor set inn
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to indebted thereto arc requested to m
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
immediately.
ISAAC S H.AI.
order to be published three weeks suceessiwlv in
WERNER
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
Searsmont, May 11, HSbT.
to
at
a
Probate
be
held
Court,
they may appear
at Belfast, within and for said County, on the seeL XEG'U rRIX'N NOT ICE. I
mid Tuesday of June next, at ten of the clock beIt hereby gives mu ire that dr '.a
fore noon, and show cause, if any they have, why
Executrix of the last \v
the prayer of said petitioner should not be grant- appointeu
uient ot
ed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge
A true copy. Attest
JAMES T. POTTI-E, Into of Ill
( has. P. Hazeltixe, Register.
ill the County of Waldo, deceased
having demands against the estate-d
ALDO SS.—In Court ol Probate, held at Bel- ed are desired t<» present the same r-u
fast, on the second Tuesday of May, 181*7. 1 and all indebted thereto are reque*
ANNA S. WILDES, Administratrix on the estate
CAKii ,1 1
pavment immediateU.
of HENRY N. WILDES, late ol Monroe, in said
Belfast. M;i) 11, 1SP7.
her
first
and
deceased,
County,
having presented
final account of administration of said estate for
ADMINISTRATORS NOTICE. Th
allowance.
A hereby gives notice that he haOrdered, That notice thereof be given, three appointed Administrator of the estat.
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
JOHN M.WEEEINOTON, late t
printed in Belfast, in said county, that all persons
interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be
in the County of Waldo, deceased,
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday of June bonds as the iaw directs. All person'
next, and show cause, if any they have, why the
mauds again.'t the estate ot said den
said account should not be allowed.
sired to present the same for settlenn
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
indebted thereto are requested to mak.
A true copy. Attest:
LCClCSt
immediately.
I Pittsfield, May 11, 1897.-3w2l
Chas. P. Hazeltixe, Register.
At a
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Vsed Internally and Externally.
Two Sizes, !’5c. and 50c. botth
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PROBATE NOTICES.

..

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and fur
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
May, A. D. 1807.
A. FEEMANT, Administratrix of tlieestate of BKSTURE S. BABBIDOE, late of
Winterp rt, in said County ..f Waldo, deceased,
haying presented a petition for a license to sell at
private sale the whole of the real estate of said
deceased.
Ordered, That said petitioner give notice to all
persons interested by causing a cop\ of this
order to be published three weeks successively
in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast,
that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be
held at Belfast within and for said County, on
the second Tuesday of June next, at ten of the
clock before noon, and show cause, if any they
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
not be granted.
CEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
C'has. P. Hazeltixe, Register.

IYDIA

•.

U’

ADMINISTRATORS NOTICE- The
A subscriber hereby gives notice that lie has
been duly appointed Administrator on the estate
of
OLIVE W. BOWEN, late of Belfast,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all
indebted thereto are requested u> make payment
immediately.
OTIS G. BOWEN.
Belfast, May 1 1, 1807.—3w21
T7\IOCl'TOR’S NOTICE. The subscriber hereby
Fi gives notice that be has been duly appointed
Executor ot the last will and te-tameut of
DENNIS C.

MYRICK, late of Troy.

in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given bonds
as the law directs.
All persons having demands
against the estate of said deceased are d* sired to
present tin* same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment immediAEG USTUS*C. MV RICK.
ately.
Troy, May 11, 1807.—3w21
A DM1N1STRATORS’ NOTICE.

<

The subscribers

of

ELIZA M.

j;xEcmoas'

1

il hereby give notice that they have been duly
appointed Administrators, de bonis non, of the estate

--

<■

YT7ALDO SS.—In Court of Probate, held at BelTf
fast, on the second Tuesday of May, 1807.
WILLARD B. ELLIS, Guardian of BLANCH G.
MOORE of Monroe, in said County, having presented his final account of guardianship for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
printed in Belfast, in said county, that all persons
interested, may attend at a Probate Court, to by
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday of June
next, and show cause, if any they have, why
the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltixe, Register.

OTIS, late of Belfast,

in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given bonds
as the law directs.
All persons having demands
against the estate of said deceased are desired to
present the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment immediMARTHA J. OTIS,
ately.
NATHAN F. HOUSTON,
JOHN E. CHAPMAN.
Belfast, May 11, 1807.—3w21

•>.

1

NOTICE.

ADMINISTRATORS’
hereby give notice that

The subscribers

they have been duly

appointed Administrators, de bonis non, of the

estate

of

SA MUEL

OTIS, late of Belfast,

in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given bonds
the law directs
All persons having demands
against the estate of said deceased are desired to
the
same
for
present
settlement, and all indebted
th« reto are requested to make payment immediMARTHA J. OTIS,
ately.
NATHAN F. HOUSTON,
JOHN E. CHAPMAN.
as
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f or Constipa-
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and Loss
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A Sure, Safe, Quick ( ure for these
t roubles is

May

12 from Newcastle.
R Thomas, C G Nichols, sailed from
Cebu Feb 27 for Boston; passed Anjer March
2G.
Sachem, H T Lancaster, arrived at New
York May 12 from Hong Kong.
S D Carleton, Amsbury, sailed from New
York April 29 for Shanghae.
St Nicholas, C F Carver, sailed from San
Francisco April 23 for Karluk.
State of Maine, H G Curtis, sailed from
Shanghae prior to April 14 for Manila.
Tillie E Starbuck, Eben Curtis, sailed
from New York March 21 for Sydney, NSW.
Wm H Macy, Amsbury, sailed from San
Francisco April 18 for Honolulu.
Wm H Conner, Frank I Pendleton, sailed
from New York March 24 for Hong Kong;
spoken April 8, lat 31 N, Ion 89 W.
W J Hutch, Sewall C Lancaster, arrived
at New York April G from Hong Kong.

c.

perfect Remedy

Worms .Convulsions,Feverish

The June Ladies’ Home Journal prean infinite variety of
strikingly interesting, timely and practical features.
It opens with an article by William George
Jordan on “What Victoria Has Seen,”
which graphically recounts tlie progress
of the world in the past sixty years, since
the coronation of the English Sovereign.
Coming on the eve of the Queen’s Jubilee
it is specially timely.
The establishment of Methodism in America is told in
an interesting
article, by Rev. W. J.
on
“When John Wesley
Scott, D.
Preached in Georgia.”
It. narrates Wesley’s great work, his forceful preaching,
describes the first Methodist sermon in
America, which was delivered by Wesley,
and bis Sunday school, which was the
first in the world.
“Uncle Sam’s Confessional” describes how the money paid
into the Conscience Fund of the United
States Treasury is received, and how its
guilty senders carefully avoid revealing
their identity.

\

«

ftmuz:

tion, Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea,

sents

ran

BOTTLi:

Clarified Sugar

It would be a bold man who should occupy fifteen handsomely illustrated magazine pages in talking about the weather,
and Dr.
Henry Smith Williams is no
doubt wise in disguising his article in the
June Harper’s under the name of “Meteorological Progress of the Century.'’ It
is no slight shock, however, after reading
the gist of all we have found out about tlie
most discussed of subjects, to find that,
comparatively speaking, we know nothing
about it at all.
As Dr. Williams concludes, “meteorology is pre-eminently
the science of the future.”

New-

OF EVEEY

fippt rmi/d

twentieth-century

Hong Kong.

WRAPPi

Hlx.Sc/i//e/
JiochiUe Suits
Anise. Sa d

romance of
invention—a sort of
cross between a
Jules Verne story and
“Looking Backward.” A prominent feature is a voyage of exploration to the
North Pole, undertaken in a submarine
vessel capable of dodgiug under icebergs
and ice-lloes.
Appearing at the present
time, it forms an amusing relief to the
Nansen sensation.
It is profusely illustrated by Peter Newell, whose genius is
strikingly in sympathy with that uf his
author.
a

IS ON TH

Jfcc/pc of Old JJrSsiMl EL PITCHEft
TJumpkm S, d

feature of the June Har-

It is

SIGNATU

similating theFood and Regulating the Stomachs and Bowels of

per’s is the first instalment of a new
novel by Stockton, “The (Heat Stone of
Sardis.”

THE

FAC-SIM1LE

Appletons’ Popular Science Monthly for
June contains an important contribution
to modern economics by the lion. David
A. Wells on The Nomenclature and Forms
of Taxation.
The poll-tax is shown to
be a desirable form if popular opinion can
be brought to favor it.
The relative
merits of direct and indirect taxation are
discussed at some length, and the conclusion is arrived at that, while indirect
taxation is generally favored by public
opinion, it is much the most expensive
and least desirable of the two.

Great Admiral, Howell, arrived at New
York May 3 from Marseilles.
Henry B Hyde, Scribner, arrived at Honolulu Jan 1.1 from San Francisco for N York.
Josephus, P R Gilkev, sailed from New
York March 0 for Shanghai.
Mary L Cushing, J N Pendleton, sailed
from Hong Kong May hi. for Honolulu.
May Flint, E D P Nichols, at Honolulu
Feb 22 for New York.
Puritan, A N Blanchard, sailed from San
Francisco Nov 2 for Hull.
Reaper, O C Young, arrived at Honolulu

|

remitting,

Notes.

Breakwater.

of sail that she carries can be
the length ol her mainmast,
which is 51 feet 4 inches, maintopmost,
29 feet 0 inches; length of main boom, 47
feet 8 inches.
The Tempest was built in
1872 and was designed and built by C. B.
Harrington, Bath, Me. Rebuilt forward
by Lawley in 1880; rebuilt and lengthened at stern, 3 feet, by Hawkins in 1891.
All unsound wood removed and replaced.
Oak frames, yellow pine planking, spruce
spars and hard pine bowsprit.
Bright
deck and cabin trunk.
Cabin finished in i
white
pine ceiling.
cheiry,
Owner’s]
stateroom on starboard side amidships
with set wash bowls and running water in
|
each.
Four berths in cabin.
Folding
iron framed berths in forecastle.
Large ;
pantry, galley and refrigerator. Two water tanks, one 40 gallons and one 00 gallons.
Her net tonnage is 34.12.
The
Tempest cost when built, $17,000. Her
last owner was Col. A. E. Campbell of
Newark, N. J.

In

J

and

facts regarding the
of alcoholic beverages are given
Dr. C. E. Pellew in Appletons’ Popular Science Monthly for June.
The earliest historical records give details about
the use aud abuse of this potent liquid,
and make it plain that the ancients, had
their “liquor question” as well as ourselves.

! early
by

Emily Heed, D C Nichols, arrived at lliogo
April 18 from New York; in port May 5.

gleaned by

To all subscribers, new or old, who pay
their subscription to The Journal one year
in advance the New York Weekly Tribune
(price $1 a year) will be sent one year free.

Some

News

Daniel Barnes, 0 C Arpe, sailed from
Singapore May 1.1 for Boston.
El Captain, A L Carver, sailed from BalItehiug Piles, night’s horrid plague, is intimore April 1 for San Francisco; spoken
stantly relieved and permanently cured by
Doan's Ointment.
Your dealer ought to
May 1, lat 108 N, Ion 27 80 W.
Emily F Whitney, A S Pendleton, at keep it.
12
for
Iliolo
and
Delaware
Shanghae April

of

Year for The Journal ana t ribune.

Vessels.

8HIPS.

amount

a

\\ ater

Deep

Coburn, G

Abner

yacht Telfer, recently run down and sunk
in Long Island Sound when on her way
east, has bought another and larger
schooner yacht, the Tempest. Her measurements are: Length on water line, 02
feet 0 inches; over all, "2 feet 8 inches;
beam 17 feet 0 inches; depth, 0 feet;
draught 9 feet 6 inches. An idea of the

$2

of

Register

Tempest.
Bangor,

to meet

the needs of woman's sexual system.
You can get it at any good druggist s.

1

ble!
E.

iSSSBt

danger. Xow(

|

[Laura

ovary

ed leads
to tumor
formation, and
tli at

■

double;
Bub-bub-bub-bubble, bub-bubble, bub-bub-

Literary

WOMEN! DON’T WAIT.

Dories.
Pbovisoetoxvn, Mass., May 25. Of
the nineteen men of this town who sailed
Johnson for
on the schooner Joseph E.
the fishing grounds on the western bank,
so-called, which lies southwest of Sable
island and about 200 miles off the Nova
Scotia coast, last week, only three came
back on the schooner, when she rounded
the point this morning with her flag
The other sixteen men
at half mast.
are either still adrift in their dories off
the western bank, have found a watery
grave, or happily have been picked up by
Rescue of Sixteen Hen Ailrtft In

Belfast, May 11,1897.—3w21
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Social Life on a Man-ofin \irica.
Lovely Gowns

Jen
'■

CLUBS.

u

Letter.

'.am

use

Some

]

Belgian

contrivance will be
A little chapel

Lourdes.

to

clergymen, being

sure of

bet-

a

heaven,

the earth, too.
A n advertisement 1
recently saw in a Western
read
want

the want of

as

club for church-

a

Pilgrims

attached to the
carriage, where mass
will be celebrated with the
special permission of the Pope.

ij-ment of club life in
F*r

it

to

the
is

Campaign for Small

The

the

ers

newspaper

follows: “A

all disturbed

at

by

the visitors

An elaborate luncheon

lady presented with a black ribbon
bearing in gold letters “Infanta Maria
Teresa,” which she pinned across her
dress.
Mine. Dupuy de Lome, the handevery

wife of the

some

Spanish Minister,

was

blue broad-

showing

off

will be opened in the
Fifth Avenue, and
t

-«

—...incut*'

can

be obtained

and week
ih

bold

a

Ik

An idea

one.

the

by enneighborhood of

in

all parts of the

s

may

i3»*

The

be followed

Ft loss
,.s tn

days.

ases,

doubt, however,
the
spiritual good

h service and the

altogether

effaced

ser-

by

the

and gossip at the club,
it will appeal to cynical
ei

rule, prefer

a

as

accompanying

!<•

the
their

wheu they feel sure that
the temple they will be
freshmcnt*

to

offset

a

of

bicycles reminds

His

Proposition.

j

Feed

There is a little suburban town out in
New Jersey anti its inhabitants are very
day when they saw the first bicycle that proud of their fire department, claiming
was introduced iuto their mountain land.
that it can meet every possible exigency.
As for the truth of this statement, it is
An Italian officer charged with a message,
not advisable to meditate upon, and there
bestrode his “bike,’’ hung out a white
is one thing positive,and that is the inabilflag and dashed away at full speed. The ity of its members to prevent fires. UnThe mad pace of fortunately such occurrences were groweffect was astonishing.
this wonderful cavalier, and the unknown ing to be a chronic affliction, and in
desperation the leading officials met to
appearance of his mount, swifter than devise
ways and means of stopping them.
the wild asses of the Queen of Sheba,
“It’s carelessness, rank carelessness!"
exclaimed
one portly gentleman.
“Such
paralyzed the people. His arrival was
announced to the General in command, i things should rarely happen in wellcommunities.”
regulated
as the mysterious advent of a
messenger
Thus it went on for over an hour, growfrom heaven.
ing no nearer to a solution of the difficulAn Adam less ty.
Finally one of the fire department
Here is the very latest.
members arose.
“Gentlemen," he cried,
Eden, limited, is to be incorporated in “I have a resolution
to propose which 1
New York.
A mining company is to be think, if adopted by the honorable members of this board, will entirely do away
floated and managed by women.
Alwitli fires in our town.”
though men are to be graciously permit“Hear! hear!" cried the members of
ted to take shares, the ‘'male thing” is to
the board.
“What is it? Propose it,”
be excluded from participation in the con- etc.
trol.
“Gentlemen, I propose that three
days before each fire some one should go
Lovely and charitable Helen Gould is to to
the house and ascertain if it has been
be met with almost every afternoon wend- caused
by the inmates’ carelessness, and
ing her way towards the LTniversity Law if so enforce a payment ot money to meet
School, where she is one of the closest the expenses of running the engines to
the scene.”
[Harper’s P,ound Table.
students.
When I saw her last, she

maps from their point of
ate the results will he

me, that

the astonished subjects of King Menelik
of Abyssinia nearly had a tit the other

served and

was

preacher, handsome, West- exquisitely gowned in a Cadet
Presbyterian, wants to devote his cloth: an elegant. Eton coat

erner,

Speaking

rumaging

about.

was

Price $300 and $200.
Two farms in Searsmont on road from Wood
man’s mills to Severance’s Corner. One farm,
known as the Asa Fowles’ place, contains 120
acres, house, ell and barn, price
Another
farm opposite, contains 5<> acres, house, ell jaud
barn, price $200. Plenty wood, stave stuff and
bo.ip poles <>n each place Sold for about half
their value to close an estate. Terms, half down,
balance on mortgage, if desired. Address, or intflo
quiie of

WAKUKN 15140 I HERS,
Searsmont, Maine.

Strengthens nerves
by nourishing them,
while it is refreshing
and thirst-quenching.

A FULL LINE OF

Hot

Water

FOR SALfc BY

A. A. HOWES & CO.

simplicity

The NEW. YORK WEEKLY TRIBUNE
FOR
EVERY member ol
EVERY

A)

family
(arm,

EVERY

village

|
extiuMtf

In

gown

cadrl

Ma le

ytiunai.

foreign;

or

<

a

good looking, couserrated, wealthy

Never was the hand ot g i.,.1
felhuvship
extended more, graciously than by the
Comma tide r and officers of the fipanish

ship

ing her
one

“Infanta Maria Teresa" limvisit to New York.
Fully

recent

hundred and

fifty

Americans

and

Spanish-Ainericans attended the reception on the great black vessel that was
•nude frock

anchored like

a small
mountain in the
Hudson off Grant's Mausoleum.
As each lady guest stepped from the

of blue and

hanging gracefully away

coat

launch,

Cloak Co .West 23d

'\a:.
■.

was

New York.

be taken up here eventwagon hospital,” which is
-hed to railway coaches

!•»

the

name

invalids

beds, and
sppliances.
doin

over

will

various

the

huge

craft from stem to stern.

thousand four hundred and sixty soldiers anti sailors were scattered
about below decks, most of them playing
tine

implies, it will

and

and

arm

escorted her up the steps to the deck.
The rneu were untiling in their efforts:
and each visitor was personally conducted

idea in the church line

As

officer extended his

an

contain

surgical lotto, the favorite Ijpanish game: others
sewing or writing letters; none of them

The first travel-

Class

of

*61.

was

well belted In

her

advantage

to

superb figure.

beauty is of the oriental type, with fascinating almond shaped eyes that take in

of

Esq.,

Mitwin: “I don’t
know.
H w many persons of my name did
you ever know
Grigson. “Bv George!
Come to think of it you are the only one I

Boston,

'.'to- Youth's ( ompana
volume entitled

"'

"hrd

B-wdoin

j.

t

■

o"deal

_j

ever

College," giving

knew."

[Boston Transcript.

the survivors of the

and 61
It

sketches.
men

was

in all

CASTORIA

The
were

graduated

at

war. and many of its
i the service and several
i i i r t y r vv o tn e n yet s u r-

For Infants and Children,

'do

the class were brevet11 yde of Bath, and Gen.
wist on.
Eleven of the
yeis. eleven doctors, six
•■•litor.s.and Judge Emery
;-:ome bench was a memf ''-1.
Fuiher has won a
< hi.-ago.
Prof. Fernald
:. I u- kard of Bniwn Union rated
specialists of the
>ident Carter, formerly
of Vermont, was educatFalls Academy and at
Pwiglit Bradford, a native
a martyr to duty in New
-_;ht members have served
ires.
The class has nine
ij
members of the class
and are childless, but
be fathers of 65 sons and
whom 53 sons and 45
iving: twelve of these sons
these daughters have marmembers of the class are
i are the ancestors of nine
i 1 grand-daughters. While
• lass of ‘61 were children
men, 6,4 sons and 15 daughass of '61 have graduated
nd 20 sons and 12 daughters
.trees in arts, medicine or

j

^0 (ae-

! signature
of

“I haw here a neat and pretty little letter
opener," began the agent.
“So h.ave L at home," said the business

sadly

man.

“I'm

Commercial

married.”

[Cincinnati

Tribune.
For Over

Filly I ears.
.An Old and Well-Tried Remedy.—Mrs.
Winslow's Soothing Syrup has been used for
over fifty years by millions of mothers for
their children while teething, with perfect
success.
It soothes the child, softens the
gums, allays all paiu, cures wind colic, and
is the best remedy for Diarrhoea.
Is pleasant to the taste. Sold by druggists in every
part of the world. Twenty-five cents a bottle. Its value is incalculable. Be sure and
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, and
take no other kind.
did the passengers behave after it
discovered that the vessel was on fire'.1’’
“Admirably ! They got the pauie-strieken
crew into the boats, and then subdued the
flames.” [Chicago Journal.
“How

beautiful

Another

Mine. Emilio Lopez,

woman
one

present

was

the most wonderful
Blemish
Cure
known.
Sold by A. A. Howes & Co.,

DrugIy27

gists, Belfast, Me.

to

itum

Wheelwomen.

bicycle
"ltd it has
'bat

whin

riders

regarding
frequently been
overtaking and

the left, which is the
'■
cyclist must he extremebust the possibility of cul"gon approaching from the
ion.
The fact has not
d. however, that tile dandances is far greater for a
■
a man.
This is not beprudent or skilful iu her
nit simply because of the
is dressed.
Any skirt,
well it is cut and titted,
somewhat, and in passing
.natively narrow space be’-les there is a chance of its
oigled in the spokes of the
"leeward” side of the rider
”1 term may he
forgiven,
rence would be almost cerhorrible accident, and yet
"ho lias ridden much in the
’bless seen dozens of liair’lies from just this state of af"”ly preventive is unremitting
die part of a woman as she
passes a wagon.
Sometimes
’,1 tiiat there is more
danger
’ding with a man, because it
der seeing him pass safely be"
les,to suppose that she can
11 risk.
She does not always
me that her fluttering skirt
room.
It is only one of the
ms in
bicycling where quick
equally prompt action, the
of a good rider, become
Harper’s Bazar.
on

■

■

■

1
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t

ij
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1

■
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ever

Esther: “What do you think of my engagement ring, dear?”
Eunice (sweetly.) “It’s a beauty—and it
tits just as though it were made for
you,
love.” [Brooklyn Eagle.
RHEUMATISM CURED IN

"Mystic
ralgia radically

action upon

A

DAY.

for Rheumatism ami Neu-

Cure”

cures

the
It

1 to 3

in

system is

days.

Spanish society in New York, a tail,
statuesque civ.time, with a complexion of

"Oh, mamma,” murmured Flossie, in a
as
her dear little sister
leaned forward and grasped her father’s

cigar,

which

she

attempted

put m her
mouth, "wouldn’t it he dreadful if Bessie
turned out to he anew woman?” [Harper’s
to

Bazar.

T. F. Anthony, Ex-Postmaster of Promise
j
City, Iowa, says: "I bought one bottle of
‘Mystic Cure’ for Rheumatism, and two

doses of it did me more good than any medicine I ever took.” Sold by A. A. Howes &
Co. Druggists, Belfast.
Iy8.
Her Preference.
old daughter:)
ried I’ll have

Pater (to

twelve-year-1

"Nina, when you get
bishop perform the

a

marcere-

mony.”
"No, papa. I’d rather have a
cheap little clergyman, and plenty of ice
cream.” [Life.
Belief

In

Six

Hours.

Distressing Kidney and Bladder diseases
relieved in six hours by the “Nkw Great
South American Kidney Cure.” This new
remedy is a great surprise on account of its
exceeding promptness in relieving pain in
the bladder, kidneys, back and every
part of
the urinary passages in male or female. It

relieves retention of water and pain in passing it almost immediately.
If you waut
quick relief and cure this" is your remedy.
Sold by A A. Howes & Co., Druggists, Belfast. Me.
iy27

Even chronic diarrhoea succumbs quickly
Fowler’s Ext. of Wild Strawberry,
nature’s owu specific for all bowel com-

to Dr.

plaints.

from

and eyes like stars.
She was resplendent in a silk lined costume of fancy

best

cut

made

leal,

choicest

good judges

have

The

Tyler,

li. I).

Mrs.

now

be

every

seen

the neatest

a

and

.shepherd,

a

trim little

and

can

—

a

New Farce Writer.

Those who recently enjoyed the production of “My Friend from India” at
the Belfast Opera House will be interested in the above sketch of its

hope

to

see

later

author,

and

“The Man from

Mexico.”
Have you earache, toothache,

pains

or

throat,

sore

swellings

plications of Dr.

of any sort? A few apThomas’ Eelectrie Oil will

bring relief almost instantly.
“Pretty good show this year, I think,”

Adam, as he
through the Garden.
said

and

Noah

walked

“Fair,” said Noah. “Pretty fair. You
ought to have seen the canine department
on

the

daisy.

Ark, though,

Adam.

That

was a

“It needed to be, with two of every
kind,” said Adam. “Were they on the
Ark itself?”
“Yes; why not?”
“Oh, 1 didn’t know but what you made
them sail on their own barks,” said
Adam.
[Harper’s Bazar.
“I

saw

a

Hying*

machine

a

an

unexcelled

agricultural department.

everywhere

old.

to

everybody.

the other

night.”
“Oh, come oft.”
“Yep. Fact is,

l was on it—tandem
bike, and the way Miss Wiggles and 1 Hew
down the hill you’d ’a’ thought w- had a
hundred wings apiece—and we’re engaged
because of it.
When we took headers together she landed square on my lap, and
of course we had to get engaged."’
[Harper's Bazar.
“Burdock Blood Bitters entirely cured me
a terrible breaking out all over mv body.
Miss Julia
is a wonderful medicine.”
Elbridge, Box 35, West Cornwell, Conn,

of
It

Fish and Game. Bait fishing for tro ut
in the months of July and August, in the
lake region is so destructive to the game
fish that Senator Frye heads an earnest
petition asking for the prohibition of fishing, other than with the artificial liy
during those months, in the Oquossoc
the Cupsuptic, the Mooselookmeguntic
and the two Richardson lakes.
Senators Cannon and Pettigrew will go
It
China to study the silver question.
has generally been supposed that they
thought they knew it all, otherwise their
attention might have been more specially
directed to Mexico as a nearer field for
careful observation and thoughtful study.
to

“The discord in the Democratic party,”
like a row besays Ex-Senator Hill, “is
How does he
tween man and wife.”
know? Until he joins the Benedicts such
evidence must be regarded as hearsay and
incompetent, if not immaterial.

Republican Journal and N. Y, Weekly Tribune
ONE

TOBACCOS

handsome silk lined costume In fancy (Heed
The open fronted coat has unique re-

vers.

The National Cloak ('•
Street, New York.

by

West 23d

ness

•

Another serious weakness in the present
system, says Superintendent Shearer in the
June

Atlantic,

is that

even

the

brightest

gain time, and if any except the
brightest are absent but a short period,
they are unable to pass to advanced work,
cannot

and therefore lose

whole year when they
month or two behind. Less
a

may be only a
than one pier cent,

of the

pupils of the
public schools can successfully skip the
work of a whole year.
About thirty-live
per cent, fail to be promoted. Some claim
that those who fail do better work the fol-

lowing

year, blit statistics that I have collected show that the large majority of the

pupils

do uot return, and few of those
who do return do good work^ In a vague
way everybody knows that there is an

amazing

loss of

pupils’

time, yet none but.
those who have studied the matter carefully can know how great the loss is.
Statistics, gathered with much labor and
care, show that eighty per cent, lose
from one to four years.
For every one
hundred pupils in the schools that 1 myself examined, there had been from one
hundred and twenty-five to three hundred
and seventy years lost during their course
of study. Such loss is inevitable whenever the teacher is forced to forget that
the class is composed of lifty individuals,
and to think only of the fact that all must
It
reach a certain place by a given time.
is not too much to say that ou all sides interested parents and thoughtful educators
the usual system,
are dissatisfied with
which cuts short the school period of the
majority, and menaces the intellectual
life of every boy and girl in the graded
schools.

Capt.

Reed

Found not

The jury in the
Xew York, May 2(5.
of E. W. Reed of Haverhill, Mass.,
former commander of the scurvy-stricken
ship T. F. Oakes, who was on trial in the
United States circuit court for failing to
provide suitable food to the crew on the
trip of the Oakes from Hong Kong,
brought in a verdict of not guilty, to-day.
An

Editor

Takes

Exceptions.

The editor
the Piscatquis Observer
takes exceptions to the statement of a local
clergyman that no more thau five minutes
should be devoted to the reading of a newsThe editor wants to know how the
paper.
clergyman would feel if his congregation,
after listening to his sermon for the space of
five minutes, should get up and walk out.
of

Teacher.
“What word are you looking
Brown?"
Thad Brown.
“Why, teacher, you
wanted to know what a woman would be
called who performed a brave act.
Xow,
a man who acts
bravely is a hero, but I
can’t find the word for a brave woman.”
Teacher. “What is the word?”
Thad.
“Shero; but it’s uot iu this dic-

A Real Blood

East Scbago, Me.,
Feb. 28. 95.
Gentlemen:
1 consider llee “L. Fe’ Atwood's Bitters a blessing to the
overworked, bold i 1 mind and

TRY GRAIN-0! TRY GRAIN-0!
Ask your Grocer to-day to show you a package of
Grain-o, the new food drink that takes the place
of colfee. The chileren may drink it without injury as well as the adult. All who try it, like it.
Grain-o has that, rich seal brown of Mocha or

Java, but it is made from pure grains, and the
most delicate stomach receives it without disaess. 1-4 the price of coffee.
15c. and 25 cts. pee
ckage. Sold by all grocers.
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FOR^^^^
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to the weak.
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Be

“L.F.” kind.
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postal card, send it to Geo. W. Best
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SM I SIBLEY CO.
JUUUKItS OK

PRINTER,

CRAIN,
FEED,

Opera House Block, Belfast, Me,

SEEDS and

groceries.
CARDS,
POSTERS,
BILL HEADS,
LETTER HEADS,
PROGRAMS,
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I

Iniportors
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SAIL MAKERS,
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Fire, Life
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Accident Insurance,
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BOSTON.

your
troubles also.

you get the
Avoid imitations.

ltf

OFFICE MASONIC TEMPLE.
main street entrance.

ill

cure

sure

St... Belfast. He.

as

Hours, 12

Polity

,•

James Pattee&Son,

X

func-

t'i,

;

Salt.

TELEPHONE 4-3.

(Ship Chandlers, Ship Brokers,
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33,35,37 Front

Newton S. Lord & Co.,
And Successors
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<>i

LP“ORQERS PROM aTLY FILLED.

kinds of Legal Printing
and promptly dour.
Ttf

neatly

I

in :'i

Anthracite and
Blacksmith

PAMPHLETS,

And all

w

ith

auctions niuilv
u
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l
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on

ASA
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N- I

HI

1 897.

Lilt

UKitiS
SION,

or

Is;

50

WANTED BY

F. G.
TIT HEREAS HORACE B. MITCHELL of Unity,
if
County of Waldo, State of Maine, l*v his
mortgage deed dated the eleventh day <>! June,
A. I). 1892, and recorded in the County of Waldo
Registry of Deeds, in Book 230, l’age 477, conveyed to me, the undersigned, certain parcels of
real estate, situate in said Unity, and hounded as
follows, to wit. The first parcel, hounded easterly
by the stage road ledimr from Unity t<> West
Troy; northerly, by laud of Charles Mitchell;
westerly, by the 2f> mile pond (so-called); ami
southerly, by land in possession of Eben Thompson, containing twenty-five acres, more or less.
Second parcel, bounded easterly, bv land in possession of Ra!« n Pillsbury; northerly, by land of
Charles Mitchell; westerly, by said stage road,
and souther y, by land of Virgil Higgins and the
cross road (so-called.) Third parcel, bounded easterly. by the road leading from Unity depot to
Deri ish’s corner iij Troy ; northerly, by Unit v ami
Troy town line and land of 1>. C. Myrk k westerly, by laml of .1. A. Adams; and southerly, by said
And whereas the conditionsof said

mortgageh »ve been and still are broken,now therefore, by reason of the breach of t lit* conditions
thereof, 1 claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
Dated Mav 20, A. D. 1897.
3w21

a

H. H. LAMSON,

Notice off Foreclosure.

Adams’ land.

a

W. /...:'

Bitters
nervous

®

a

JOB

:,igsu.!>
JOHN P. HILL.

Witness: Usury
^

1 he

:

No. 31 Front St

bodv, restoring
tions, buildin r*> He system,

giving

on

and

Tents, Awnings, Curt Carers.
Duck, Cordage. Taints, <£c.

experience of Others.

and

City,

GEO. W. BURGESS,

Remedy.

nervous

address

TRIBUNE will be mai'ed to you.

is a blood remedy for real blood troubles;
it cures the most obstinate cases of
Scrofula, Kczema, Cancer, Rheumatism,
etc., which other so-called blood remedies fail to touch. S.S.S. gets at the
root of the disease and forces it out perbooks
Valuable
will
manently.
free
sent
be
to any address
by the Swift
Specific Co., Atlanta, Ga.

the

and

name

your

Tribune Office, New York

Mr. Lincoln Nelson, of Marshfield, Mo.,
writes:
“For six years I have been a
sufferer from a scrofulous affection of
the glands of my neck, and all efforts
of physicians in Washington. I). C.,
Springfield, 111., and St. Louis failed to
After
six
reduce the
enlargement.
months' constant treatment here, my
physician urged me. to submit to a reAt this critical momoval of the gland.
friend recommended S.S.S.,
ment a
and laving aside a deep-rooted prejudice against all patent medicines. 1 began its use. Before I had used one bottle the enlargement began to disappear,
and now it is entirely gone, though I am
not through with my second bottle yet.
Had I only used your S.S.S. long ago,
I would have escaped years of misery
and saved over S150.’
This experience is like that of all who
suffer with deep-seated blood troubles.
The doctors can do no good, and even
their resorts to the knife prove .Lher
S.S.S. is the only
fruitless or fatal
real blood remedy; it gets at the root, of
the disease and forces it out permanent! v.
S.S.S. (,guaranteed purely vegetable)

for,

tionary.”

Write

Of the Knife.

Guilty.

ease

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUBLISHING C0„ BELFAST, MAINE.

"Beware

also advocating the flat sort of 1837.
Evidently “there is method in their madare

YEAR FOR $2.00,

CVS 11 I X.ADYANCK.

Address all orders to

~~

Made

The Evil to the tiraded School.

Mr. II. A. Du Souchet is the author of
“My Frieinl from India,” which was the
farce comedy success of last season at the
Bijou and “TheMan From Mexico,” lately brought out at Hoyt's Theatre. Mr.
Du Souchet, until his lirst play was produced was a telegraph operator who “between ticks," scribbled away at play writing. it was the old story of managers refusing the work of a new writer, until a
friend of the author, au actor, managed
to get a hearing for the farce.
It was
put on the stage with many misgivings,
was
hit.
There
but was au instantaneous
a
general rush of theatre managers for
the desk where Du Souchet was still tapping away at his key, and he was deluged
with offers for new material.
lie took it
all very philosophically and refused to
give up his modest salary as a telegraph
operator until the success of “My Friend
From India” was fully established. Then
he resigned and went to woik on “The
Man From Mexico,” which achieved decided success at Hoyt's.
[New York
Herald.

will

of the World

short stories.

mixture.

in

dust colored cheviot, with the blazer well
belted in at the back.
A

IT GIVES

Odette

actress.

figure
morning in Central Park
bicycle suit imaginable

She is

fascinating

We Furnish The

rare.

leader in the younger sect of aristocratic
matrons, has become a devotee of the
wheel.

of the Nation,

news

of the richest

one

quality being very
popular society

IT GIVES

IT GIVES satisfaction

Mezzo-soprano voices in the country, the
velvet

Womanhood.

news

IT GIVES humorous illustrations,
IT GIVES entertainment to young and

jacket with unique re vers forming the
Mine, Lopez is considered by
collar.
to

.Manhood,

IT GIVES scientific and mechanical hfvimron.
IT GIVES illustrated fashion articles.

like all

tweed mixture, the skirt hanging in graceful folds and a stylish short open fronted

Its

frightened tone,

the

Territory

IT GIVES the most reliable market
reports.
IT GIVES brilliant and instructive1 editorials.

cream,

remarkable and

removes at once the cause
mysterious.
and the disease immediately
disappears.
Tin first dose greatly benefits; To cents.
Sold by A. A. Hew. s
Co. Druggists, Belfast.
Iy8.

—

important
important

IT GiVES all

smok-

most

plug sold—it’s

of the leaders of

was

English Spavin Liniment removes all
Hard, Soft or Calloused Lumps and Blemishes from horses, Blood Spavins, Curbs,
Splints, Sweeney,
Ring-Bone, Stifles,
Sprains, all Swollen Throats, Coughs, etc.
Save $50 by use of one bottle. Warranted

ers

everything.

Grigson: “Excuse me, Mitwin, but why
people of your name are generally

such confounded boresV

that suits

Her

is it that
"■

It's‘World's Fair’

The

the back.

at

West 23'.! Street. New York

-ak

warns

On the other hand riie average minister
of religion richly deserves all the good
tilings of this world lie ever w-.

liattle

Myil>h bicycle suit of dust color cheviot.
coat

Tin: N

life to missions, home
wife,

brnutlrlolh,

blue

light tilling hi on hlfkct.

in

01*

Edueatiou,

FOR Noble
FOR Trae

An

in

EVERY State

IT GIVES all

on

EVERY

FOR

«llh

Bottles,

SYRINGES, Etc.,

Druggists and Grocers.

itself in her natty tailor made frock of
blue and white pin check. The coat hung
gracefully away from the neck and showed a soft blouse of white lace and muslin.
Newspaper men in London are trying to
“boom” the “Jubilee toque.” in the hope
that all the women who turn out to pay
homage to the Queen on Jubilee day will
don the little hat.
Editorials are being written on the extreme hecominguess of this sort of head
gear, when all made of flowers. The men

terest.

Two Farms for Sale.

_

Your Nerves

EDWIN 11. UARCELON.

WHITE,

Belfast,

Me.

May 6,1897.—6wl8
The MILES LUCE estate in
Waldo, containing
one hundred and
fifty acres, is for sale at a
bargain and on easy terras if desired. This is
one of the best farms in the
county, with elegant
water, large wood lot and line pasturage
Also a two-lmrse
mowing machine, horse rake,
horse fork, ami anew two horse rack ; also a
piano.
For information address

about

SALESMEN.
AGENTS WANTED

Nursery Stock.

Salary

to

sell the

best

line

of

commission. Cash adWrite for particulars.
or

vanced for expenses.
THE R. G. CHASE CO.,
3m 12

I. M.

LUCK,

1>.

D.S

Merriinac,

Malden, Mass.

Mass.

NOTICE.

House for Sale.

All bills not settled
A story and a half house,
pleasantly located;
tine view of Belfast bay; ten rooms ail finished
tine cellar, city water in house; nice garden, under
good cultivation, apple, pear, plum, shade trees
etc. Nice neighborhood. Inquire of
At. C. D1LW0RTH,
Or C. B .HALL, Alain St., Belfast.
44t

will be left with

an

before June 1st
attorney for collec-

tion.

X. A. YVKHilX A CO.,
Freedom, Me.
Freedom, May 21, 1897.-2w21

SEARSPORT

LOCALS.

Searsmont. Rev. W. C. Baker preached
the members of theG. A. R. Sunday, and
Monday, he delivered the address at Appleton for David Easaney Post, G. A. K... .Mrs.
Amanda T. Muzzy has returned for the summer from Somerville, Mass., where she has
to

John >1 Stevens spent Sunday in town.
Maine 1'aik returned fre
d ay.
Geo. L. Hammons
with his parents.

Medlield Sun-

spent Memorial day

J. Nickerson is making
Portland.

Mrs.

A.

iu

stay

m

short

a

Capt. A. A. Larrabee leaves this week for
Haduarn, Kansas.
Mabel Trimrn has been visiting her
sin, Mrs. B. B. Gerry.
M. F. \\ entworth captured
ut at Swan Lake Saturday.

a

cou-

thiee-pound

tre

Nora Field of Ciiftondale. Mass.,
her uncle, Chtsley Mathews.

visit-

.s

ing

Tuttle's photograph studio is open lor
week beginning 'luesday, June 1st.

the

L. G. Paine ami brother spent Sunday at
few an Lake, the guests ot J. H. Lane.

Work iu the second degree next Tuesday
evening by Manner's Louge, F. A A. M.
bch. Li.ode Island, (apt. J P Butman,
New \oik last Week lor Martinique.

.tit

Balk ht. Lucie, Capt. J. T. Lrskine, sailed
Hem New Pork May -1st lor Bahia, Brazil.

Charles A.

registeitd

Lynch
the

at

Washington

ot

bears}

oil

House

was

luesday

There will be a social eiaiice at It. a. it.
Hail Piielay evening, under the auspices ot
tl.e base lab nine.
Pickets 'S-c.
buckl oard party
onveyed
t<'the bail gan.e at Beiiast Puesuay alterchute

N.

a

■

noon.

Pl.

Lull

mas

anil

Timothy Porter
tne Leu.g

strengthening amt repairing

bnugc.

are
ove

biuney J. Treat iett by steamer Me-miay tu
take command ol pilot boat Attains, Boston

Harbor.

Kittle Law

S. l
l.( Ur
ton

Week

iast

\

lor

discharged
cargo
J. M. AiueS Co., block>i

a

bpnngs.

Mis. J- L*Lr A. Carver has gone to Brockton,
Mass., to. \isit her uaugnter, Mrs. J. K.
Kichardson.

bhip

Cuv. iu'bie. Capt. Amos No
In in Newcastle. N
b. W
May

santu
lev

his po-

Lml

btreet

ibtiJioad, Boston.

Eugene Rendell, Samuei
1

Boston
the Savary farm.

>a\ iuson ol

at

are

Aruson and Geo.
spending two weeks

Some of our more aged ladies have caught
the bicycle craze, and are becoming quite
expert on the silent steed.

GJuite

a

party of our youug folks attended
Baud minstrel entertainment at

'.lie Be.last
Belfast last

Friday

gaining slowly.... Rev. T. R. Pentecost
preached at the Vose schoolhouse last Sun.Very little planting has
day afternoon
been done in this section owing to so much
rain... Joshua Kershaw of Lowell, Mass.,
is visiting his sister, Mrs. Belle Rowell..
Foster, who has been sick, is reported

E. H.

be gaining... Grass

to

present: there

;tl

good hay
but very

is

growing

very fast

every appearance of

Apple

crop.
ittle.

is

trees

are

a

blossoming

Rev. G. G. Winslow of Belmemorial address at the
church iast Sunday... The diminutive remainder of Prescott's Colossal Show meandered through this place last Saturday.
Swanvii.le.
delivered

fast

a

and Wesley Casey of Edinburg
visr.:ng their aunt, M is. Sewell Hurd....
We are sorry to report that Mr. George Oldway is uo better at the present writingMi. and Mrs. I>. H. Strout and daughters,
Gertrude and Mildred, of B» last came last
week to spend the following year with Mr.
Strout's brother-in-law, lion. A E, Jsickerson. whose home was so sadly bereft last
March by the loss of a devettd wife anil
mother. We are glad to weicime them to
...

.Waiter

are

town

and hope their stay among

us

may

pleasant.
Clark's Corner, Prospect. C. H. Gross,
who was recently married, had a reception
The
There were !‘8 ]resent.
May 22d.

resume
est

Hali.dale. Mrs. J. F. Hazel left for her
home in Massachusetts last Saturday. She
expects to return in a short time....Mrs.
Belle Rowell, who has been quite sick, is

our

John Averin has launched his sioop, the
Cciporatiou, ami is ] repariug lier lor the

«

shop.

hols,

summer season.

Frank Deciow ieit Friday te
as
uductoi on the \\

His removal leaves us withWho
a harness maker and cobbler.
will move here and open a shop? It is a good
opening for some one.
a

open
out

llith,

Hong Kong.

s.tion

been for several months.... Misses Mary
A. MeCorrison anil Josie M. Knight returned from Franklin, Mass., last week-John
L. Crie is to move tu Re ckland .where be will

evening.

Sell Marcellus, Capt. A. A. Larrahee, arrived from Boston early this week with
i: eight for the traders in town.
Capt. A. L>. Field has returned from New
York, where he concluded negotiations for
the sale 1 hark Adain \\ Spies.
Beamier Sargent and Clifford Nichols
-priit several nays.at Swan Bake and returned Monday with two line trout.

i.rove

George settlement baud gave him some tine
Chester Clark,
music. Albert Larrabee,
Walter Gray, Charles Gray, Willie Jellison
and Master Worth Larrabee were the band

handsomely treated by Mr.
boys.
Gross and left for home at a late hour fully
Mr. Freedom Ward, who has
satisfied.
been at home the past week with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. S. J. Ward, has returned
to Bangor where he has a job as boss carpenter... Mrs. Ella Ward called on friends
around the Corner last week....Work will
All

were

this

week....

Mt.
Waldo
on
Charles Grant and family have moved back
here from Bucksport ami he now goes fish-

commence

ing.
Waldo.

A.

J.

Clary left

Monday

for

Lynn, Mass., where he has work....P. E.
Hussey is at home from Boston for a vaca.Geo. Miller, who lias been living in
tion.
the family of A. J. Simmons for the past two
years, has gone to Kentucky to live....Mr.
and Mrs. L. E. Burns are receiving congratulations on the birth of a sou-Some
clothes hanging near the stove in the house
..

Park has a situation with Frazer,
the taxeidermist, Sudbury street, Boston,
and lelt by steamer Penobscot F’riday.
Fred C.

sowail C. Lancaster left Tuesday to
lull:and of ship* W ,J. Rotch, now
loading at New York lor San F'rancisco.

Capt.

take

*

Mrs E. I), Coleord anil daughter Maud,
F.'*rouce Carver ami Anita Griffin, are attending commencement exercises at the E.
M. C.

Seminary, Bucksport.

Charles Barney and wife

la iu*- for the
any orders lor
are given him

ticn

arrived

Mr. Barney will fill
repairing at his foundry which
during tlie seasi u.
summer.

Rev. K. G. Harbuti

d from Clifton
wiii < oiiduct the sera- umuB Sunday.
Mt nthly contnLu11* tl.e morning lor tic- support of the

bpnngs
Vi' t-s

have

last

wo

k

retun

an«i

go.^pci.
Mrs. \\
u
iu
er

and daughter Etta, who
'.oy age With Lapi. West to Rosa.1; .-•uhooiier Sailie B(Ja, returned home
w
k. t apt. \\ »--t Las taken the schoonto poll Royai to ioa«l lumber for Boston.

‘O’-

IB

t i.

Castine has been chartered
x« u si oil to Cast.ne next Saturday,
dun* ."Us, .* avn.g Searsi -ltatlla in. Pile
ex< ui.-ioiiists w ill bo abi« to witness a bail
game between the O. K. and Metropolitan
Tin
for an

steamer
■

of E. PL Freeman took tire and it came near
being a serious affair before discovered.
The wood work was considerably burned,
and but for the timely assistance near at
hand another set of
buildings would be
among the things that w ere... .The rain the
past week has brought farming operations
to a standstill, but crows and caterpillars
are

working

as

successfully

as

in

South

C.
P\
Montvjlle.
Folsom of
Lowell, Mass., who lias been canvassing fur
book in this

vicinity, stuppi

d

a

few

days

and uncle, Mr. and Mrs. J. Q.
Adams. Pie is a deaf mute, but is said to be
one of the most successful c an\assers in the
State.... Mrs. L). C. tinman lias gone to
with his aunt

Stockton Springs.

will

Elwell, who resigned his position
first officer of the ship Dirigo on her arrival at San Francisco a few weeks ag«-, arrived home the first of the week.
Mr. James Brohan, mate of sell. A. Hayford, o.aine up from Rockland the first of last
week and remained until Friday, when the
vessel was ready to sail for New York.
Mr.

S. S. Chapman went

t«>

Rockland

last

Damariscotta, and
go to Two Bush island to inspect the new
lighthouse building there, before his return.
Thursday.

He will visit

Sell. Helen, Capt. Alonzo C. Batehelder,
in the Cove Sunday bound to Bangor
with moulding sand from Coxsackie, N. Y.
Mrs. B. accompanied her husband from here
was

kindness for a neigbl or or to care for the sick or
needy. She was an active worker in the
MtiLcdist cLurch lor many years, and was
itsjtcUd and lovtd hy a large circle of
friends. Shelea\es two sons, Nahum and
Freeman Emery, and two daughters, Mrs.
Flagg of Hamj den and Mrs. D. M. Spencer
of W interport, to mourn their loss. Funeral
seivices weie held at her late home May
-’1st, conducted hy Bev. A. J. Lockhart_
Dr. J. H. Wether and wife left for New
York Saturday. The doctor will be at Belle-

vices
ton

were

PORT OF BELFAST.

SAILED.

Sell. Ceo. B. Ferguson, Ferguson, New
Rondout: Ida Hud-on, Bishop. Rock-

This

Yuk and
land.
.May 2S. Sells. Hattie E. King, Johnson, St.
John, N. B.; .Miaiitomnuah, Ryan, Boekport;
Maud Snare, Loss el!. Bangor.
Ma; 2'd. Sell. James K Duncan, Bangor.
Alas Jo.
Sells. D. 1). Haskell. Eaton. Creen's
Landing James Holmes. Ryan. do.
June 1. Sehs. L. A. IMummer, Foster. Bangor;
P. Al. Bonnie, Burgess, Vinalhaven.
A

a

Tuesday

by

alieiuoon.

J. P. SimouBeautiful dowers

Lev.

THe l;xi jke. Le t the Strait of Belle Isle*
be eian lm el if it w ill tlo aw ay with some of
tlie log anti eh n | i.« ss in Maine. It has been
so iainy It
the ] ast tt n days that all farm
vnk l as Vetn at a siantlstill. Many farmers l.a\t- letn iii.lt to
even sow their
giam, the gicuLtl is so wet....Mr. and Mrs.
Frank lit gan w tie at W indeimere last SunI
day... ,1.11. Stt\tnsand wife, V. N. Hig-

orating the graves of their comrades with
flowers, w as most feelingly, portrayed and to
the eyes of the old veterans present came
unforbidden tears at the recollection of the
days that have passed. It was indeed a very
pleasant hour and ail felt better for being
there. It is hoped that it will not be very
long before Mr<* W jntvvorth will again come
to

Temple Heights

for

it

seems

that

as

the

cottages are beginning to open up there
should be services on the ground every Sunday until campmeeting opens, and we know
of no one now so easily to he procured as
Mrs. Wentworth.

of accidental drowning
Haverhill, Mass., for a few days....Geo.
occurred from the wharf at Temple Heights
!
her
Holmes and wife are visiting
mother, gins ai d w ile ai d J. L. Gloss attemled the
afternoon between two and three
Sarah Bryant... .The rt mains of A. J. Pea- Mt n.orial st rviee at Fictdoiii May J0;h.... Monday
nines.
! o’clock. It seems that Harry Levergne Ward,
Mis. El./aitlh t tui, <1 Pittslield visited
vey of Somerville, Mass., arrived by boat
the eldest son of Mrs. Ada Brier, by a former
Capt. Charles >1. Nichols, who recently
Mr. and Mrs. j
morning,ac • mj aided by his widow, frit nils m tew n h st w eek
arrived
ll«mg Kong, will go from there to Sunday
and Bert Brier, a son <t Mr.
They aniwd in this Bitci foie hi "\t taken a boarder; Boy Ed- marriage,
San Francisco b\ steamer to take command son and daughter.
Charles Brier, went to Temple Heights for
ot ship A. J.iuiier.
Amos Dow, who has I place about noon,where he wasLmitd. Mrs. i waitl is his libiiu
.Messrs. Webb and Joy |
been i.rst officer with Capt. Nichols, will as! the purpose of tishing. The Ward boy, the
1 eavey and family
will remain with relaj ol Unity were m Jiwn last week looking elder of the two, was standing on the
< mmand ol hark
sum*'
Lucy A. Nickels.
slip of
lor cows....11. M. Higgins and Robert
tives here for a few days.
Ii ty have the
the wharf, and the younger lad was on the
Mrs. Y\ili*ud Gnliin returned home Tues- heartfelt
of their many relatives
l’atteisi.n went to Belfast last Tuesday with j
sympathy
day lioin an extended foreign trip, in which and friends in this
bank, digging worms for bail. When lie re: h r M. S. Hatch of Jackson.
place. Mr. Peavey was loads of v
she visited Japan, China, India, England
turned to tie wharf with the bait he was
and the Continent, marly completing the enjoying his usual health until death, having The wool goes to the Camden factory....
greatly surprised to find his companion
circumference oi the world. She will remain
died very suddenly of heart disease.
i Several frt in this town will attend the
a short time beiore returning t*» California
On looking over the side of
missing.
quarterly meeting at Me nice June 5tb and
Palermo. John black had a large crew
at the Lome ol her fa her, Lapt J. YV Mo
the wharf be saw him disappear under
Oil
B urton Gross and Charles Heath
Gilverj
at work last w eek on the foundation for his
the water. As there was no help near lie
made a trip to Kennebec county last w eek.
Memoiial exercises w ere onducted here new barn and taking dow n the old one. The
ran
toward home, but uu his way Mr.
.Mr.
and
Mrs.
Bred
Yose
last
Sunpassed
new
barn will be 4 On GO leet, is to have a
Frank Dickey heard his cries for help
pel' General Orders. The services at the M.
in
j
Freedom.
day
cellar and be connected with the rest of his
and hastened to the wharf. Soon others arF church Sunday were attended by about
Bi ucks. Camp A. D. Bean, Sons of Vet- rived from the Cove with a boat. A line
thirty o: the r<uiirades in line, the Light buildings... .The foundation of the chimney
Guard Ca<lets acting as escort to the veterat the steam carding mill at Branch Mills
erans, will hold its first annual ball at with a large hook attached was thrown over
ans.
Lev IL G. Harbutt was present and
has settled and been thrown so out of shape
Yankee Blade Hall Friday evening, June and dragged along, and when about *20 feel
.1-- -ted
at. tiie opening.
Lev. O. II Ferfrost
will
to
he
rebuilt.
that it
have
by the
1 bth. Music will be furnished by Grout’s from the wharf, between the slip and the
naui's sermon was listened to by tlie iarge
audience present with rapt attention. The -P'arin work is very backward on ac- Orchestra.
The floor will be under the southern end of the wharf, the hook
caught,
was
a
Monof
the
service.
feature
singing
count of the rainy weather.
Many have not management of membeis of the Brooks and and Mr. Dickey hauled up the lifeless
body
day morning decorations were placed sowed a seed
.John
Bennett and wife
yet...
Belfast tarn] s.
The ladies of Geo. G. of Harry Ward. How he came to fall into
by the committee at the monument
and
comrades detailed to the several visited John Cain last week... .Ambrose Davis Relief Corps will furnish
supper the water will probably never be known.
emeteries within the jurisdiction of FreeNorton of Liberty visited his nephew, John in the G. A. R.
dining hall.1. S. Every effort possible was made to bring him
man McGilvery Post. On account of rain the
last
school
week_A
was
orCain,
Sunday
Staples of the Brooks Carriage Co. late- to, but every effort failed, for from the time
exercises for the afternoon at the monument
ganized at the First Baptist church last Sun- ly l ought a young horse that promises the alarm was
were postpomd.
A portion of the service
given to the recovery of the
was performed in connection with the proday. Earl Nelson was chosen superintend- to be a good one. It is a dark bay, tall
body must have been nearly an hour. As
gram at Union Hall. The oration by Rev.
ent-Mr. ami Mrs. R. W. Shorey of Albion,
and stylish and can show a good gait_ soon as all
O. H. Fernald was of an historic character
hope of resuscitation had tied
Miss L. A. Sprowl of Centre Mtutville and We learn with regret of the death of Nathan
and very instructive. His eulogy on the
the body was tenderly placed in the
Leslie Sylvester of North Faleimo visited Curial, which occurred at Anoka, Minn.*
g orious service performed by the Union
carriage of Captain A. F. Elwell, who
soldiers of the late war was liighly appre- at John Black’s last
Sunday.
April 14. The deceased was about 75 years conveyed it to the home from which but
ciated by the veterans present. After the
hall service the Cadets marched to the
Morrill. Rev. H. I. Holt arrived in town of age and leaves a w idow and one son. He an hour or two before lie had gone forth full
monument and fired a salute of three volleys
w as born in Philadelphia and came to Brooks
last Friday from his new pastorate at Cushof life and boyish glee.
Sad indeed, was
which for precision and unison was exceling, Me. By request he gave us a memorial with his parents when he was about eight the sorrow of that fond mother. For a
lent.
sermon, at the church, Sunday. After deyears old. His father built the Curial mill time she seemed almost
paralyzed by
in the went part of the town and lived there
livermg the memorial address at Monroe,
the suddenness of the shock, and as she
COUNTY CORRESPONDENCE.
Monday, he will return and visit his many for seme years. Mr. Curial married Mary realized the awful truth a flood of tears
friends until Thursday, when he returns to T horndike*, sister of the late Timothy Thorn- gave abundant proof of the anguish that
Liberty. On account of the storm the
Cushing. .Harry Clifford of Thomas H.Mar- dike, of Belfast. Mrs. Libbeus Jones of wrung her heart as she looked upon the lifeMemorial services were postponed to SunBrooks ard Mrs. Rachel Benton of Rock- less form of her dear
shall Post, G. A. R., came out here Sunday
son, whose budding
day evening, June Otli, at 8 o’clock, at the
afternoon with Hags to decorate our soldiers’ land were sisters... .Brooks is rather proud years of boyhood had begun to blossom into
church. Many of the graves were decorated
of the new- band, which was organized last
graves. Thirty-two soldiers are huried in
young manhood. Harry was in the lifteenth
Sunday and the remainder will be as soon Morrill
cemetery-Mr. Elisha Merriam April ami numbers some 18 members. The year of his age, and a promising young man,
as the weather is suitable.... Dr. E. A. Porwent to Boston last Saturday; called there
boys did tlieir first public work Memorial of good habits, intelligent and companionter of Pittsfield was in town Mondayby the sickness of his son-in-law Mr. Rus- Day and did very linely. They are now all able. He was a Chief Templar of the JuveRaces at the trotting park June 24th-Mrs.
sell Gray, who is down with typhoid fever. ready for business.
nile Templars, and a regular attendant at
Rowland R. Jones and Miss L. K. Stevens
....Mr. Arthur Hatch has token rent in
the Christian Endeavor and other religious
of Falmouth, Mass., are visiting their sister,
Mrs. Lizzie Higgins’ large house and began
Transfers in Real Estate.
! meetings in the vicinity. He was a brother
Mrs. R. S. Ayer.
of Mrs. Goldie 1. Curtis of Belfast. The
house-keeping last week_Rev. Geo. Hills
follow
transfers
in
The
real
estate were
ing
Prospect Ferry. Arthur Grindle spent of Nobleboro preaches here next Sunday,
funeral was held
Wednesday afternoon,
refolded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
Sunday and Monday at his home here, re- morning and evening.
Kev. J. F. Tilton of Belfast officiating. The
for the week ending June 2, 1897: William
Miss
turning to Bangor Tuesday morning
afflicted ones have the deepest sympathy
Monroe. Mr. Elmer Grant and Miss CarPenny, Montville, to Wilber Penny, do.; of this community.
Emeroy Ginn of Belfast visited relatives here rie Smith, both of
were married
Newburgh,
in
Montville.
WTilliam
land
J.
last week-Leonard Pterkins and wife are
Mathews,
here May 20th by Rev. M. Andrews. They
Searsport, to Geo. W. Cottrell, Belfast; land
visiting Mrs. E. M. Perkins-Mrs. Emma had a
An Earthquake in the South.
reception May 28th at their home and in
P.
G. Warren, Searsport, to
Searsport.
Luke entertained the Ladies Circle last Satwere the recipients of many beautiful and
J. W. Harriinan, do.: land and buildings in
Washington, May 31—A distinct but
urday night-A little stranger arrived at useful
presents. The bride was a member of
the home of Capt. XV. D. Harriman, May
Seaisport. J. W. Harriinan to Herbert slight earthquake was experienced this
the W. R. C. of this village, and also of
Black, Scaispcit; land and buildings in afternoon throughout the South Atlantic aud
25tli, weighing 10 12 lbs. His name is
Morning Light Grange-The cheese factory Seaisport. E. L. Kelson,
Monroe, to E. H. middle southern States. It is said at the
Evander Harriman-Miss Emma Trevett
is receiving such large quantities of milk
Kealley, do; land and buildings in Monroe. weather bureau that the direction of the
of
Prospect Marsh visited Miss Alvra that it was
necessary to put in a newr and
J. W. Banks, Belfast, to J. R. Mears, Mor wave was from south to north, but reports
Harriman last wefek.
larger vat... .Frank Henderson has gone to rill, land in Morrill. H. B.Thomas, Morrill" received from various sections are conflictFreedom. Mr. Goodwin of Bangor TheoBoston to look for employment.... It is now to J. R.
Mears; land in Morrill. Flora A’ ing. In some localities it is stated the direction was m an easterly to westerly direction,
logical Seminary will preach each Sunday June and the farmers are about discouraged.
Madison, Terre Haute, Ind., to E. O. Pat- but the
and spend his time here through the vaca- Gardens are not planted and some have done
reports of the instruments here probland
and ably are correct.
terson,
Charleston, S. C.;
The shock occurred, as
tion-Memorial Sunday and Memorial no farming, but are anxiously
waiting for a buildings in Belfast.
has been estimated, at 2 o’clock.
as
Stevnearly
Sophronia
services
held
were
as
Hon.
YV.
usual.
C.
Day
change of weather-Mrs. Agues Mayo ens et als., Troy, to Sarah L. Rogers, do.; In some localities, the time is given as 1.58,
Philbrook of Waterville gave the Memorial
and in others as late as 2 10, and its duration
Dingwell and little son Paul, from New
land in Tioy. Sarah L. Rogers to Augustus was less than a minute. As far as can be
address.
A number of our young peoYork, are visiting her father, A. H. Mayo...
Stevens, Troy; land in Troy.
Mary E. learned, Savannah, Ga., was the farthest
ple came home at this time....The Ladies’ A Sunday school will be organized at the
the tremor was felt,
Churchill, Belmont, to Ella G. Churchill, point south at which
Circle meets with Mrs. E. A. Boulter Thurs- church next Sunday at 10 a. in. It is hoped
while the northern boundary of the wave was
in
Belmont.
land
do.;
middle Maryland. West it was felt as far as
day afternoon, June 8d and all are cordially every child will try to attend; also all parents-Miss Maria Sanborn is spending a
Knoxville, Tenn. The disturbance seems to
invited-Beacon Light Club was enter- few weeks at
in the Appalachian
home.... Mrs. Lulie Tasker is
Boils, pimples and eruptions,scrofula, salt have been most severe
tained Tuesday, June 1st, by Mrs. Crosby still very poorly. Dr. Cole was called for rheum and all other manifestations of im- mountain region. Much alarm was caused,
consultation
last
week.
no
but
Fowler and Mrs. Chas. Fowler of Unity.
nit bleed are cured by Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
damage reported.
...

J

...

j

...

sale will open THURSDAY. June 3. 1897, and
FIVE DAYS, open every evening until 9 30. Co
secure first choice.

NOTE THE FOLLOWING

M EKll'AN POUTS.

Ladies’ Mackintoshes,
with

long cape, wholesale price £2.50

r A„

ours.

Ladies’

PRICES

Gents’ Rubber C<
never

"L

1

w

sold le.-s

price.

tluo.

;

m

__

High Grade Storm Gent’s Double Te>

oi imported cloth, in h ack.
fnatc made
vUdLJ),
Mlieand ,rr,(V mixture, wholesale
price £7 Oo. sale price,
^

M/U’ki
Print
IVI1nto^h
*
LOdl

1

Gents Mackintosh

Ladies' Garments,

m. ib'.
or smuie
cape, wholesale price
Tr,<

double texture, lined through. made of diagonal clotli. one, two and three ‘apes, wholesale
price $9.On, sale price..
7

Q()

Ladies Mackintoshes,

made of imported cloth, such as Cashmere.
Tricot, Serge. Melton; lined through with
woolen and silk linings <>f all colors, never
sold for less than £12 00 to $20.On. your
,hoioe

■

Gents

;

[Jackintosi

ed and strapped \\ it h
fu>- less than £ 1 l\o-■

..,

^

$3.oo to $6.oo Gents Importd Ma
Ladies’ Cravenetts,
gl!
two

cape, silk lined, velvet collar, wholesale
to £28.00, sale price,

price, £15.00

$3.oo

to 7.oo

price.£l.Voum-2."
,.i.r

Boy

Children's Rubber
;i'

Mark-intn;hpi
iHach.intO*nes

4

chon-e

.»

s’ Rubber Coai
1 his sa|e ''ill posit,

away
Ar AW pki. I.

HVE DAYS onh

Daniariseotta.*

were

....

BELFAST

This is positively tin* biggest Sale of Rubber and Mackintosh <
has ever taken place in any city in the Uuion. If you miss ih;>
a rare chance in
securing the biggest value ever placed beh-o- a
They will be sold at twenty-live cents on the dollar in ordt*
goods into ready cash. Took the following ove’-> arefulh
you never heard of such a bargain sale before.

U., 1 >uiuan, Castine.
Mas 2!L Sell. H. Curtis, Cross, I»eer Me.
.May tfl. Sells. \Vm. Slater. Dodge, New York;
Maria Webster, Turner, Sul is an.
June 1. Sells. Alaska, Swell, Boston: Carland,
Allen, Creen's Landing.

May 27.

wi

June 3,1897

74 MAIN ST., few doors from High St.,

ARRIY Kl>.

May 2d. Sell-;. (B. Ferguson. Ferguson,
Bangor; 1..A. IMummer, Foster. New York: James

until

ecndiuted

A

FOR FIVE DAYS ONLY,

Nk\V>.

cal and poetical, teeming with words of
Edgartown. May 23. Ar. sell. B. 1>. Prince,
Aug. 10th_Percy
wisdom, strength and beauty. Mrs. Went- Coombs, New Bedford for Lincolnvdie; sld. sell.
Cam] bell left Monday for New York
Helen, Batelielder, Coxsaekie tor Bangor.
worth is a fiuent speaker and impresses
Savannah, May 2b. Ar, sell. Susan N Pickerwhere l.e will n u am in the employ of M.
ing. Haskell, Beston.
one by her earnestness in the subject
Simpson.... Frt <1 Weed, eldest son of Mrs. every
Jacksonville, .May 31. Sld, sell. Henry Crosby,
she discusses and her unshaken belief Stubbs. New York.*
N. A. Weed, dieel Sunday afternoon of
Portland. May 2b. Ar, sell. Augustus Palmer,
in the philosophy she so ably defends. Her
quick consumption aged Id years. Much
Haskell, Louisburg. C. B.
Fla May 31. Ar, sell. Jessie Lena,
to the dead defenders of our country,
tribute
Feruamlina,
sympathy is expressed for the widowed
New York.
and the loving duty of the survivors in dec- Devereaux.
mother in he r ; tllieth n. The funeral ser-

Hospital

vuw

SECURE

Thursday,

New York, May 27. Ar, sell. Nightingale, Banto Bangor.
1. Pendleton, Burgess, Pro\igor; sld. sell, t
dei.ee for Brunswiek. Ga.; 23, ar, sell. Florence
The Dougan cottage on the North Shore is
Leland, Spollord, satilla River; 2b. ar. "hip Henry
G. Stubbs, Whitreceiving a new* coat of paint. The body of B. Hyde. Honolulu; sell. Abide
ney, Falmouth. Ja.; sld, bark « arrie L. Tyler, Sathe buildings is of Colonial cream color, vannah ; 31, ar, sells, ost Boy,
BangorJerome
blinds
marine
green,
trimmings white, B. Look. Maeoris; Metliebesee. St. .Johns, 1'. K.
Boston, .May 20. Ar, sells. Copy, l’endleton, and
veranda
roof
dust color, in- Sea Flower, Robinson. Bangor; 27, ar, sell. Hattie
roof light red,
side blue. Extensive improvements are also S. Collins, Greenlaw. Green’s Landing; 23. eld,
bark Ethel, Hodge, Rosario; 2b. ar, sens. Melissa
being made on the grounds. The family are A. Willey Catherine, Brunswiek, Ga.; Joel F.
Sheppard*, Carter, Philadelphia; 31. sld. sell. Hatexpected the last of the month.
tie S. Collins, l)eer Isle.
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. W. Morse of Belmont,
Philadelphia, May 23. Cld, sell. Hattie P. Simpson, Boston; brig Katahdiu, do.
Mr. and Mrs. Wellington Shorey of Waldo,
Baltimore, May 27. Sld. sells. A. B. Sherman;
*
Mr. and Mrs. George Benson, Mr. John N.
Pillsbury, Jacksonville; Isaiah Hart, Boston.
Bangor, May 2b. Cld. sell. Mark Pendleton,
Stew art and Albert T. Stevens of Belfast and Collins.
Oyster Bay; 3(>, cld, sells. Flora Co don,
Mrs. Mary Boynton of Rockport were at Sellers, New York; Charity. Magee. Salem: Alida,
Sinclair. Boothbay; Edward Stewart. Kent. PhilaTemple Heights last Sunday.
delphia; 31, ar, sell. Helen, Batelielder, N. York.
May 20. Sld, sell. Janies A. Parson, BookOwing to the horrible state of the weather er;Bath,
New York; 27, sld, sell. Sarah E. Palmer,
\\
Baltimore.
it
was
not
that
a
last
week
hittier,
during
expected
Richmond. Ya., May 2,”>. In port, sell, llumavery large attendance would he present at rock, Yeazie, Bermuda Hundred lor New York.
Satilla River,May 22. Sld, sell. Henry R.Tilton,
last Sunday’s meeting at Temple Heights, ;
Ranlett, New York.
nor was there; but those who did attend:
Providence, May 25. Ar, sell. Gov. Ames, Newtilled the front room of Cliff cottage and port News.
Brunswick, Ga., May 27. Sld, sell. Thos W
listened to a splendid discourse by Mrs. M. Hyde, Carver, Baltimore.
Norfolk, May 27. Ar, sell. Daylight. Nickerson,
It
was clear, logiJ. Wentworth of Knox.

Wimerport. Mis. Cordelia B. Emery,
widow of the late Nalium Emery, died at
her Lt me m Him] den, May 18th, at the advanced age of 80 years. Mrs. Emery was an
to do

1 i'

Mr. C. S.

as

friends... .Perley Clark went to
last week-Mrs. Salome Harding is quite sick-Presiding Elder W. W.
Ogier preached at the church Sunday night
and gave a very able sermon.... Mr. H. C.
Chandler is quite sick.

ready

,L«nitV(

Lifetinu

a

GREAT MACKINTOSH SATE which

at the

Celebrated for its great leavening
strength and healthfulness. Assures
the food against alum and all forms
of adulteration common to the cheap
brands,
royal kakino i-owoek to.,
>KW YORK.
0

cottage at Temple Heights for the seaand F. A. Dickey is putting the place in.
tirst-class condition.

with

s

Absolutely Pure.

once.

mer

Kent's Hill

alway

TO

son.

L. Ames

man,

A Chance of

Miss True of Patten has hired the Plum-

..

we

at

C. Call of Boston, who has been
spending the winter with Mr. and Mrs.
Amos Pendleton, returned home on last
Saturday’s boat.

of Skowhegan was
the guest of C. J. Bartlett Saturday and Sunday.. Mrs. A. R. Myrick fell last week and
was unite badly hurt-Rev. E. S. Burrill
preached a very able serrnun last Sunday to
ti e veterans. The G. A. R. ami the W. R.
C. were out in a body_Boyce Mitchell returned last week from the State College,
Orono, where he has been studying pharma.Mrs. Gerrish is quite poorly... .Mr.
cy.
and Mrs. Silas Adams of Waterville were in
town May 29th calling on friends. She was
formerly Mrs. Lauretia Moulton of this
place.... Let a Taylor and Vivian Tabor came
frihi Waterville Friday night to spend Sun-

excellent

begin

Mrs.

this, Thursday, evening under the auspices
of the V. I. S.

day

To the Ladies and Gentlemen of Belfast and \

Pendleton and Stearns have contracted to
a cottage for Johu Roberts of Malden
near bis cottage on the North Shore.
Work

Charles Rendell-Mrs. Aroline Walker is at home from Camden, where she
has been employed several months_
The Memorial service was held at the
church Monday forenoon.
Owing to the
rain
the attendance was small.
The sermon, which was a very interesting
ne, was
delivered by Rev. C. H. Wells of Belfast..
A sociable will be held at Penobscot hall

F.

*

build

Mrs.

Unity.

RUBBER!

surroundings.

Mrs. Eva Grant of

Stony Creek, Ct., is visiting her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Staples_Miss Mary
Plummer of North Searsport, is spending a
short time at the residence of Capt. and

lumislitd by the Epwortli League and
lies* Co. No.
[Our correspondent's reIS!t me rial cay exorcists will be
I ort of tl
Ed.
fair | It i.nd w i111 e theis on another page.

weather.

a

Montville. The Palmer boy who was !
NORTHPORT NEWS.
stabbed a short time ago in the neck is much
Samuel S. Lane reports that he has 19
improved; the wound is healing well but
will leave a scar. If the cut had been one lambs from 14 ewes this spring.
inch lower it. would have cost him his life...
Ashley S. Phiuuey will have a photographThe friends and relatives of L. C. Morse ic studio at Temple Heights this season.
are pained to learn of the death of Vergie,
The Batchelders arrived at their summer
the little daughter, in Pittsfield. She was : home at
East Northport last Thursday.
a very bright, interesting child, the pet of
j Mr. Sanford Dyer of Lincolnville visited
the household.... Owing to the cold, wet
1 Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Heal last Sunday.
weather of the last few weeks the farmers
Messrs. Bagley and Hadley are hauling
are backward in their work.
A few have
planted potatoes and peas with little garden lumber for a new double cottage at Temple
stuff. Some are sowing graiu on dry, light Heights.
soils. The acreage here will be about as
Charles K. Bray is to move his cottage on
usual.
South Shore a short distance to improve the

Avery sad

case

Remember, this stock will be sold without reserve, wii m u; re-t irr;.
cost of production.
Ail are cordially invi ed m
•<>n\ ince yourself that y
save 75 per cent
satisfied after buying, yo m;iy exchange I’.u any -anm-it m
DON’T 51ISS I'lllS OITORII'NI IV.
STORK or l.N KVKRV KVKMM, |>l R | \<;

74 .'lain

I'OUKbi.N POUTS.

Las Palmas, May 2b.
Hart, New \ ork.

Ar, sell. Mabel Jordan,

St.,

DUN'i

Cienfuegos, May 24. Ar, sell. M. Y. 1*. Chase,
Eastman, Pascagmua.
Iloilo, April 12. Ar, ship Lniily F. Whirm-y,
Pendleton, Shanghai for New \ <>rk.
Macons, May 15.
Sld, sell. Jerome B. Look,
Hodgkins, New Y >; k.
In port, "hip < ora. FairRio Janeiro, .Ma.s 2
bairn.
Ti rks l.-laml. May 17
Sld, sell S. •>. Haskell,
Richardson, Providence.
<di.
a.
10.
Ar,
Curac*
'Nit-Ue, Hutehinsc.n,
May
Bangor, and was in port 21st. Uisg., to proceed to
Turks Island to load for Bangor.
Ar. sell. Hattie L.
Si. John. N. B.. .May 31.
King. Johnson. Bellas;.
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Four Points
For All Who Use Flour.

Shoes.

MAU1.NL 111 sc 1.1. LA N V.

MEN'S.

Ship Sacliem, New York to Hong
Kong, 50,000 cases oil, lb cents, ship Dingo.
Honolulu to New York, sugar, at or about >■>
to PonSi ii. Senator Sullivan, M ilmmgu n, N. <
au-lTince, lumber, p. t. M-h. .Mary Ann McCann,
.Jacksonville to New York, lumber, >4.5". Sell.
Melissa Trask, New York t<> Jack'otu il!e, general
Brig .Jennie Hulbut, Jacksonville to
eai go, p. ;.
Portland, lumber. >4.b". Sell. Austin 1>. Knight,
Sell. .Me
< ape Ann to May port, stone. 7" cents.
thebesec, St. Johns, P R-. to North of Hatteras.
sugar, 11 cenu, ii Delaware Breakwater f. o., 1
Coal freights. Sell. Gen. A. Ames.
cent extra.
Perth Amboy to Boston. Of, 1-2 cents,;! bridges.
Boston.
Sell. Isaac Oberton, Elizabethport t
cents and i>. m.
(TlAKl i.K".

BOYS’

BEST

BICYCLE,
TENNIS,

C

LADIES OXF

BOKfi.
POINT No. 1
Relating
Quality.

In Stonington. May 10, to Mr. and
Clauk.
Mrs. Clarence Clark, a daughter.
Eaton. In Deer Isle, May 13. to Mr. and Mrs.
Obadiah Eaton, a daughter.
In East Boston. May 22, to Mr. and
Ci hits.
Mrs. lhri W. H. Curt is, a daughter. Annie Isadora.
Ginn. In Orland, May 24, to Mr. and .Mrs. Herbert B Ginn, a son.
Hahkiman. In Prospect, May 25, to ( apt. and
Mrs. W. D. Harrinian, a son.
Spkah. In Roekpoit, May Jb, to Mr. and Mrs.
A. P. Spear, a daughter.
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in all markets amt
1

time.'
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at all
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Pillsbuey's Best
acknowledged every where
me.n

to

>

be

the

.finest

in

About
Substitution.

A

few

grocers

they can do
sal«*ty other ami

15assick-Morris. In Bridgeport. Ct.. .May IS,
Edgar Welib Bassick and Grace Elizabeth .Morris,
both of Bridgeport.
In Stouington, May 15,
Bi itDEEN -Skekins.
Charles E. Bardeen of Stouington and Miss Bertha

POINT No. 3.
Retail
Grocers’
Profits.

A Seekins of Swanville.
Fowler Hall. In Searsmont, May lb, Elmer
E. Fowler and Inez M., daughter of .J F. Hall,
both of Searsmont.
In Searsport, May 30, by
Gerry Mi nroe.
Rev. U. H. Fernald, l). I).. George W. Gerry of
Lincolnville and Mrs. Cordelia B. Munroe of
Thorndike.
Hoyle-Tuurlow
In Bath, May lb. Rev. J L.
Boyle, pastor of Wesley Methodist Church, forand
Phronie Thurlow, both of
of
Camden,
merly

POINT No. 4.
Caution to
Consumers.

Batli.

Lcdwick -Thomas. In Belfast, June 1 by Rev.
Geo.S. Mills, Charles Laid wick of Brockton, Mass.,
and Miss Beryl Doris Thoinas of Belfast.
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Consumers who are led
pay as much or more
for any other hour as they
do for Plllsbury’s Best fail
to consult their own inter
est.
Only the best, that is
to say Piilsbur)'* Bfsf, is
entitled to the best price.
to

.•

TO RENT.
.1 tenement of six rooms at 40
Cellar s' reef.
For particulars ap-

|

to

MRS. CFO. IF. S 0 II I.
May 27. 1807. 2tv "l
Belfast

Price

CORRECTED WEEKLA

Produce Market.

I.IHt. ss
rakei: "ii «
MKIYII.IT A. HIM
Hi NT i•! I'horndike. in said •
S"id at i• i:1.1 i<• auction on I'li
ol
uiy. v l). I SOT. at it*i
E teiioon. at the Ih.ee i>t tli* >!
said County, all the right ol re
mg described real estate in. •: •.
Leslie limit ha> or had on t le
M;m h, A l> 1 SOT. a; hair h.
lii-t parcel situated in said Tie
ed «>ii the north by land ol L
heirs ol Nathan Ward ; on the
roatl between the premises at
gins; on the south ;>> the to:.
Prince Bessey farm to the tow
west by ibe county road lean
and Charles Bessey, eontainiu
fifty-five acres, more or less an
also sit nut d in said 1 hor ndiL*
ed as follows beginning at
of land where the old I T.ion >•
thence southeasterly, oufhes.
ty road passing by tie1 -it.
rods, thence westerly, para I
of this parcel of land, rigid
ly. parallel with the east
I ami, twi nt > rods, t.. the coin.the north side of the site
easterly, on the south lim
eight roils, to the place d be,

UV\

iii-taii grocers purchase
said brands at a price
to h
cents a barrel less
Than they have to pa> for
Then
Plllsbury’s Best.
when a cast* mer orders
Plllsbury’s Best rlu-y are
••all out" of that, ami send
what they
happen" to
have on hand, charging
Plllsbury’s Best price.

Candidates for admission to the Freshman class
of Belfast High School, excepting those from
Head of Tide and Centre Crammur Schools. will
present themselves at the High Schoolroom. .Monday, June 14. at 8.30 o’clock tor examination. V
second examination will he held the latter part of
August, in the same place, the date <d which will
be given later.
F. s BKH K.
22
Superintendent.

Belfast.

Main Street,

SHERIFF’S S

Examination for High School.

ply

n

so

died/
Barker. In Bangor, May 2b. Horace A., son of
Josiali and Emma B. Barker, aged 17 years and 8
months.
Banks. In Belfast, May 31, Franklin J. Banks,
aged 70 years, 10 months and 18 days.
Brownrigg. In Hollis Centre, May 24. Ruth,
wife ol Robert Brownrigg, formerly of Belfast,
aged 03 years and b months.
Bridges.
In Swan’s Island, May 15, Parker F.
Bridges, aged 73 years, 3 months and b days.
Bramhall. In Camden, May 20, Abbie E., wife
of v zra 11 Bramhall, aged 38 years, 11 months
and 28 days.
Carter
jin Brookliu, May 10, Edward M.Carter, aged 2b \ ears and b days.
Gkindle. in Bluehill, May 20, Sylvester Grindle, aged 73 years, 1 month and 22 days.
Hakki.man.
In Waldoboro, May 20, James
Harriman, aged 85 years.
Higgins. In Ellsworth, May 25, Ruel W. Higgins, aged 05 years.
Marshall, in Marlboro, Mass., May 24. Lillian
M., wife of Albert A. Marshall, aged 25 years, 7
months and 27 days.
Miller. In East Fnion, May 24, the wife of
Charles Miller, aged 44 years.
Mitchell. In Belfast, June 2, Florence Louise
Mitchell, aged 17 years.
Morse. In Bluehill, May 10, Preston Morse,
aged 25 years, 1 month and 2 days.
Yendleton. In Orrington, May 28, Captain
Horatio B. Pendleton, aged 02 years, 11 months
and 17 days.
Walker. In Hampden, May 27, Amasa K.
Walker, aged 78 years.
Ward. In Northport, May 31,[Harry L. Ward,
aged 14 years and b months.
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ferior brands for the wellknown and always popular Plllsburj’s Best.

MARRIED.

i

STEVENS Bf

interested retail
in
tbc Slate < t
arc Mibsinut

Mai ic
wherever
witii

i

the

woi id. Its leadership is i.n
disputed and indisputable

POINT No. 2
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In Second Hand
and Harm
ALSO PIGS

FOR

5*

Current.

FOR THE .liM'KXAI..
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BELFAST

LIVEF

2o a 30 Ilav, !' t<>n, I 0 ()<>« 1 2 ii>
Apples, p bu,
i). b. soi ntw op
4«5 Hides. | It.,
3 l-2d 4
dried, |> tb.
!
9o« 1 do Lamb, |> It.,
5 m.7
Beans, pea,
Proprietors.
85u0
90
25
«4o
LambSkins,
medium,
4 n 5
vel'weyes i90<al oo Mutton, !» It.,
lT> a 1 8 Oats, t> bu, 32 lb. 25 ct 30
Butter, t;) lb,
5 a 0 1-2 Potatoes,
30(135
Beef, fe> lb,
40a45 Round Hog,
4.ti4 1-2
bu,
Barley,
Cheese,
lb,
10,a l2 Straw. !> ton, t> oo.« 7 on
10al2 Turkey, fc> tb.
10„ is
Chicken,
tb,
Notice is hereby uiven that 11■
1 l-'2a3
50{a75 Tallow,
Capt. Thomas Gulliver, one of Bangor’s Calf Skins,
14 a 1(» Veal,
lb,
6.a7 | a BURGLAR ALARM GONG
tb,
oldest master mariners, died at his home in Duck,
10 Wool, unwashed, 12(a 13
which will be tested and mm:
doz,
Eggs,
Broadway, Wednesday night, aged 02 years Fowl,
Halo Wood, hard, 3 50a5 (H) at
fc> tb,
8.45 A. M.
The alarm s->.
and six months.
Capt. Gulliver made his Geese, lb,
13 a. 15 Wood, soft, 3 00,a3 GO
time indicates that assistance
last trip as mate of the schooner Grace WebPet ail Market.
!
lietail Price.
Bank.
ster, on the voyage from New York to BanJOHN II
00a 1 OO
tb, 7aH Lime, !► bbl,
Beef,corned,
gor. While the vessel was lying in Portland
Belfast, May 20. 1807. OmL
3«4
14 lb bag. 1H Oat. Meal,
Butter
lb,
harbor, Capt. Gulliver suffered a shock of Corn, salt,
41 Onions, |> lb.
7uS
bu,
paralysis and was sent to his home by rail. Cracked Corn, $> bu, 41 Oil,kerosene,gal. 11 a 12
He was in a critical condition when lie ar- Corn Meal, |> bu,
41 Polloek,|) lb.
3 1 -2« 4
7a3
rived in Bangor and failed rapidly until his Cheese, j;> tb,
15aId Pork, !* Hi,
1.12
death. For a long time he was eugaged in Cotton Seed, #> cwt, 1 25 Plaster, !> bbl,
3
5(&9 Rye Meal, •!> tb
the West India trade and commanded some Codfish, dry, jr> tb
5
a.9
Shorts,
76t«Ho
Desirable rent at No. 1 IS Hi.
!> cwt,
fc> qt,
good vessels. The children are Dr. Thomas Cranberries,
baa 1-2
('lover Seed, |> tb, 11 a 12 Sugar, $) it>,
Apply on the premises to
H., of Marblehead, Mass., William W., of Flour, bbl, 4 50 a5 50 Salt, T. I.. !>
35 *
JAM 1>
2 a3
Salem, Mass., and Mrs. William Reed of H.G.Seed, bu, t 90a2 00 Sweet Potatoes,
1 l
3a.3
8ta9 Wheat Meal,
Lard, $> lb
Bucksport.
Leliist, Jure 2. 1807 2vL2*
•*

1

Tenement to IM'

